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..a very capable package which will be of interest to many
electronic designers, especially because of its low price."
* Review of Quickroute 3.5 PRO+, CADCAM March 96

"Ease of use: Accessible to complete novices"*
Quickroute 3.5 is a powerful, affordable and easy to use integrated
schematic & PCB design system for windows. With its multiple button bars,
'tool tips' and parts -bin you will find that Quic<route helps you to work quickly
and efficiently.

Integrated PCB & Schematic Design

Schematic Capture
Design Rule Checking OPC

'Value for money: Very good"*
Whichever version of Quickroute you choose, you can be sure of getting

Multi sheet schematics
Export WMF S Tango

value for money! Quickroute is available with multi -sheet schematic capture,
1-8 layer auto -routing, copper fill, engineering change, and a range of
popular file import/export features allowing connection to simulators and
other software packages. See the table for c selection of features.
Prices are Designer (£149), PRO (£249) and PRO r (£399). Post and packing is
£5 (UK), £8 (Europe), £12 (worldwide). VAT must be added to the total price.

Tel/Fax 0161 449 7101

Export Gerber/NC-Drill
Extended Libraries
Tango

Gerber Import

Update PCB from schematic
DXF & SPICE Export

Copper Fill

sO.

VVVVW: wwvv.quickrou-e.co.uk EMail: info@quick.sys.demon.co.uk
QUICKROUTE

SYSTEMS

Quickroute Systems Ltd., 14 Ley Lane, Marple Br dge. Stockport, SK6 5DD, U.K.
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. All trade marks are acknowledged & respected.
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -TURNTABLES -DIMMERSLOUDSPEAKERS -1S INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS
OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

E.

-

.

- -

-

LARGE (A4)B.A.E 60 STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE

,Wiarafizaall;:elv,14:1.1',1111ld14:11,',10101113.- SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.
weews now anion a world-wide reputation for quality. reliability and performance eta realistic price. Four
modals are wettable tO sub the needs of the professional and hobby mantic e Industry Lelure Instrumental and
etc When comparing prices. NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply integral heal sink, picas Ilbt P C B and
drive circuits to power compatible Vu meter All models are open and short circuit proof

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

300. Slew Rate 45V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm

PRICE C40.85

£3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W
100W) MXF400 (200W
MXF600 (300W 300W) MXF900 (450W
450W)

R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

200W)

300. Slew Rate 50V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

`:i

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L ED Vu meters *

Level controls Illuminated on/off switch * SLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit

proof * Latest Mos-Fels for stress tree power delivery into virtually any load High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 6 MXF900 tan cooled with D.C.loudspeaker and thermal protection.

IISED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:- MXF200 W19"x14310' (2U)vD11"
MXF400 W19"x145.- (3U):1312"

MXF600W19"0145' (3U)aD13"
MXF900 W19"x1115`
(3U)v1314.."

PRICES:- MXF200 0175.00 MXF400 C233.85
MXF600 0329.00 MXF900 C449.13

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

PRICE C64.35

C4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
3dB

Damping Factor

300.

Slew Rate 60V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

PRICE 081.75

C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. C12.50 EACH

300.

Slew Rate 75V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

:sr, I ;1:44Y11-1 11n lo& fnINS.Toiti VI 4.1:10-1z1S0V14:.

PRICE C132.85

C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz
100KHz -3dB, Damping
-

Factor
300. Slew Rate 75VIuS, T.H.D. typical
0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110 dB. Fan
Cooled D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over. housed in a 19" a 1U case. Each channel has three level controls:

bass, mid & top. The removable front fascia allows access lo the programmable OIL switches to adjust the
cross -over frequency Bass-Mid 250/500/800Hz. Mid -Top 1.11/3/5KHz. all at 24dB per octave. Bass invert switches
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV inpuVoutput. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules.

Price 0117.44

PRICE C259.00

C5.00 P&P

NOTE MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS :300.1V, SAND WIDTH 1001040.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EOUI
COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS
/73m1A BAND WIDTH 500010. ORDER STANDARD OR pac.

* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 a 7 band
L A R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters.

MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES: including Echo with repeat
speed control, DJ Mic with talk -over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross lade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

following inputs:- 3 turntables (meg), 3

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

Inks, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

Price 0144.99 + £5.00 P&P

C12.00 P&P

SIZE: 482 s 240 a 120mm

1.1
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ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.

Join the Piezo revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required RES. FREQ. 72Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 4KHz, SENS 97dB.
PRICE C32.71
C2.001410
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 walls (more it two are put in series. FREE 10" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR, VOCAL. KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FRED. 71Hz, FRED. RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS97dB.
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
PRICE C33.74
t2.50 PAP
TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3 round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for 10" 900 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITAR, KEYB'D. DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FRED. 65Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB.
PRICE
143.47
C2.50 P&P
bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price C4.90
50p PAP.
100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.
TYPE '8' (KSN1005A) 3,, super horn for general purpose speakers, 12RES.FREO. 49Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 100dB.
PRICE 035.64 13.50 P&P

disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.99
50p PAP.
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. P.A.. VOCAL. STAGE
TYPE 'C' (KS111016A) 2 x5 wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi sys- 4 MONITOR. RES. FRED 42Hz. FRED. RESP TO 10KHz. SENS 98dB.
PRICE C36.67
C3.50 P&P
12" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME12-200 GEN. PURPOSE, GUITAR, DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID.
tems and quality discos etc. Price C6.99
50p P&P.
-

TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2. x6 wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency

RES. FRED. 58Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 9843

response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price [9.99
50p P&P.

RES. FREQ. 47Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 10348.

TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) P.- horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price 05.99
50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines. on a recessed mounting plate. level control
and cabinet input lack socket. 85x85mm. Price C4.10
50p P&P.
'

C3.50 PEP

PRICE C70.19

C3.50 PEP

PRICE C50.72

C4.00 P&P

PRICE 073.34

C4.00 PEP

15 200 WATT R.M.S. ME15-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 46Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 99dB.

15" 300 WATT R.M.S. ME15-300 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FRED. 39Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 103dB.

737171147T,T4-2L-nrocreriztitoRka-410;,
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHNE (Except EBE50 a EBiO.So wnwn ere dual impedance tapped it

tbi FLIGHT CASED LOUDSPEAKER

B ASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8" 50watt EBB -50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4.8 OHM BASS. HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES. FRED 40Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97061.

A new range of quality loudSpeakers designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality

PRICE C8.90

10 50WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 418 OHM BASS, HI -Fl. IN -CAR.
RES. FRED 40Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS. 99dB.

cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fined grilles. wide dispersion
constant directivity horns extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures
are fitted as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands
12

I10" 100WATT EB10-100 BASS. HI.FI, STUDIO.
RES. FRED. 35Hz. FREQ. RES.. TO 3KHz, SENS 96dB.

'112" 100WATT EB12-100 BASS, STUDIO. HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO
RES. FRED. 26Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 3 KHz. SENS 93dB.
RES. FRED. 63Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 92dB.

Ibl FC 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE [159.00 PER PAIR
fbl FC 1 2-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE £175.00 PER PAIR

60WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 38Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 94dB.

8" 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL C12 50 PER PAIR

RES. FRED 40Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 18KHz. SENS 89dB.

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR C49.00

RES. FRED. 35Hz, FRED. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 98dB.

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75
75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125
125) Stereo. 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200
200) Stereo. 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

Features:
* Stereo. bridgable mono * Choice of
high
8 low level inputs * L
R level
PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W [99.99
controls * Remote onolf * Speaker
400W C109.95 P&P [2.00 EACH
thermal orntortinn
1E3i POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER E1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL SAIKLAW411111
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.

PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA AND
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OP FAX.

MUM

[2.00 P&P
C2.50 PEP

PRICE 030.39

C3.50 P&P

PRICE 042.12

C3.50 PAP

PRICE 09.99
PRICE E10.99

C1.50 PIP
1.50 P&P

PRICE E12.98

01.50 P&P

PRICE C16.49

C2.00 P&P

10" 60WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.

`,..

S ohm)

PRICE 013.65

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
60WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz - 20KHz

Delivery £6.00 per pair

PRICE 0413.71

12 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-3000P HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD, DISCO ETC.

CETTT7Tiii-TIT5171-TITI
PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE W1-11 CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
TRANSMITTER 80-108MHz
VARICAP
CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TO 3 MILES SIZE 31
123rnrn SUPPLY 1211 a 0 5AMP
3W

PRICE C14.85

01.00 PAP

FMMICRO TRANSMITTER 100-108MHz. VARICAP TUNED. COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS PET MIC. RANGE 100-300m. SIZE 86 46mm SUPPLY 9V BATTERY

PHOTO: 3W FM TRANSMITTER

ELK. ELECTRONICS
UNITS 1 & 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND ON -SEA.
ESSEX SS2 6TR

Tel. 01702 - 527572 Fax. 01702-420243

SURVEILLANCE TELESCOPE Superb Russian zoom
telescope adjustable from 15x to 6001 complete with metal tnpod
(imposible to use without thrs on the higher settings) 66mm lense
leather carrying case E149 ref BAR69

RADIATION DETECTOR SYSTEM Designed to be wall
mounted and connected into a PC deal for remote monitonng whole
building coverage etc Complete with detector cable and software
E 19 95 ref BAR75

WIRELESS VIDEO BUG KIT Transmits video and audio
signals from a minature CCTV camera (included) to any standard
television' All the components including a PP3 battery will tit into a
cigarette packet with the lens requinng a hole about 3mm diameter
Supplied with telescopic aenal but a piece of wire about 4' long will
still give a range of up to 100 metres A single PP3 will probably give
less than 1 hours use £99 REF EP79 (probably not licensable')

W()INER/fAMP'11)N BRANCH
NOW OPEN AT WORCESTER ST

24 v AC 96AIATT Cased power supply New E9 99 REF SA40
MICRODR VE STRIPPERS Small cased tape doves ideal for
stooping,
of useful goodies including a smart case, and lots of

WilIANTIYION TEL 01902 22039

SOLAR PCWER LA BSPECIA L You get TW06-x6' 6v 130mA

anyming nom videos TO caravans provides a years p rotecton nun 1
PP3 battery UK made SALE PRICE E4.99 REF SA33

DAMAGED ANSWER PHONES These are probably beyond
repar so Just E4 99 each BT response 200 machines REF SA30

COMPUTER DISC CLEAROUTWe are leltwat a lot of software
packs that need cleanng so we are selling at disc value only' 50 discs
for E4 mats just 8p eachil(our choice of discs) Ea ref EP66

IBM PS2 MODEL 160Z CASE AND POWER SUPPLY
Complete with fan etc and 200 watt power supply £9.95 ref E P67

CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29mm. 30 grams 12v

DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES 145 watt .6 -5 +12 12

100mA auto electronic shutter, 3 6mm F2 lens, CCIR. 512x492
pixels video output is lv p -p (75 ohm) Works directly into a scart or
video input on a to or video IR sensitive E79 95 ref EF 137
IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera enables t he camera

150x150x85mm complete with switch, ftyleads and IEC socket
SALE PRICE E9.99 ref EP56

1.44 DISC DRIVES Standard PC 3 5' doves but retums so they

to be used in total darknessi E5 99 ref EF 138

1.2 DISC DRIVES Standard 5 25' dnves but returns so they will

REMOTE CONTROLTAN DATA TD1400 MODEM/

need attention SALE PRICE NOW ONLY E3.50 ref EF-69

VIEWDATA Complete system composing 1200/75 modem auto
dialler, infra red remote keyboard. (could be adapted for PC use?)
psu UHF and RGB output phone lead. RS232 output composite
output Absolute bargain for parts aloneliE9 95 ref BAR33

will need attention SALE PRICE E4.99 ref EP68

PP3 N ICA DS Unused but some storage marks E4 99 ref EP52

DELLPCPOWERSUPPLIES (Customer returns) Standard PC
psu's complete with fly leads, case and fan *12v -12v +5v. -5v SALE
PRICE E1.99 EACH wolh dfor the bits alone, ref DL1 TRADE PACK
OF 20 E29.95 Ref DL2

GAS HOBS ANDOVENS Brand new gas appliances perfect for

9 WATT CHIEFTAN TANK LASERS
Double beam units designed tofit in thegun barrel of a tank each unit
has two semi conductor lasers and motor dnve units for alignement

7 mile range full circuit diagrams new pnce £50.000' us? E349
Each unit has two gallium Arsenide injection lasers 1 x 9 watt, 1 x
3 watt. 900nm wavelength 28vdc 600hz pulse frequency The units
also contain an electronic receiver to detect reflected signals from
targets five or more units E299 ea E349 for one Ref LOT4

TWO WAY MIRROR KIT Includes special adhesivelilm tomake
two way mirrors) up to 60'x20' (glass not included) includes fill
instructions E12 ref TVV1

NEW HIGH POWER RF TRANSMITTERS
AMPLIFIERSAssembled PCB transmitters 4 types available
12 6vdc 90 watt 1 5-30mhz 75 ohm in/out FM/AM E75 ref RF 1
12 6vdc 40 watt 50-200mhz 50 ohm in/out FM/AM E65 ref RF2
28v0c 125 watt 1 5-30mhz 75 ohm inlout FM/AM E85 ref RF 3
28vrIc 100 watt 50-200mhz 50 ohm in/out FM/AM E75 ref RF4
A heat sink will be required nng for pnce and availability
If you intend using these as audio transmitters you will need a also
need a prearnp Complex module available at £40 ref R F5

COMPUTERANORKSHOPIHI-Fl RCB UNITS Complete
protection from faulty equipment for everybodyt Inline unit fits in
standard IEC lead (extends it by 750mm) fitted in less than 10
seconds reset/test button 10A rating E9 each Ref MM5

RADIO CONTROLLED CARS FROM £6
EACH!!!! All returns from famous manufacturer,
3

types

available,

single

channel

(leftsight,forwards,bacicwards)E6 ref LOT1. Two
channel with more features £12 ref LOT2. Two
channel proportional (plug in crystals etc) £35 ref
LOT3
THOUSANDS AVAILABLE RING/FAX FOR DETAILS!
MAGNETIC CARD READERS (Swipes) E995 Cased with
nyleads designed to read standard credit cards) they have 3 wires
coming out of the head so they may wnte as well? complete with
control elctronics PCB Just E9 95 ref BAR31

small flats etc Basic 3 burner nob SALE PRICE E24.99 ref EP 72
Basic small built in oven SALE PRICE E79 ref EP73

RED EYE SECURITY PROTECTOR 1.000 watt outdoor PI R
switch SALE PRICE £6.99 ref EP57

ENERGY BANK KIT 100 6%6' 6v 100mA panels 100 diodes,
connection details etc :69 95 ref EF 112

comprehensive m anual 90days free technical support f 0345-326009
try before you buyi) Current retail price 6E129, SALE PRICE E9 95

ref SA12 SAVE E1208

COMPLETE PC 200 WATT UPS SYSTEM To

of the range

UPS system providing protection for your computer system and
valuable software against mains power fluctuations and cuts New

FM BUG 3UILT ANDTESTEDsupenordes+gn to krt Supplied
to detective agencies 9v battery req d £14 REF MAG14

TALKING COINBOX STRIPPER COMPLETE WITH
COINSLOT PA ECHANISMS onginallymade to retail atE79 each

these units are designed to

convert an ordinary phone into a

El 2 95 Ref EF8213 extra pellets (500) E4 50 ref EF80

MAG5P 3 ideal for expenmentersi 30 m for El2 99 ref MAG13P1

WEB SITE
http://www.pavIllon.00.ukibull-electrIcal
RACAL MODEM BONANZA! 1Ra cai MPS 12231200/75 m °dam
telephone lead mains lead manual and comms software the
cheapest way onto the neh all this for just E13 ref DEC13

MIXED GOODIES BOX OF
WEIGHING 2 KILOS
MIXED COMPONENTS
YOURS FOR JUST E6.99
43(29 TELESCOPIC SIGHTS Suitable for all air nfles ground
lenses good light gathering properties £1995 ref R/7

RATTLE BACKS Interesting things these. small piece of solid

2 AAA batteries. Produces thin red beam ideal for

perspex Irks matenal that it you try to spin it on the desk it only spins
one wayi intact if you spin it the Wrong way it stops of its own accord
and go's buck the other way El 99 ref GI/J01
GYROSCOPES Rememberthese well we have found a company
flat still m ufact ures these popular soentiflc toys perfect gift or for
oducationa use etc E6 ref EP70

ref

HYPOTHERMIA SPACE BLANKET 215x 150cm aluminised

4.6mw LASER POINTER. BRAND NEW MODEL NOW IN

STOCK?, supplies in fully built form (looks like a nice
pen) complete with handy pocket clip (whi:h also acts
as the on/off switch.) About 60 metres range! Runs on
levels, gun sights:., experiments etc. just E39.96
DEC49 TRADE PRICE E28 MIN 10 PIECES
BULL TENS UNIT Fully built and tested TENS (Transcutaneous

PC PAL VGA TO TV CONVERTER Converts a colour TV into
psu lead and a.% are Ideal

for laptops or a cheap upgrade Supplied

in

kit form for home

assembly SALE PRICE E25 REF SA34

ZENITH 900 X MAGNIFICATION MICROSCOPE Zoom.

currently available ths month 12v 15AHatE18 ref LOT8 and 6v 10AH
(suitable for emergercy lights above) at just E6 ref LOT7

cased vibration alarms keyswitch operated fully cased lust fit it to

with a range Jplo 2 km in open country Units measure 22(52x155mm

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for E4 99

EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit with 2 double

GOT AN EXPENSIVE ANYTHING? You need one of our

* MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair of walkie talkies

13CrnA SALE PRICE E4.99 REF SA24

Check out our

bulb floodlights built in charger and auto switch Fully cased 6v BAH
lead acid req'd (secondhand) Ea ref MAG4P11

they look like a standard water bottle. but open the top, insert a rey
to activate a motion sensor alarm built inside Fits all standard bottle
tamers, supplied with two keys SALE PRICE £7.99 REF SA32

13Asocket with outputlead three types available 9vdc 150mAE1 50
ref SA19 9vdc 200mA E2 00 ref SA20. 6 5vdc 500mA £2 ref SA21
VIDEO SENDER U NIT. Transmits both audio and video signals
horn either &video camera video recorder. TV or Computer etc to any
standard TVset in a 100 range (tune TV to a spare channel) 12v DC
op Pnce is [15 REF. NAG15 12v psu is E5 extra REF: MAG5P2

6-X17" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x310mm

mechanism. adjustable time delay. relay output. put a cannot on
anything you like TV.s, videos fndges. dnnks cupboards, HIFI
takes 50p's and El coins DC operated pnce justE7 99 ref BAR27

GOTAN EXPENSIVE BIKE?You needone of ourbottle alarms.

PLUG IN ROWER SUPPLY SALE FROM E1.60 Plugs in to

GAT AIR 'ISTOL PACK Complete with pistol. darts and pellets

COIN OPERATED TIMER KIT Complete with coinsiot

Russian Superb astronomical 'scope. everything you need for some
senous star gazing' up to 169x magnification. Send or fax for further
details E249 ref TAL.1

menu driven autochaller etc SALE PRICE E12.99 REF SA18
AR RIFLES .22As used by theChnese army forlramingpuposes
so there is a of about' E3995 Ref E F78 500 pellets E450 ref EF80

BIG BROTHERPSUCaseoPSU, 6v 2Aoutput, 2m o/plead 15th
input lead. UK made Z",05 SALE PRICE £4.99 REF EP7

a basic VGA screen Complete w ith built

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
16 character 2 line. 99x24mm £299 ref SM1623A
20 character 2 line. 83x19mm £399 ref 3M2020A
16 character 4 line. 62x25mm £599 ref SMC1640A
TAL-1 110MM NEWTONIAN REFLECTOR', ELESCOPE

VIEWDATA SYSTEMS made by Phillips complete with internal
1200/75 modern keyboard, psu etc RGB and composite outputs

correctly LAST FEW TO CLEAR AT E49 SAVE E30 ref LOT61

of complete power fadre to allow you to run your system down

PANORAMIC CAMERA OFFER Takes double width

75 metres in full darkness in infrared mode. 150rn range 45mm lens
13 deg angle of view focussing range t 5m to infinity 2 AA battenes
ectu red 9509 weight E199 ref BARBI 1 years warranty

dnvers with RS232 interfaces and all connectors etc Ideal low cost
method of communicating between PC's over a long distance utilizing
the senal ports Complete kit ES 99 Ref comp 1

payphone The units have the lodrs missing and sometimes broken
hinges However they can be adapted for their °oval useor used for
something Use?? SALE PRICE JUST E2.50 REF SA23

and boxed. UK made P-ovides up to 5 mins running time in the event

coated lenses carry; rg case and shoulder strap E2995 REF BAR 73

BARG]
NIGHTSIGHTS Model TZS4 with infra red illuminator, views up to

PHONE CABLE AND COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS
PACK Kit contains 100m of 6 core cable. 100 cable clips. 2 line

FM TRANSMITTER KIT housed in a standard working 13A

certificate enabling you to reproduce (and sell) the manuals as much
as you like E 14 ref EP74

PLASMA SCREENS 222x3lOrnm, no data hence E4.99 ref

the C5 motort ut ok for any 12v motor up to 30A Complete with PCB
etc A heat smk may be required £17 00 REF: MAG17

adapterri the bug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever, why pay
E700? or price 15E15 REF E F62 (kit) Transmits to any FM radio

nehvorkable up to 10 stations multiple cash books etc 200 page

RUSSIAN MONOCULARS Amazing 20 times magnification,

metal construction, built in light. shnmp farm group viewing screen,
lots of accessories £29 ref ANAYLT
AA N ICA D PACK Pack 014 tagged AA nicadsE2 99 ref BAR34

PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w E2 99 REF MAG3P 10
13.8V 1.9A PSU cased with leads Just E999 REF MAG10P3
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us for

I nduding cases and earp'ces 2xPP3 req d £30 00pr REF: NAG30

your leisure using the text editor on your PC Also included is the

photographs using standard 35mm film Use in honzontal or vertical
mode Complete with strap E7 99 ref BAR1

RGB/CGA:EGA/TTL COLOUR MONITORS 12' in good
condition Bad., anodised metal case SALE PRICE E49 REF SA1613

sizesof businesses indudes wordprocessor report wntar windowing

information on setting up different businesses. you peruse these at

IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give you

solar cells 4 .ED's wire buzzer. switch plus I relay or motor Superb
value lot SALE PRICE JUST E4.99 REF SA27

PASTEL ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE, does everything for all

Electncal Nerve Stimulation) unit. complete with electrodes and toll
instructions TENS is used for the relief of pain etc in up to 70% of
sufferers Drug free pain relief, safe and easy to use can be used in
conjunction with analgesics etc E49 Ref TEN/1

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN

components. SALE PRICE JUST E4.99 FOR FIVE REF SA26

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES Two sizes
ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Complete with cable
plug etc SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF SA28
AUTO SUNC HARGER 155x300mm solar panel with diode and 3
metre lead lined with a cigar plug 12v 2watt E8.99 REF SA25

ECLATRON FLASH TUBE As used in police car flashing lights
etc full spec supplied 60-100 flashes a min E8.99 REF SA 15B

foil blanket reflects more than 90% of body heat Also suitable for the
constnictan of two way mirrors' E3 99 each ref 0/L041

LENSTATIC RANGER COMPASS Oil filled capsule strong
metal case large luminous points Sight line with magnifying viewer
50mm dia 86gm E10 99 ref 0/K604

RECHARGE ORDINARY BATTERIES UP TO 10 TRES!
With the Battery Wizard' Uses the latest pulse wave charge system
to charge all popular brands of ordinary battenes AAA. AA, C. D four
at a time' Led system shows w hen tatte n es are charged automatically

refects unsuitable cells complete with mans adaptor BS approved
Pace is £21 95 ref EP31
TALKING WATCH Yes. it actually tells you the time at the press of
a button Also features a voice alarm that wakes you up and tells you
what the tine Al Lithium cell included E7 99 ref EP26

PHOTOGRAPHIC RADAR TRAPS CAN COST YOU
YOUR LICENCE! The new multiband 2000 radar detector can
prevent even the most responsible of dnversfrom losing therlicencel
Adjustable audible alarm with 8 flashing leds gives instant warning of
adar zones Detects X K. and Ka bands. 3 mile range. 'over the hill'
'around bends' and 'rear trap facilites micro sizejust4 25'x2 5'x 75'
Can pay fix itself in just one days E79 95 ref E P3

SANYO NICAD PACKS 120mmx14rnm 4 8v 270 maH suitable
'or cornices phones etc Pack of 2 lust £5 ref EP78

r DISCS As used on older Amstrad machines Spectrum plus3's
etc E3 each ref BAR400

STEREO MICROSOPES BACK IN STOCK Russian, 200x
complete with lenses lights filters etc etc very comprehensive

BOME OP OUR PRODUCES MAT BE UNLICENBABLE IN 'THE UK

BULL
ELECTRICAL
2513 PORTLAND ROAD. HOVE. SUSSEX .
BN3 5QT. IESTABLISILED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3 P&P PLUS VAT.
PLEASE Ai.i,nw 7-10 DAYS FOR DELIVERVEHONE ORDERS
WELCOME fACCR.SS,V18A, SWTFC11., AMERICAN F.XPRESS1

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

E-mail bull*pavilion.co.uk

microscope that would normally be around the £700 mark, our pnce
is just E293(full money back guarantee) full details in catalogue Ref
95/300

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH
BUYERS DIRECT LINE 0860 425692

FREECATALOGITE
100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE. 50P STAMP OR FREE
ON REQUEST WITH ORDER.
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New coax matrix
switching card for
high speed
IP..

'

ithley Instruments have introduced the model 7077, a
w 8X 12 isolated coaxial matrix card for its models 707
and 708 matrix switching mainframes. The card's isolated
coaxial connectors also allow high speed production testing
of dc and ac signals up to 10MHz with insertion loss as low
as 3db and crosstalk of -15db. These features facilitate a
range of tests and simplify the integration of multiple
Strurnents with differing connector types, which are often
nd in a production test environment.
The model 7077 provides 2 -pole, form A (normally open)
telling of each point in the card's 8 -row x 12 column
atrix. Each coax hi and lo conductor has its own set of
y contacts, a necessity for true differential
asurements. Contact potential is less than 5pV and offset
current is below 100pA. Contact settling is completed in
less than 3 ms.
This performance ensures li,gh accuracy, allows more
complex set-ups with a larger number of simultaneous
crosspoint connections and provides higher throughput iri
itching -intensive production tests.
The performance characteristics of the model 7077
- ke it well -suited for sensitive measurements of signals
.

e

Life in the old box
Can you remember when you were proud of your new BSB
receiver and the entertainment that it could provide for you?
And then it was made redundant. 3R Cardware can now offer
conversion of your old unit into a working D2MAC decoder,
enabling you to view up to 20 satellite channels including sport,
movies and family viewing - and all without the monthly
subscription fee. Alternatively, you can purchase your own
conversion kit which comes complete with instruction sheet and
component layout diagrams and is simple to fit. The decoder
plugs straight into the back of your existing satellite receiver,
giving superior picture and sound quality. The unit comes with
its own upgradeable 'Smadcard' and scarf leads from £139.
Further information: 3R Cardware on 01246 455150.

ranging from dc to 1:1v1Hz.

The model 7077 pugs irto a card slot on Kellley's
model 707 or 708 sw-tchina matrix mainframe. The
mainframe provides a convenient means of intr3nonnecting
complex test system- wiring and setting up the matrix
switching program. Programming is accomplished with
software over an IEEE -488 bus or by using an cptional light
pen and the mainframe's front panel matrix. Th-:- mainframe
also allows switching o be triggered from an etc -anal
source. Alphanumeric and individual LED displays provide
readouts of operational stat'is, program steps, -elay states,
and general status micnitorir g.
Keithley Instruments Inc. has been designing and
manufacturing precis on instaimentation since 1,346. Today,
Keithley is a world leader in providing hardware and
software solutions tot alectronic test and measurement,
data acquisition, and semiconductor characterislion.
Keithley products and systems are found throughout the
world in universities, ihdustrial laboratories, engeeering
development departments, ("Lofty control areas., and on the
production lines. They are second to none in pr7vding
highly accurate and refiable data related to the eotncal,
temperature and per*>dic phenomena they test and
measure. More information: <eithley Instruments Ltd, The
Minster. 58 Portman Road, Reading. Berkshire
Tel: 01734 575666.

Partridge
Electronics
In the July ssue of ETI, we
inadvertently published Partridge
Electronics advertisement under -he
banner, Kits. This was an error as,
under ABT rules., this equipme-t is
illegal in kit form.
We apologise for any confusion.

Leabank Shields
The application of coatings to provide RFI/EMI shielding for plastic enclosures has become a specialised service of aeabank
Coatings Limited.
The metal coatings act to suppress emissions, help reduce interference and allow any electrostatic build-up to d scharge
safely to ensure compliance with the EMC regulations.
Although the major demand is for nickel loaded coatings, copper/silver and silver coal ngs are applied for specific
requirements as these arise.
More information: Leabank Coating Ltd, Wycombe Road. Stokenchurch, High Wycomte. Bucks HP14 3RJ.
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Rugged miniature
enclosures
Arcom Control Systems has launched two small enclosures
offering a flexible basis for housing the compact, highperformance industrial computers used in today's machirery
and automation. Dubbed ACE, the boot -shaped enclosure
system is capable of being mounted on a wall or inside
equipment cabinets, and offers room for a computer with up to
six single Eurocard modules. This is adequate for a STEbus
processor and a substantial quantity of signal -conditioned I/O
channels if required; enough to implement a powerful standalone embedded controller, or a
fieldbus node if the element is part of
a distributed intelligent system - an
increasingly popular design approach.
Despite its potential capacity, the
enclosures occupy half or less of the
volume of a 19 inch sub -rack, the
most commonly used form of
industrial computer housing today.
Fabricated from die-cast metal
components, ACE (Arcom Compact
Enclosure) offers superb
electromagnetic noise protection and
has additionally been engineered to
conform with Arcom's innovative
Technical Construction File approach
to EMC compliance. By using a range
of preferred computer and I/O
modules and cable assemblies,
designers can use ACE to configure
custom control systems and self certify them as CE -compliant with
confidence, providing a rapid and
reliable path to market which can save
months of effort and thousands of
pounds in EMC testing costs.
Arcom has created this product in
response to the growing demand for
smaller industrial computer systems
with fewer function modules.
Increasing levels of IC integration has
meant that the vast majority of
STEbus-based controllers being built
today require just two to four boards.
As most of Arcom's customers utilise
19 -inch hardware to house such systems, 50% or more cf a
typical 3U sub -rack is empty - wasting space and money.
ACE resolves this problem by offering L-shaped enclosures
with three separate areas for mounting the various
components of a typical system to minimise dimensions. The
single Eurocard computer modules are mounted vertically in
the upper part of the boot shape minimising depth. The power
supply sits underneath in the 'heel' area, while the 'toe'
provides a convenient space -efficient area for cable entry and
termination. Hinges provide three-way opening to allow easy
access to any area for system building, installation,
maintenance or reconfiguration purposes.
The enclosure is offered in a two main variants suitable for
building STEbus-based industrial computer systems. ACE -28,
is designed for 'target' systems, diskless PCs or remote VO
nodes, and offers 28E of board mounting width - enough for a

backplane with three STEbus modules and two signal
conditioning modules, plus a switching power supply and a
40 -way cable terminaticn block. ACE -42 is 50% wicer with
42E space. and is suitable for larger systems inciuding
STEbus-based industrial PC compatibles with disk drives; it
can accommodate typically four STEbus boards plus at least
two signal conditioning modules, a 3.5 -inch disk drive, power
supply and cable termination.
Depending on the option chosen, the overall volume of the
ACE enclosure is either around a third or half that of a typical
3U 19 -inch card frame.
For more details, contact Ian Clarke at Arcom Control
Systems Ltd, Clifton Pa, Cambridge CB1 4WH.
Tel:01223 411200

Flash Microcontroller
Programmer
In last month's ETI, we published a project on a serial flash
microcontroller progammer. The author would like to add
the following notes to readers interested in the p-oject.
"If using the UCN5833A (thirty-three A), connect pin 21
of this chip to ground. A full working version of the software
and operating/set-up notes may be cbtained fro -n Henry
Myatt, 25 Annerley Road, Annan, Dumfriesshire DG 12 r -+IF
Cost is £2.50 (UK) or £15 (overseas) - this induces
postage. If ordering from overseas, payment must be in
pounds sterling and cheques drawn on a UK bank."
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New from Hitachi
A new. low profile, compact design STN LCD display module is now available from Hitachi. The LMG7380QHFC film black and
white transmissive graphics display module has a resolution of 256x64 dots and incorporates a single edge -lit CFL backlight.
The combination of film retardation and CFL backlighting offers excellent contrast, very high brightness and wide viewing
angles.

The module includes 8Kbytes of display and contains a T6963C graphics controller with built-in character generation. This
configuration allows the module to display text and graphics simultaneously. The unit uses a fast response LC fluid making it
ideal for animation without image ghosting or lag effects.
The low profile compact design
(68mm x 160mm x 12mm), low
power consumption (1W) and light
weight (150g) make it attractive for
use in portable applications.
A starter kit is also available,
which consists of an INVC191 CFL
backlight inverter and all the
necessary interfacing cables.
Further information contact:
Vince Pitt, Hitachi Europe Ltd,
Whitebrook Park, Lower Cookham
Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6
8YA Tel: +44-1628 585163 Fax:
+44-1628-585160.

New Card DMM
from Wavetek

1000 readings per second. Ir situations where the available
VXI-bus bandwidth limits the read rate, up to 8000 readings
can be cached in onboard memory before being transferred
over the bus. VXI-bus synchronous and asynchronous
backplane triggers are supported, together with the SCPI
command language. A diskette containing a plug & play
instrument driver developed for the WIN -System framework will
also be available.
The Model 1361 is a single -width C -size card that conforms
fully to the VXI-bus Rev. 1.4 specification. Its front panel inputs
accept 4 -mm safety banana plugs.

Wavetek is the first company to introduce a 6.5 -digit
multifunction VXI-bus card DMM that accepts inputs up to
1000V DC or AC rms. Other VXlbus card DMMs on the
market only measure to 300V The new Model 1361 therefore
gives VXI-bus system integrators the advantage of being able
to measure the highest voltages likely to be encountered in
typical ATE systems, without having to use external attenuators
or signal conditioning circuitry. As well as DC and AC voltage,
the Model 1361 measures resistance up to 20 Q and, with the
current option installed, measures DC and AC currents up to
2A. "Commercial systems integrators cannot always be aware
of the future uses to which their systems will be put,
particularly in military and aerospace projects", said Newell
White, Wavetek's Marketing Manager for VXI-bus products.
"The 1361 gives them the added confidence that their systems
will meet the same broad performance envelopes of traditional
rack -and -stack ATE systems."
In addition to measuring voltages up to 1000 V, the Model
1361 also has a unique level of isolation between its
measurement circuits and the VXI-bus backplane. Its front panel terminals, for example, can be floated as much as 650 V
above or below ground potential. Together with extensive
internal guarding, this results in a common -mode rejection ratio
(CMRR) greater than 146 dB, making precision 6.5 -digit
measurements possible even when the voltage to be
measured has a superimposed DC or AC potential. Switchable
filters provide a normal -mode AC rejection (NMR) of more than
20dB, with matching of the Model 1361's measurement cycle
to 50 Hz, 60 Hz or 400 Hz line supply periods providing an
additional 54dB of noise rejection at line frequencies.
The Model 1361 is capable of making 6.5 -digit DC voltage,
DC current and resistance measurements at speeds up to five
readings per second, and 4.5 -digit readings at speeds up to
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On the back of an envelope ...
how the Wireless Set No. 17 was designed
Restoring a Philco 444 'People's Set"
When TV was all at sea Naval Type 67 WTI Set
PLUS all the regular features
Annual subscription (6 issues) £18.50 in the UK,
£19.50 to Europe; £23.75 the rest of the world, by
airmail, or send £3.25 or a US$5 Bill for a sample

Also from the publishers of Radio Bygones,
essential reference books for the vintage
collector and enthusiast ...
A widely acclaimed new work on
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transmitters and ancillaries - from the years 1956 to 1975,
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collecting experiences. 102 A4 pages, with 59 photographs
and 24 drawings, and specifications of each item covered.
Price £13.00 to UK. £13.75 elsewhere.
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Facsimile reprints of books published by Bernards/Babani
in the 1950s and '60s. Among the most comprehensive and
'user-friendly' valve data books ever published, the five
guides deal respectively with valves produced during
1934-51, 1951-54, 1954-56, 1956-60 and 1960-63.
English, European. American. USSR and Japanese types are
covered. Each book contains between 40 and 56 A5 pages.
Price £2.95 each to UK, £3.25 elsewhere, or the
complete set of five for £14 to UK, £15.50 elsewhere.

Handbook of Radio, TV, Industrial &
Transmitting Tube & Valve Equivalents
A companion to the above Valve Guides, listing
commercial and military equivalents and comparables from
both sides of the Atlantic. 60 A5 pages.
Price £2.95 to UK, £3.25 elsewhere.

The Story of the Key by Louise R. Moreau
A reprint of a popular and profusely illustrated series from
Morsum Magnificat magazine, describing the development
of telegraph keys from Morse's original 'Correspondent' to
the bugs of the post -WWII period. 60 A5 pages.
Price £3.95 to UK, £4.25 elsewhere.

All book prices include postage. Overseas prices are for
airmail despatch to Europe. surface mail elsewhere.
Airmail rates to the rest of the world available on request.
Please make all cheques payable to G C Arnold Partners
G C Arnold Partners (E6), 9 Wetherby Close, Broadstone
Dorset BH18 8JB, England. Telephone/FAX: 01202 658474
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Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmission impairment M/Set
Hewlett Packard 4729B - Carrier Noise Test Set
Hewlett Packard 4261 A - L.C.R. Mete- (Digital)
Hewlett Packard 4271B - LC R. Meter (Digital)
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser
Hewlett Packard 5342A - Frequency Counter 18 GHZ
Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NEW) 1001.1HZ Universal Counter
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder
Hewlett Packard 5238A Frequency Counter 100MHz
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP18)
w.it ()Pr S 11,1 003/004/005
Hewlett Packard 6623A Triple output system power supply
Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 20V -3A Twin
Hewlett Packard 6181C D C current source
Hewlett Packard 6255A Power Supply 40V - 1.5A Twin
Hewlett Packard 6266B Power Supply 40V -5A
Hewlett Packard 62718 Power Supply 60V -3A
Hewlett Packard 6002A Autoranginc. P.S.U. 50V - 10A
Hewlett Packard 6034A - 60V -10A System P S U

Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml, M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES

£200
Gould 0S3000/ADVANCE 3000 - 30MHz Dual ch
£850
Gould 5110 - 100MHz Intelligent oscilloscope
........ .. £1150
Gould 1602 - 20 MHz D.S.O. with printer (cursors)
from £175
Hameg - 203/203-4/203-5/203-6 - 20 MHz Dual Channel .....
from £350
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 17744A, 100MHz dual ch....
from £275
Hewlett Packard 1707A, 1707B - 75MHz 2ch
£1750
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
£1950
Hewlett Packard 54501A - 100MHz - Digitizing 4 channel
£4500
Hewlett Packard 54100D - 1GHz Digitizing
£300
Hewlett Packard 180D -4 channel - 100 MHz
£350
Hewlett Packard 182C -4 channel - 100 MHz
£350
60
MHz
Dual
Channel
Hitachi V650F
£2250
Hitachi VC6265 - 100 MHz Digital Storage (AS NEW) GPIB
£750
Intron 2020 - 20 MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
£475
Kikusui COS 6100 - 100MHz, 5 Channel. 12 Trace
£750
Meguro - MSO 1270A - 20 MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
£1100
Nicolet 3091 - LF D.S.0
Panasonic VP5741A - 100 MHz D.S.O. with Digital readout waveform analysis - TV
£2500
Signal Analysis Function - G.P.I.B.
Phillips 3211, 3217, 3240, 3243, 3244, 3261,
from
£125
to
£350
3262 (2ch + 4ch)
£400
Philips 3219 - 50MHz with analogue storage
.£475
Philips 3302 - 20MHz - Digital Storage
£1950
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel
£1500
Philips PM 3295 - 350MHz Dual Channel
£750
Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz - D.S.O.

.

Power Supply 20v -50A £450 Discount for Quantities
Hewlett Packard 8403A - Modulator
Hewlett Packard 8660D - Synthesised Sig Gen 10 KHZ-2.6 Ght
Hewlett Packard 83498 - Microwave Broadband 'Amplifier (as new) 2 -20GHz
Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50 MHZ Programmable Signal Source

£475

£1850
£200

£180
£200

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
£6995
Advantest 4133A - 100KHz - 20 GHz
£2750
Eaton/Ailtech 757 - 10KHz - 22 GHz
£995
Hewlett Packard 3580A - -5Hz-50KHz
Hewlett Packard 37098 - Constellation Analyser with 15709A High Impedance Interface

HP 3582A
Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface
Hewlett Packard 141T + 85528 + 8555A - (10MHz - 18GHz)
Hewlett Packard 8505A - Network Analyser (500KHz - 1.3GHz)
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser

£5750
£3750
£2500
£1000
£1600
£4000
£7500

Hewlett Packard 8590A 15 10KHz-1.5 GHZ
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 200MHz
Meguro MSA 4901 - 1-300 GHz (AS NEW)..
Meguro MSA 4912 - 1-1 GI-Iz (AS NEW).......
Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz
Tektronix 2710 9 Khz - 1.8 GHz
Tektronix 7218 with mainframe (1.5-60GHZ with external mixers)

£995
£1250
£1995
£3000
£1500
£2500
£4250
£2000

Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz)
251(1-1/ Analyser, dual channel

f4250

MISCELLANEOUS
AVO RM215 - L/2 - AC/DC Breakdown, Leakage + Ionisation Tester
ANRITSU ME 4628 DF/3 Transmission Analyser
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator
California 751TC - AC variable Power Source
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Recorder
Dyanpert TP20 Intelliplace - Tape peel Tester - immacualte condition
E.I.P. 548A - Frequency Counter (26.5 GHz)
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz
Farnell AP70-30 Power Supply (0-70v/30A) Auto Ranging
Farnell SSG -520 Signal Generator (520 MHZ)
Farnell TSV 70 Mkll Power Supply (70V -5A or 35V -10A)
Heiden 1107 30V -10A Programmable Power Supply (IEEE)
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791B/3793B Microwave Link Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3325A - 21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen
Hewlett Packard 3488A - HP - 1B Switch control unit
(various Plug -ins available)
Hewlett Packard 334A - Distortion Analyser
Hewlett Packard 339A - Distortion Measuring Set
Hewlett Packard 3581A Wave Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3455A 61/2 Digit M/Meter (Autocal)..
Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set
Hewlett Packard 3779 A/C - Primary Multiplex Analyser
Hewlett Packard 4342A -'O' Meter
Hewlett Packard 4954A - Protocol Analyser
Hewlett Packard 4953A - Protocol Analyser
Hewlett Packard 432A - Power Meter (with 478A Sensor)
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8484A)

£1650

£1250
Hewlett Packard 8152A - Optical Average Power Meter
£1100
Hewlett Packard 81588 - Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 + 011) ..
£3500
Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 26.510 40 GHz
£775
Hewlett Packard 8444A - Tracking Generator
£500
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen. 0.1Hz-20MHz
£400
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscilator mainframe
£375
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser
£3500
Hewlett Packard 8684A 5.4GHz to 1?.5GHz Sig -Gen
£500
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen. C.1 Hz-20MHz
£400
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe
£375
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser
£2950
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4 - 1300MHz
£4250
Hewlett Packard 853A with 8559A - (0.01 21GHz)
£3750
Hewlett Packard 8565A - (0.01 22GHz)
£3500
Hewlett Packard 8684A 5 4GHz to 12.5GHz Sig -Gen
£2600
Hewlett Packard 8903A - Audio Anayser (20Hz - 100KHz)
£4000
Hewlett Packard 8958A - Cellular Radio Interface
£250
Hewlett Packard P382A Variable Attenuator
£995
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator
-E£225500
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter
£200
Marconi 2432A 500MHz digital freq. meter
Marconi - 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MH: - Synthesised Signal Generator.
££21090500
Marconi 2871 Data Cornms Analyser
£1750
Marconi 6500 Automatic Amplitude Analyser
£950
Marconi 2018 - 80KHz 520MHz SynthesisedAM/FM Signal Generator
£400
Philips PM 5167 10MHz function gen
£800
Phillips 5190 L.F.Synthesiser (G.P LB.)
£1250
Phillips 5390 Programmable R/F Signal Gen (1020 MHZ)
£450
Prema 4000 - 6 1/2 Digit Multimeter (NEW)
£300
Raca Dana 9242D Programmable PSU 25V -2A
£400
Raca Dana 9246S Programmable PSU 25V -10A
£750
Raca Dana 3100 40-130MHz synthesiser
£800
Raca 1992 - 1 3GHz Frequency CoLnler
£550
Raca Dana 9081 Synth sig. gen. 52,3MHz
Raca Dana 9084 Synth sig gen. 104MHz
£650£450
Raca Dana 9303 True RMS/RFevel meter
.£175
Raca Da ra 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
£375
Raca Dana 9302A R/F millivoltmete' (new version)
£500
Hz)
Raca Dana 9082 Synthesised am/fn sig gen (5
£POA
Raca 9085 Low Distortion Oscillator
£300
Raca 9301A - True RMS R/F Millivaltmetee
£450
Raca 9921 3GHz Frequency Counter
£1250
Rohde & Schwarz AMF 2 - TV Demodulator
f1600
Rohde 8 Schwarz LFM 2 - 60 Mhz Group Delay Sweep Gen
£1400
Rohde 8 Schwarz UPSF 2 - Video Noise Meter
£500
Rohde 8 Schwarz - Scud Radio Code Test Set
£300
Rohde 8 Schwarz SUF 2 Noise Generator
£1250
Schaffner NSG 203A Line Voltage Variation Simulator
£850
Schaffner NSG 222A Interferance Simulator
£850
Schaffner NSG 223 Interferance Generator
£750
Schlumberger 4021/4022 Radio Test Sets
Schlumberger S.I. 4040 Stabilock - High accuracy 1GHz Radio Test Set._.....£4995
Schlumberger 4923 Radio Code Test Set
£5001
Schlumberger 2720 1250 MHz Frequency Counter
Stanford Research DS 340 - 15 MHz Syntesized Function (NEW)
£1200
and arbitrary waveform generator
£2750
Systron Donner 6030 - Microwave urequency Counter (26.5 GHz)
£250
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer.
£1750
Tektronix TM5003 AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen.
£750
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser
POA
Tektronix 651 HR Monitor
£500
Series
Logic
Analyser
Tektronix DAS9100
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,
£POA
PG508. FG504. FG503. TG501, TR503 + many more
Tektronix 577 Curve Tracer
£9951
Tektronix AM503 + TM501 P6302 - Current Probe Amplifier
E£1999955
Tektronix PG506 + TG501 SG503 TM503 Oscilloscope Calibrator
Tektronix CG5001 - Programmable Oscilloscope Calibrator Generator..
E£760500
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator
£700
Toellner7720 - Programmable 10 fv/Hz Function Gen (AS NEW)
£P.O.A.
Wavetek 172B Programmable Sig Source (0.0001HZ-13MHZ)
£1250
1GHz
Signal
Generator
Wavetek 3010
£800
Wiltron 560 Scalar Network Analyser
£650
Wiltron 6620S - Programmable Sweep Generator (3.6 - 6.5GMZ)

f-om £300
from £650
from £850
from £1000

(As New)

t£44250500

Hewlett Packard 8901B - Modulation Analyser (150KHz 1300MHz)£4250

f-om £350
from £350

SPECIAL OFFER

£500

Hewlett Packard 83508 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (vanous Plug -Ins available) extra _12650
£1750
Hewlett Packard 8656A Synthesised Signal Gen (100KHz 990MHz)
500
Hewlett Packard 8683A - Microwave Signal Gen (2.3 6.5GHz)

£425
£450
£750
£1250
£450
£350

HITACHI V212 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE
HITACHI V222 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE + ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

£995
£1950
£200
£150
£200
£220
£225
£650
£1500

HEWLET1 PACKARD 6261B

Tektronix
468 - 100MHz -D.S.O.£750
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
Tektronix 2445 150 MHz - 4 Channel
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
Tektronix 455 - 50MHz Dual Channel
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage
Tektronix 465/4658 - 100MHz dual ch
Tektronix 475 - 200Mhz Dual Channel
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz
Tektronix 7934 5C0MHZ with storage
Tektronix TDS 320 100 MHz. Digital Storage (NEW)...
Telequipment D83 - 50MHz Dual Channel
Other scopes available too

£2000
£2000
£500
£900
£350
£1500
£250
£2250
£250

£400
£3000
£1500
£1200
£350
£1950
£2995
£700
£750
£400
£200
£650
£350
£850
£200
£3500
£1500

1

£650
£300
£1500
£750
£750
£P.O.A.

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED WITH 3C DAYS GUARANTEE.
PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED
TO ALL GOODS

'rom £1000
£995
£2995
£2750
£275

from £750
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER

LOW COST PC's
SPECIAL BUY
Aar

CHANGING STOCKS

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES

-

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram

19" RACK CABINETS

OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

'AT 286'

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAVINGS CALL FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOTLIST

"Trivia,

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification
Art monitors you will ever see At this price - Don't miss it!!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature

LIMITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door.
Made in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was
full height lockable half louvered back door
designed for total reliability The compact case houses the motherand louvered removable side panels. Fully
board. PSU and EGA video card with single 51/4" 1.2 Mb floppy disk
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
drive & integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock
for any configuration of equipment mounting
with battery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
Mitsubishi
FA3415ETKL
14SVGA
Multisync
colour
monitor
Anth
fine
condition complete with enhanced keyboard, 640k + 2Mb RAM,
socket switched mains distribution strip make
028 dot pan rube and resolution of 1024 a 766 A
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run '
these racks some of the most versatile we
variety of inputs Mows connecticn to a host of computOrder as HIGRADE 286
(E)
ers ncludng IBM PC's n CGA EGA, VGA & SVGA have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require
only
two
side
panels
to stand singly or in multiple bays.
Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
modes, BBC, COMMODORE (a -carding Amiga 1200),
£29.00
1 4Mb 3)/4' floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb)
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE Many features Etched Overall dimensions are: 77,6' H x 3244" D x 22' W. Order as:
£19.95
OPT
Rack
1
Complete
with
removable side panels. £335.00 (G)
Wordperfect 6.0 for Dos - when 31/2' FDD option ordered
lacepete text switching and LOW RADIATION MPR
£22.50
ification Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCELOPT Rack 2 Rack. Less side panels
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card
£225.00 1G,
£29.00

orn Y f 12-r 00

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM
Limited quantity of this 2nd user. supurb small size desktop unit.
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin. Supplied
with keyboard. 4 Mb of RAM, SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
integral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1 44 Mb 3,5" floppy disk drive.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable
only

Many other options ave/able - call for details.

£399.00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 3'h" - 8"
5%" or 31/2" from only £18.95!
Massive purchases of standard 5%* and 344" drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 3V.," supported on your PC).
31/2" Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
£24.95(B(
31/2" Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£25.95(B)
31/2" Mitsubishi MF355C-D 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
£18.95)B(
51/4" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
£18.95(0)
51/4" Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE
51/4" BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K

£29.95(B)
£22.95(0)
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 5%' Flopp or HD £29.95(8)
8" Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested
£195.00(E)
8" Shugart 810 8 SS HH Brand New
£195.00(E(
8" Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested
£250.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8" double sided NEW
£275.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U 8" DS slimline NEW
£285.00)E(
Dual 8" cased drives with inte.ral power suppl 2 Mb
£499.00(E(

HARD DISK DRIVES
31/2' FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
31/2' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE
31/2' CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE
31/4" RODIME RO3057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)
31/2" WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F Brand New
51/2" MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
51/2' SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb FILL I/F Refurb
5%" CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F FIFE tested
514" HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
51/2" HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential FIFE tested
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F FIFE tested

£59.95(C)
£59.95(C(
£69.00(C(
£69.00(C)
£185.00(C)
£49.95(C(
£69.95(C(
£69.95)C(
£89.00(C)
£195.00)C(
£195.00(E(

Hard disc controllers for MFM IDE. SCSI. RLL etc from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

ilagell3
-

'''',..,........4-*

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE

'

The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, con-

taining all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc The composite
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders. allowing

reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most television receivers' (TELEBOX MB) Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television

channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors without sound ' an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification
'For cable / hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected
to a cable type service. Shipping code on all Teleboxe's is tEl

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually every type of power
supply you can imagine.Over
10,000 Power Sup lies Ex Stock

.

Call for info / list.

TIN& Swivel Ban rA.75

Only £119

VGA cable for IBM PC included.
Edema! cables for other types of computers CALL

Order as
mrrs_svGA

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec.

rack features all steel construction with removable

As New - Used on film set for 1 week only!!
15" 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res. colour monitors.
Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)

side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with

five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door

Just In - Microvitec 20" VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitor's.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info
PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phonc lacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed flap controls. VCR correction button etc. Good

is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to

enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing

members to take the heaviest of 19" rack

equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x lEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
used condition - fully tested - guaranteed
Onl7y £95 (El with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
Dimensions: W14" x H1244' x 151/2" D.
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan- castors and floor levelers. prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attrac- mm=1625H x 635D x 603 W ( 64" H x 25" D x 23W W )
tive square black plastic case measuring W10- x H10' x 13Y4' D
Sold at LESS than a third of makers price !!
240 V AC mains powered.

Only £79.00 (D)

KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 026" dot

pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling

-

A superb buy at only

E195.00

(G)

Over 1000 racks - 19" 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock !!
Call with your requirements.

Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync

such as Atari, Commodore Amiga. Acorn

End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85 Mbyte
drive with industry standard SMD interface. replaces Fujitsu
equivalent model Fuil manual. Only £299.00 or 2 for £525.00 (E)

.

LENT Mtn used condVn

Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13'6' x 12' x
11'. Good used condition.

Only £125 (E)

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

The ultimate in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors. MicroTouch but sold at a price below cost l! System consists of
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm
teak style case. Perfect for Schools. Shops, Disco. Clubs, etc.In connected to an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordinates as to
20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)
where a finger is touching the panel - as the finger moves, the data
instantly changes. The X & Y information is given at an incredible
matrix resolution of 1024 x 1024 positions over the entire screen
size !! A host of available translation software enables direct conMITS.
FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245 nection to a PC for a myriad of applications including: control panam to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase power sources - ex attack
£POA els, pointing devices. POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
£950 computer un-trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£750 'Windows'. instead of a mouse !! (a driver is indeed available !) The
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£95 applications for this amazing product are only limited by your
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£550 Imagination!! Complete system including Controller, Power Supply
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 do
£POA and Data supplied at an incredible price of only:
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500 Full MICROTOUCH software support pack
£145.00 (B)
HP1650B Logic Analyser
£3750 and manuals for IBM convents,* PC's E29.95 RFE - Tested
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
f POA
HP APOLLO RX700 system units
£950
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800
HP3081A Industrie workstation c\w Barcode swipe reader
£175 INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full, length PC -XT
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V
20A metered PSU
£675 and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
£POA Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
HP7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter
£1850 and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied RFE.
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£650 Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible
£59.95(Al)
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
£POA Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
Ling Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration test system
EPOA memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
Computer controlled 1056 x 560 mm X Y table & controller £1425 in RAM above 640k DOS limit Complete with data
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser
£POA Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (A1)
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£3750
SIMM SPECIALS
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batts Dec.1995
£9500 1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 120ns
Only £16.50 (A1)
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
£POA 1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £19.50
or 70ns
£22.95 (A1)
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£2200 1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £21.50
or 7Ons
£23.75 (Al)
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£1200 4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parityOnly
£95.00
(A1)
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters
£1150 INTEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £69.00 (A1)
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
£1450 FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK - CALL FOR EU
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
1550
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer
£1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250 EPSON 00412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC
£7.95 10 / £65
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
£POA PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC
£8.95 10 / £75
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3750 MITSUBISHI MMF-D6D12DL 60460x25 mm 12v DC £4.95 10 / £42
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish + mount (Fa Voyage..) £950 MITSUBISHI MMF-08C12DM 80x80x25 mm 12v DC £5.25 10 / £49
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995 MITSUBISHI MMF-09812DH 92x92x25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10 / £53
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysurf amplifier / recorder
£750 PANCAKE 12.3.5 92x92x18 mm 12v DC
£7.95 10 / £69
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
1485 EX -EQUIP AC tans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x 38 mm specify 110
Test Lab 2 mtr square quietised acoustic test cabinets
£300 or 240 v £6.95. 80 x 80 x 38 mm - specify 110 or 240 v £5.95
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectorscope - NEW
£650 IMHOF B26 1900 rack mnt 3U x 19" Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95
Please call for further details on the above items
Shooing on all fans (A) Blowers (B1 50,000 Fans Ex Stock CALL

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S

FANS & BLOWERS

Issue 13 of Display News now available - send large SAE - PACKED with bargains!

...

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5:30

Dept ET. 32 Biggin Way
Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

-ELECTRONICSC

EST

25

YEARS

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On SSA Bus Routs

Ft Thomton Heath
Selhurst Park SR Rail Stations

DISTEL©

The Original
REE On line Database
Info on 20,000 + stock items!

RETURNING SOON !

ALL mr ENQUIRIES

0181 679 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

All prices for UK Mainland UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Mninum order £10. Bona Fide account orders accepted from
Government SOW:.
unNersrues and Local Authorities - mnmum account order £50 Cheques over £100 are subject to 10 vvorkng days clearance. Camage
charges (A)=£3.00, (A1)=£4.03,
(B)=£5.50, (C)=£8.50, (D)=£12.00, (E)=£15.03, (F)=£18.00, (G)ALL Maw approx 6 days for shipping - faster CALL Scotland surcharge CALL AJ goods suppled to our

Standard Conditions of Sale and unless stated guaranteed for 90 days. Al guarantees on a retum to hose base. All rights reserved to change paces / specifications without prior
notice Orders subpect to stock Disc ants fa volume. Top CASH prices paid fa surplus goods. Al trademarks etc acknowledged © Display Electrioncs 19% E & O E 066

rctifiN GENERATOR
By Paul Stenning
his project is intended for realignment of radio
receivers. It was originally designed to accompany
the Valve Radio Repair and Restoration series, but
it can be used for aligning transistor equ;pment.
The unit is cheap and fairly basic, but perfectly
adequate for its intended purpose. However the output is not a
pure sine wave, so the unit may not be suited for more
exacting electronic development work. The unit covers a
frequency range of 150KHz to 12MHz over five ranges. It is
therefore suited to the alignment of RF and IF sections of AM
(MW and LW) sets, as well as the IF sections of FM (VHF)
circuits. It may also be used for RF alignment of SW circuits
from 25 to 49 metres. The output may be amplitude
modulated by an internal 800Hz audio tone (approx 30%
modulation) or by an external signal. The output level is
adjustable in two ranges up to a maximum of about 4V pk-pk.
The unit is mains powered.

T

Circuit description
01 is a high gain FET (Field Effect Transistor) and is
configured as a Colpitts style oscillator. The oscillation
frequency is set by the variable capacitor (C1+C2) and the

five pairs of switched inductors. There is significant overlap
between the ranges, due to the limited range of readily
available inductors. However, even by using specially wound
inductors, four frequency bands would have been needed to
cover the range.The RF output is buffered by 02, which is
configured as an emitter follower. The output signal is
developed across R6, anc passes to the output sockets via
variable and switched attenuator circuits. The signal is
amplitude modulated by varying the supply voltage to the
oscillator circuit. This is carried out by Q3, which is an emitter
010 decouples the feed at RE. SW2 selects either the
interna' or an exterral modulation signal. If no modulation is
required the switch is set :o the external position with no signal
applied to SK3. To give reasonable modulation the external
signal should be about 1.5V RMS (4V pk-pk). If a music signal
is use°, the bandwidth should not extend above about 8KHz
due to the limits of AM broadcasting. 010 will roll -off the higher
frequencies to some extent. The selected modulation signal is
buffered by 04 and made available on SK4. This is useful for
trigger ng an oscilloscope.
Q5 is configure° in an R -C oscillator circuit. The frequency
is set by C15, C16, C17, R19, R20 and R21 to about 800Hz.
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IC1 is a standard three -pin
100mA regulator, fed by the full wave rectified supply from a
small mains transformer.

Ur
<
pp

Construction
0 04

The prototype was constructed
on a piece of plain matrix board.
65)
Stripboard is not suitable
because of the capacitance
between adjacent tracks. A PCB
could be designed, but this
should follow the same general
layout as the matrix board.
In the diagram the
1components and wires on the
co
top face of the board are shown
in black, while the underside
connections are grey.
Much of the circuit board
wiring can be carried out using
c, 0=
0
§
the component leadout wires,
with pieces of tinned copper wire
added where these are not long
enough.
8
The unit should be built into a
suitable metal cabinet to give
adequate screening. This should
be earthed via the earth wire of
three core mains flex.
01+C2 is a Jackson Type -0
air spaced variable capacitor.
This is the most expensive
component in the unit, costing
around 215.
However valve radio
0
enthusiasts may be able to
salvage something suitable from
a scrap set.
You may wish to arrange a
suitable pointer and scale if you
intend to calibrate the unit. A
suitable ball reduction drive and
pointer (also made by Jackson)
are available from Maplin and
other suppliers.
The inductors are mounted on
the rear of the rotary switch as
shown. This should be
positioned close to the variable
capacitor to keep the wire
lengths to a minimum.
Also the circuit board should
be positioned to give a minimum
wire length to the variable
capacitor and switch.
The transformer should be mounted towards the back of
the case, well away from the RF tuning components. If a
transformer with flying leads is used, these may be joined to
the mains flex with a choc-block connector.
It may be worth including the Audio Output Level Indicator
(due for publication next month) in the same case.
The two units would generally be used together so this
could be a useful combination.
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If you wish to alter the frequency, note that altering the value of
R19 will affect the biasing of the transistor.
Any variations should be carried out by changing the values
of the capacitors rather than the resistors.
R14 and C13 act as a filter to remove any distortion on the
output.
The circuit is powered from a regulated 15V supply, and
consumes about 30mA.
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Accurate calibration
For accurate calibration a frequency calibrator or accurate
oscilloscope is required.
The unit may be set for various frequencies and these
should be marked on the scale.
Mark the scale every 5KHz between 400 and 500KHz if
possible, so that the AM IF frequency (typically 455KHz.
465KHz or 470KHz) may be accurately set. Also make every
0.1MHz between 10.4MHz and 11MHz, to allow the FM IF of
10.7MHz to be accurately set.
Alternatively a good quality Short Wave receiver with digital
readout may be used.
With the internal modulation switched on, connect the unit
to the receiver aerial connection.
Set the receiver to the required frequency and adjus: the
signal generator frequency until the tone is heard.

Resistors fall 5% 0.25W or better)

R6,13,17

1K2
47K
22K
10K
2K2
470R

R7

150R

R1

R2

R3,10,12
R4

R5

R8
R9

R11,14
R15
R16
R18

R19,20,2'
VR1

1K0
68R
15K

100R
4K7

220K

27K
11(0 Lin Pot

Capacitors

Alternative calibration
If none of these items are available, you should be able to
adjust part of the range with a domestic radio receiver, as
described above.
If you have a good quality Hi-Fi receiver with a digital
readout this would be better, otherwise use a set where the
calibration is known to be good.
If the receiver does not have an external aerial connection,
connect a coil of a few turns of wire about 150mm in diameter
to the signal generator output, and position this close to the
receiver.

You should be able to pick up the third harmonic of the
frequencies between the MW and LW bands, at the
appropriate position on the MW band.
Thus you should be able to tune in the third harmonic of
400KHz at 1200KHz.
Between 450KHz and 480KHz you could hit the IF
frequency of the radio.
This is generally fairly obvious as the radio's tuning control
will have little effect.
It is also possible for the unit to beat with the rado's local
oscillator, so do not be too concerned if the results do not
seem to make sense.
If it does not seem to work properly, try using a different
radio. You will not be able to calibrate frequencies above the
top of the MW band (about 1600KHz) by this methcd.
However, for most radio alignment work this will not be a
problem.
For alignment of VHF sets you will need to know the
position of the IF (10.7MHz).
Connect the unit to the aerial of an FM radio, turn the
modulation off and set the output level to maximum Tune the
set to a weaker station on FM, then adjust the signal generator
frequency around the top band.
When the IF of the set (invariably 10.7MHz) is found the
reception should become much weaker or disappear
altogether.

This works better with some radios than others - and is
generally more effective on cheaper sets.

C1+C2
C3,6,7,9,11,12
C4,5
C8
C10
C13
C14
C15,16,17
C18
C19
C20

365pF + 365pF Variable
100nF
100pF
100nF 160V

2.2nF
22nF
1uF

4.7nF
100uF
220nF
1000uF

Inductors (RF Chokes)
L1,2
L3,4
L5,6
17,8
L9,10

2 2mH
470uH
100uH
22uH
4.7uH

Semiconductors
D1,2
01

02
03,4,5
IC1

1N4002
BF244A
2N2222A
BC548C
78L05

Miscellaneous
SW1,2 SPDT Toggle or Slide Switch
SW3+SW4 2 Pale 6 Way Rotary Switch (1 off)
X1 15-0-15V 100mA Transformer
SK1,2,3 4,5 4mm Socket or Binding Post
Metal case
Plain matrix b3ard
Tinned zopper wire
Knobs
Materials for pointer
Mains f ex
13A plug with 3A fuse
Choc-block connector.

Acknowledgement

Some aspects of this circuit are broadly based on a design by Steve Knight in the May 1995 edition of Everyday with Practical
Electronics.
The Steve Knight unit covers a range of 1 5MHz to 30MHz, and is a much higher quality piece of equipment.
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In this type of artice it is not appropriate to examine the
various layers in the management and control protocols. They
follow the OSI Model. It suffices to state that TFTS uses a
number of logical channels to implement the various control,
synchrorisation and data transfer functions. These are not
radio frequency channels which are discussed in Section 4.
The term 'logical' refers to the function and all logical channels
are applied in a definite order on each radio frequency channel.
The various applications are listed in Appendix 1. Each channel
is transmitted using a slot or block of 208 bits with a specific
composition. Their formation and interpretation are examined in
the next section.
During operation, an aircraft station monitors the up -link
frequencies to identify a grcund station that could prove a
satisfactory link. Each ground station transmits a conrol signal
on the ECCH that provides an aircraft station with the
appropriate information (channel and time -slot for access
purposes). The aircraft station transmits a request on the
RACH and waits for an acknowledgement. If the particular
ground station responds on the IRCH, then normal
communications can proceed on the TCH. Otherwise, the
aircraft station repeats the procedure three times.

he Terrestrial Flight Telephone System(TFTS) is a
recent development in the general area of mobile
communications and provides passengers with
the capability to make telephone calls from within
an aircraft. The service is primarily voice and
facsimile (Group 3). However, this range may be extended in
due course.
This article considers the general technical characteristics in
ETSI Specification ETS 300-326 which covers the equipment
parameters with the exception of aviation requirements. Any
comments expressed in the paper are purely personal and are
not intended as a formal interpretation of the standard.

T

Problems of implementation by operators of TFTS are lot
examined.

Call Procedure
Figure 1 shows the general arrangement in TFTS. An important
point to note is that TFTS uses 164 dual frequency channels
which are part of the specification. The frequencies cannot be
changed but there is provision for offsets to overcome certain
problems. This is discussed further in Section 4. An aircraft
communicates with a ground station which is connected to the
public telephone network. It is the ground and not the aircraft
station that acts as the controller. Each ground station can be
considered as a cell which controls and communicates with
every aircraft within its own operational area. It may operate
with one or more radio frequency channels in accordance with
international frequency assignments. The system distinguishes
between three different cells: en -route for coverage of large
areas at high altitude; intermediate for coverage in the general
vicinity of airports; and airport cells for use near or on the
ground. Cell sizes can be difficult to estimate. A typical radius
would be 250 km at 12,000 metres - a considerable distance
in comparison to ground systems. Since an aircraft is usually
travelling at high speeds, it is very likely to pass through a
number of different coverage areas. In order to avoid disruption
of calls, there is a handover procedure between ground
stations. This happens automatically and callers would not be
aware o' any alteration in the routing of traffic.
The procedures required to implement the arrangement of
Figure 1 are very complex.

Transmission slots
TFTS uses two different slots for transmission of all categories
of data - G for general and S for synchronisation. Both consist
of 208 bits with a duration of 4.706 milliseconds. The system is
fully digital. Voice is digitised using an INMARSAT c:odec which
is not analysed in this article.
Figure 2 illustrates the composition of a G slot. Fields A and
B are fixed but C contains the data, either control or message
information, which undergoes the full range of coding
operations. The sequence is as follows:
Stage 1

Golay Code
Input Block
Output Block 12

Stage 3
Stage 2
Scrambling
Bit Interleaving
208
24 -(over 8 blocks)

A block of 12 bits is turned into 23 using the &day Code
(Appendix 2). The 11 check bits are capable of correcting up
to threee errors per block.

AIRCRAFT STATION

UP -LINK (1670 - 1675 MHz)

DOWN -LINK (1803 - 1805 MHz)

GROUND STATION
AND CONTROLLER
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PUBLIC
TELEPHONE
NETWORK

A

GUARD (5)

B

SYNCHRONISATION (11)

C

DATA (192)

A further parity bit is added to produce a new block of 24.
The additional bit means that an odd number of errors can
always be detected but only a maximum of three can be
corrected. The standard does not specify any particular
decoding algorithm. However, the code is widely used for
paging equipment and a decoding procedure should not
present any problem for manufacturers.
A total of eight blocks are grouped together to create a
further block of 192 bits.
The positions of individual bits are re -ordered to produce a
new block of 192 bits. It is not necessary to list the actual table
of substitutions. The process is the equivalent of wire -crossing
in electronic engineering and is known as a permutation in
mathematical analysis. Its purpose is to scatter the bits around
within the block to ensure that errors in adjacent positions do
not have a catastrophic effect.
Decoding is simply the inverse table. It must be
emphasised that the interleaving operation has no error
correction or detection capability. However, the combination of
both the block code and interleaving results in a coding
procedure with a considerable improvement over the Golay
Code on its own.
The final stage is a scrambling operation. It is similar to
stream encryption in cryptography but has no secrecy value. A
pseudo -random binary sequence is applied in a modulo 2
addition to the incoming block.
The sequence is the same for all units - irrespective of
manufacturer or user. Consequently, the operation does not
provide any level of secrecy. Its purpose is to generate an
output block which will have approximately equal numbers of
logic level '1' and '0'. It is desirable that a long sequence of the
same logic level should not be input to the modulator
(Appendix 3).

However, the composition is straightforward in comparison to
the G slots.
After the encoding operations a full block of 208 bits is
formed and input to the modulator for transmission between
stations. The exact procedure is explained in Section 4. The
type of block and logical application have no bearing on the
method. Each block is processed in exactly the same manner
and transmitted on an assigned radio frequency channel using
Time Division Multiple Access(TDMA). A total of four callers can
be multiplexed together. Their slots are grouped into frames in
accordance with a specific pattern with a basic frame as
follows:

234

1

567

9 10 11 12

8

T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 T2 T3 T4

T1 T2 T3 T4

13 14 15 16
T1 T2 T3T4

17
Control
Slot

T afficSlots

The frame structure is the same for both directions. The
17th slot is for control purposes and is never allocated to
traffic. In the up -link direction it would contain the BCCH,
IRCCH and RCCH as required (Appendix 1). Traffic slots may
be assigned for control where the full range of four callers are
not operating on a channel. Different slots are identified by their
compositions as per the figures.
TFTS is a very complicated system. The above explanation
is purely introductory in order to provide an overview.

Modulation and RF channels
A complete block of 208 bits is input 2 bits at a time to the
modulator as illustrated in Figure 4 and a phase -shift is
produced as per the table in Appendix 3. This stage of the
process marks the end of the parts of the system based on
digital signal processing.
From this point onwards the signals may be considered as
analog in nature and are applied as the modulation of a radio
frequency carrier.

Decoding requires the exact same process except that the
The method Is Differential Quaternary Phase Shift
output sequence from the encoder becomes the input
Keying(DQPSK). Each phase -shift generates In -Phase and
sequence for the decoder.
Quadrature terms which are used to modulate the radio
The three stages together form a forward error correction
frequency carrier.
system suited to dealing with random errors. It does not
The radio frequency carrier is one of 164 values: (1670 +
include a convolutional code[2] which is more appropriate for
n/33) and (1800 + n/33) MHz for up and down links
errors that oaccur in short bursts.
respectively for n = 1 to 164. The carrier spacing is
The general procedure is to be expected given the nature of
approximately 30 kHz which is a break with tradition as
the application. The only exception is a G1 slot where the
European countries tend to use 25 kHz. A channel consists of
traffic information skips the first two stages and proceeds
a specific pair of frequencies that are represented by the same
directly to the scrambling operation. It may appear that the
value of n in the previous formulas.
data is passing over the most important stage where the check
Frequency accuracy must be 4x1-8 and 2x1-7 for the
bits for error correction are produced.
ground and aircraft stations respectively.
However, the traffic bits are the output of a codec and are
This is adequate to cover any drift from the nominal value.
well mixed by the scrambling operation prior to transmission.
However, since an aircaft is travelling at high speeds, the
The additional protection of the Golay Code is not really
Doppler Shift can be significant. For example, at 1,000
necessary. Figure 3 shows the composition of the
km/hour the shift would be 1.6 kHz.
synchronisation slot.
In order to counter the total drift there is provision for
There are two categories - S1 and S2 - which are very
frequency offsets. During operation, a unit transmits and
similar. Field C in S1 consists of a block of 26 bits which is
receives on the assigned frequencies using TDMA.
repeated four times but no additional operation for error control
A total of four callers may use the same channel
is applied. It is particularly important in that it
indicates the access channel, slot number and
frame number to initiate a call as per the
A
GUARD (5)
B
SYNCHRONISATION (71)
C
DATA (26 x 5)
D
SHARE (2)
procedure in Section 2. An aircraft station
monitors this slot as the first step in using TFTS.
11
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simultaneously. In addition to the
channel a timeslot is allocated. The term
'physical channel' refers to the radio
frequency channel and the time -slot.
The handover procedure described
in Section 2 can involve a change in
time slot or in the radio frequency
channel for communications with the
same ground station.
Full handover means that the ground
station and controller are changed.
Further analysis is outside the scope of
this paper (see opening paragraphs).
The specification has very extensive
requirements on the radio frequency
side including antenna characteristics
and adaptive control of the aircraft
station's EIRP by the ground station

4=Vri.lcos(0)-0.(sin(001
,

(,)

E
V

cos((oct)

Co

0

Output

RF Carter
Phase shift of n/2

0.)C

O=[/ sin(0 ,)-0 ,cos(On)]
Output = in.(cospct+04-0,(cos((0,t+0.+Ic/2))

This is the case for TFTS. The generator polynomial affects
the encoding process and a choice is not possible.

Remarks
TFTS is a major development in communications for mobile
applications. It has the advantage of being a harmonised
specification which does not require modifications in different
countries. An important point to note is that it is not a
confidential system.
There is no encryption operation as part of the equipment
specification as in GSM cellular telephone or TETRA in mobile
radio. However, the coding operations and call procedures are
unique to TFTS which means that evesdropping on messages
would be difficult.
A hacker would require special equipment and an expert
knowledge of the system.

Appendix 3: DOPSK modulation

Even Numbered Positions (0 to 206):

1

0

0

1

References

Odd Numbered Positions(1 to 207):

1

1

0

0

ETSI Specification ETS 300-326
[2] Brewster, R. L.: "Communication Systems And Computer
Networks. John Wiley & Sons (1989).
[3] Sweeney, P.: "Error Control Coding". Prentice -Hall (1991).

On(Phase-shift):

n/4

3n/4

-3n/4 -n/4

Appendix 1: Logical channels
Broadcast Control(BCCH): unidirectional Ground - Air(S1 slot)
Random Access(RACH): unidirectional Air - Ground(S2 slot)
Initial Response Control(IRCCH): unidirectional Ground - Air (G3
slot) Radio Control(RCCH): unidirectional Ground - Air(G2 slot)
Dedicated Control(DCCH): bidirectional(G2 slot)
Traffic(TCH): bidirectional(G1 slot)

G2 and G3 undergo the full range of coding operations. G1
skips the first two stages of the Golay Code and Bit
Interleaving. S1 and S2 skip all three stages.

Appendix 2: Golay (23,12) Code
This is a cyclic code of length 23. The modulus is (x23 + 1)
and has 3 irreducible factors as follows:
(x+1), (x11+x10+x6+x5+x4+x2+1) and
(x11+x9+x7+x6+x5+x+1).
Either of the factors of degree 11 would satisfy the
mathematical requirements for use as the generator polynomial
in the code. However, in TFTS the first is specified and must
be applied. A manufacturer is not free to make his own
particular choice.
As decoding operations are not unique, it has become
practice to permit manufacturers to choose their own
methods.

A modulation symbol may be written in complex fo-m as: Sn =
In + jQn. The In -Phase and Quadrature terms are deduced
from previous values as follows:
In= In -1cos(On)-On - 1 sin(Oni and Qn= In -1sin(On)+On- 1cos(On).

Hence the term Idifferertial' in the title. Both equations may
be combined as follows:
Sn=Sn-1exp(jOn) with the Phase -Shift being deduced from
the table

The table has the form of a Grey Code where successive
symbols differ in just one bit.
From an operational viewpoint the symbols are chained
together, such that, there is a total of 8 possible symbols(+/ n/8, +/-3n8, +/-571/8 and 4-/-771/8). Therefore, it is not

necessary to repeat the calculations for every 2 bit that are
input to the modulator. The process, if properly executed, must
generate 1 of the 8 values. Figure 4 shows the individual steps.
In electronic terms In and On are impulses which are input to a
modulation filter with a raised cosine roll -off and applied as
phase modulation to 2 orthogonal radio frequency carriers cos(wct) and cos(wct+n2) respectively. Both outputs are
combined to give the transmitted signal. The var ous
mathematical expansions required in the process are:
cos(wct+n/2) = cos(wct)cos(n/2)-sin(wct)sin(n/2) = -sin(wct)
cos(wct+On) = cos(wct)cas(On)-sin(wct)sin(On)

sin(wct+On) = sin(wct)cost0n)+cos(wct)sin(On)
cos(wct+On+n2) = cos(wct+0n)cos(n/2)-sin(wct+On)sin(n./2)
= -sin(wct+On).

This is a simplified explanation to provide an overview of
TFTS and a reader should refer to the specification for a
detailed analysis.
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200 WATT INVERTERS Nicely cased units 12v input 240v
output 150watt continuous 200 max E49 ref LOT62
CUM HELIUM NEON LASERS New units, E65 ref LOT33
COINSLOT TOKENS You may have a use for these, mixed bag
of 100 tokens E10 ref LOT20
PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to construct
plans on a simple and cheap way to build a home X-ray machine'
Effective device. X-ray sealed assemblies can be used for
experimental purposes Not a toy or for minors, E6/set Ref FIXP I
TELEKIN ETC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your
fnends by creating motion with no known apparent means or cause
Uses no electncal or mechanical connections. no spec al gimmicks
yetproducespostrvemotonand effect Excalentbr science p rojeds.

magic shows. party demonstrations or serious research &
development of this strange and amazing phychic phenomenon
E4/set Ref F/TKE I

ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS 8. DATA This data shows
several ways to put subjects under your control Included is a full
volume reference text and several construction plans that when
assembled can produce highly effectve stimuli This matenal must
be used cautiously It is for use as entertainment at parses etc only.
by those expenenced in its use E 15/set Ref F/EH2

GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan
demonstrates a simple electncal phenomena that produces an antigravity effect You can actually build a small mock spaceship out of
simple matenals and without any visible means- cause it to levitate
E10/set Ref F/GRA1

WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750.000 volts of

WOLVERHAMPTON BRANCH
Mr/W OPEN AT WORCESTER ST
WIIAMPTON TEL 01902 22039
phone or line undetectable, listen to the conversations in the room
from anywhere in the world, 24 hours a day 7 days a weeks lust call
the number and press a button on the mini controller (supplied) and
you can hear everything, Monitor conversations for as long as you
choose E249 each. complete with leads and mini controller+ Ref
LOT9 Undetectable with normal RF detectors. fitted in seconds no
battenes required. lasts forever,

SMIRCHED MODE PS U'S 244 watt .5 32A. +12 6A, -5 0 2A. 12 0 2A There is also an optonal 3 3v 25A rail avalable 120/240v I/
P Cased, 175x90x145mm IEC inlet Suitable for PC use (6 d/dnve
connectors 1 mlboard) E10 ref PSU1

VIDEO PROCESSOR UNITS?/6v 10AH BATTS/12V
TX Not too sure what the function of these units is but they certainly
make good strippers' Measures 390X320X120mm. on the front are
controls for scan speed. scan delay. scan mode loads of connections
on the rear Inside 2 x 6v 10AH sealed lead acid butts, pcb's and a 8A,
12v torrodial transformer (mains in) Conillkon not known, may have
one or two broken knobs due to poor storage E17 50 ref VP2

RETRON NIGHT SIGHT Recognition of a standing man at 300m
in 1/4 moonlight. hermafically sealed, runs on 2 AA battenes, 80mm
F1 5 lens. 20mw infrared laser included E325 ref RET RON

MINI FM TRANSMITTER KfTVeiy high gam preamp. supplied

discharge, expenment with extraordinary HV effects. 'Plasma in a
or. St Elmo's fire, Corona, excellent science project or conversation
piece E5/set Ref F/BTC1/LG5
COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 100rnw of
visible green light High coherency and spectral quality similar to
Argon laser but easier and less costly to build yet far more efficient
Thsparlciiardesign was developed attne Atomic EnergyCommision
of NEGEV in Israel E10/set Ref F/CVL 1
VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS Mmature solid state system

turns speech sound into indecipherable nose that cannot be

your self but you will hear things on this radio that you would not hear
on an ordinary radio (even TV) Covers 50-160mhz on both AM and

range device uses recent technology to detect the p resence of living
bodies. warm and hot spots. heat leaksetc Intended for secunty, law
enforcement. research and development. etc Excellent secunty
device or very interesting science project E8/set Ref F/BHT 1

FM Burt in 5 watt amplifier, Inc speaker E15 ref 1013
3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KR Wireless system. mains
operated. separate sensitivity adjustment for each channel, 1,200 w
power handling, microphone included £14 Ref 1014
4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Small but powerful FM
transmitter. 3 RF stages. microphone and audio preamp included
£20 Ref 1028
STROBE LIGHT KM Adjustable from 1-60 hz (a lot faster than
conventional strobes) Mains operated EIS Ref 1037

BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Projects an
invisible beam of heat capable of burning and mating matenals over

rain alum!, leak detector etc Will switch 2A mains E5 Ref +081

a considerable distance This laser is one of the most efficient.

COMBINATION LOCK KM 9 key. programmable, complete with

converting 10% input power into useful output Not only is this device
a workhorse in welding, cutting and heat processing matenals but it

LIQUID LEVEL DETECTOR KIT Useful for tanks. ponds. baths,

weapon against missiles. aircraft ground -to -ground. etc Particle
beams may very well utilize a laser of this type to blast a channel in

keypad will switch 2A mains 9v dc operation E10 ref 1114
PHONE BUG DETECTOR KM This device will warn you if
somebody is eavesdropping on your line £6 ref 1130
ROBOT VOICE KM Interesting circuit that distorts your voices

the atmosphere for a high energy stream of neutrons or other
partcles The device is easily applicable to burning and etching

adjustable, answer the phone with a different voices 12vdcE9 ref 1131

TELEPHONE BUG KIT Small bug powered by the phone line,

wood cutting, plastics. textiles etc E12/set Ref F/LC7

starts transmitting as soon as the phone is picked ups E8 Ref 1135
3 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER KIT 800 watts per channel,
speed and direction controlssupplied with 12 LEDS (you can tit tnacs
instead to make lot mains, not supplied) 9-12vdc E17 ref 1026
12VFLOURESCENT LAMP DRNER KITLight up 4 foottubes
from your car battery' 9v 2a transformer also required E8 ref 1069
VOXSWRCH KrTSound activated switch ideal br making bugging
tape recorders etc adjustable serisitnnty E8 ref 1073

is also a likely candidate as an effective directed

MYSTERY ANTI GRAVITY DEVICE PLANS Uses simple
concept Objects float in air and move to the touch Defies gravity.
amazing gift. conversation piece magic tnck or science project E6/
set Ref F/ANT 1K

ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic
shock waves Blow holes in metal. produce 'cold' steam. atomize
liquides Many cleaning uses for PC boards iewIlery. cons small
parts etc E6/set Ref FAJLB1

Check out our

walls windows, floors etc Many applications shown, from law
enforcement nature listening medical heartbeat to mechanical

WEB SITE

devices ES/set Ref F/l-IGA7

ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circuit
LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Allows you
to hear sounds from a premises without gaining access E12Jset Ref
F/LL 1ST 1

LASER LIGHT SHOW PLANS Do it yourself plans show three
methods E6 Ref F/LLS1

PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS
Handheld, has large transducer and battery capacity with extemal
controls E6/set Ref F/PSP4
INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabber/
room monitor The ultimate in horneiofficesecunty and safety' simple
to usei Call your home or office phone, push a secret tone on your
telephone to access either A) On premises sound and voices or B)

Existing conversation with break-in capability for emergency
messages E7 Ref F/TELEGRAB
BUG DETECTOR PLANS isthat someone getting the goods on
you', Easy to construct device locates any hidden source of radio
energy' Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome
interference Detects low high and UHF frequencies £5/set Ref Fl
BD1

ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS

Projects a metal object
a considerable distance -requires adult supervision E5 ref F/EML2

ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE 'NfTH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR HAND! E5/set Ref F/EMA1
PARABOLIC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS bsten to distant
sounds and voices. open windows sound sources in 'hard to get' or
hostile premises Uses satellite technology to gather distant sounds
and focus them to our ultra sensitive electronics Plans also show an
optonal wireless link system Ea/set ref F/PM5

2 FOR 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY AND
HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL AND
VARIABLE 100,000 VDCOUTPUTGENERATORPLANS
Operates on 9-12vdc, many possible expenments E10 Ref F/I-IVM7/

of the bubbles you can acherve with this bubble making kit Once you
have got the knack dm possible to make bubbles of up to 40 feet long
El 1 99 ref EA

FM CORDLESSMICROPHONETrusunelsan FM broadcasting
stafion in minature 3 transistor transmitter with electret condenser
mic+felarnp design result in maximum sensit vrty a nd b road freque ncy

response 90-105mhz, 50- 1500hz. 500 foot range in open country'
PP3 battery required E1500 ref 15P42A
MAGNETIC MARBLES They have been around for a number of
years but stll give nse tocunosiry and amazement A pack of 12 *lust
E3 99 ref GI/R20

STETHOSCOPES A fully functoning stethoscope for all those
int ncate projects Enables you to listen to motors pipes, heartbeats
walls. insects etc E6 ref MAR6P6

NICKEL PLATING KR Proffesional electroplating kit that will
transform rusting parts into showpieces in 3 hours' Will plate onto
steel, iron, bronze. gunmetal, copper. weldectsilver soldered or b razed
rants Kitincludes enough to plate 1.000 sq inches You will also need
a 12v supply, a container and 2 12v light bulbs E39 99 ref NIK39

Minature adjustable timers, 4 pole c/o output 3A 240v,
HY1230S, 12vDC adjustable from 0-30 secs £499
HY1260M, 12vDC adjustable from 0-60 mitts £4 99
HY2405S, 240v adjustable from 0-5 secs £4 99
HY24060m, 240v adjustable from 0-60 mitts £699

BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Small voice actuated recorder.
uses micro cassette complete with neadphones E28 99 ref MAR29P1

POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and op leads 17v DC
90OrnA output Bargain pnce E5 99 ref MAG6P9
9v DC POWER SUPPLYStandard plug in type 150ma 9v DC with
lead and DC power plug price for two is E2 99 ref AUG3P4

COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into separate H sync. V sync and video 12v DC E8 00 REF: MAGSP2.
FUTURE PC POWER SUPPLIES These are 295x135x60mm
4 drive connectors 1 mother board connector 150watt 12v fan. leo
inlet and on/off switch E12 Ref EF6

VENUS FLYTRAP KIT Grow your own carneeprous plantweh this
simple lot E3 ref EF 34

6"X12- AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL

12v 155x310mm
130mA Bargan puce just ES 99 ea REF MAG6P12

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK

10 metres for E4 99
ref MAG5P13 ideal for expenmenters' 30 m for El2 99 ref MAG13P1
ROCK LIGHTS Unusual things these. two pieces of rock that glow
when rubbed together+ Salved to cause ran'E3 a pair Ref EF29

3' by 1' AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANELS 145v. 700mA 10
watts. aluminium frame screw terminals E44 95 ref MAG45
ELECTRONIC ACCUPUNCTURE KIT Builds intoan electronic
version instead of needless good to expenment with E7 ref 7P30
SHOCKING COIL KR Build thrslittle battery operated device into
all sorts of things a so gets worms out of the ground, E7 ref 7P36
FLYING PARROTS Easily assembled kit that builds a parrot that
actually flaps its wings and flies' 50 m range E6 ref EF2
HIGH POWER CATAPULTS Hinged arm brace for stability.
tempered steel yoke super strength latex power bands Departure
speed of ammunition is in excess of 200miles per hour, Range of over
200 metres] E7 99 ref R/9

BALLON MANUFACTURING KM British made. small blob
blows into a large longlastng balloon. hours of fun,E3 99 ref Gl/E99R
9-0-9V 4A TRANSFORMERS. chassis mount E7 ref LOT 19A

2.6 KILOWATT INVERTERS, Packed with batteries etc
these mega

enables one to hear a whole new world of sounds Listen through

cannot tolerate E6/set Ref F/DOG2

Seeing is believing Use in the home, garden. countryside or desert.
its divinely simpler E4 99a pan ref E/3

but as they weigh about 100kg CALLERS ONLY! E120.
MEGA LED DISPLAYS Build your self a clock or something with

ULTRA HIGHGAIN AMP/STETHOSCOPICMIKE/SOUND
AND VIBRATION DETECTOR PLANS Ultrasenstive device

produces time vanable pulses of accoustical energy that dogs

DIVINING RODS Expensive technology cannot challenge the fool
p rod art ofw ater Our ning passed dow n from gen erat on to generation

HUGE BUBBLE MAKING KfT Youll be amazed at the the size

INFINITY TRANSMITTERS The ultmate 'bug' fits to any

complete with FET electret microphone Designed to cover 88-108
Mhz but easily changed to cover 63-130Mhz Works with a common
9v (PP3) battery 0 2W RF E7 Ref 1001
3-30V POWER SUPPLY KR Vanable. stabilized power supply
for lab use Sftortcvcuit protected, suitablefor p rofesional or amateur
use 24v 3A transformer is needed to complete the kit El4 Ref 1007
1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KM Supplied with piezo electric
mic 8-30vdc At 25-30/ you will get nearly 2 watts' E12 ref 1009
FM/AM SCANNER KIT Well not quite. you have to turn the knob

understood without a second matching unit Use on telephone to
prevent third party listening and bugging E6/set Ref FA/S9
PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Lite hand held device utilises
pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound'
works on FM too' DISCRETION ADVISED E8/set Ref FiTJ5
BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long

port hard dnve with min 100k free E24 99

http://www.pavillon.co.uk /bull -electrical
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seg displays 55mm high. 38mm wide 5 on a pcb for just

£4 99 ref LOT 16 or a bumper pack of 50 displays for just E29 ref
LOT 17

CLEARANCE SECTION, MINIMUM ORDER
£15, NO TECHNICAL DETAILS AVAILABLE,
NO RETURNS, TRADE WELCOME.

PC TPA ER KIT Four channel output controlled by your PC. will

2000 RESISTORS ON A REEL (SAME VALUE) 99P REF BAR340
AT LEAST 200 CAPACITORS (SAME VALUE 99P REF BAR342
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS JUST 99P REF BAR333
CIRCUIT BREAKERS. OURCHOICE TOCLEAR 99P REF BAR335
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANELS TO CLEAR E2 REF BAR 329
2 TUBES OF CHIPS(2 TYPES OUR CHOICE) 90P REF BAR305
LOTTERY PREDICTOR MACHINE!! JUST El 50 REF BAR313
HELLA L/ROVER ELECTRIC HILAMP LEVELLERE2 REF BAR311
SINCLAIR CS 18" TYRES TO CLEAR AT JUST 75P REF BAR318
LARGE MAINS MOTORS (NEW) TO CLEAR AT 75P REF BAR310
MODEMS ETC FOR STRIPPING E2.50 EACH REF BAR324
110V LARGE MOTORS (NEW) TO CLEAR AT SOP REF BAR332
MODULATOR UNITS UNKNOWN SPEC JUST 50P REF BAR323
GX4000 GAMES COSOL ES JUST E4 REF BAR320
SMART CASED MEMORY STORAGE DEVICE, LOADS OF BITS

switch high current mains with relays (supplied) Software supplied

INSIDE, PCB, MOTOR, CASE ETC. BUMPER PACK OF 5

so you can program the channels to do w hat you want whenever you

COMPLETE UNITS TO CLEAR AT E250(FOR 5) REF BAR 330
2 CORE MAINS CABLE 2M LENGTHS PACK OF 4E1 REF BAR337
PC USER/BASIC MANUALS. LOADS OF INFO. El REF BAR304
PCB STRIPPERS TO CLEAR AT 2 FOR 99P REF BAR341
3 M SCORE MAINS CABLE AND 13A PLUG, 60P REF BAR325

PREAMP MIXER MT 3 input mono mixer. sep bass and treble
controls plus individual level controls. 18vdc, input sens 100mA E15
ref 1052

METAL DETECTOR KIT Range 15-20cm. complete with case
9vdc E8 ref 1022

SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR KIT Produces sounds ranging
from bird chips to sirens Complete with speaker, add sound effects
to your projects for just E9 ref 1045
16 WATT FM TRANSMITTER (BUILT) 4 stage high power

preamp required 12-18vdc. can use ground plane yagi or open
dipole E69 ref 1021

HUMIDITY METER KIT Builds into a precision LCD humidity
meter. 9 is design, pcb. lcd display and all components included E29

want Minimum system contgeration is 286. VGA 4 1 640k. senal
'SOME OP OUR PRODUCTS MAT BE UPPLICERSABLE IN THE UK

BULL
ELECTRICAL
no PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX
.

fIN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3 P&P PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW 7-10 DAYS FOR DE1AVERYPIIONE ORDEES

WELCOME (AccenvisA. swrre, AMERICAN EVRESSJ

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323977

E-mail bull@pavilion.co.uk

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH
BUYERS DIRECT LINE 0860 425692

FREE CATALOC I
100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE. 45P STAMP OR FREE
ON RE9UEST WITH ORDER.

AutoDimme

Andrew Bloomfield offers a rather different form of baby soother
his auto dimmer has been purposely designed for
a baby's bedroom. When the baby wakes up and
cries, the light (over a short period) will increase to
its full brightness. The longer the baby cries the
brighter the light will be. If the baby stops crying
the lamp will dim again and eventually turn off. If the light is not
enough to comfort the baby back to sleep then a melody
generator could also be introduced, connected to IC1 a pin 1.
With the components I have selected the dimming period
from full brightness to off is approximately 9 minutes. This
perioc can be adjusted by changing R3 or C2.
This circuit will NOT dim a fluorescent tube!

T

Construction
First, a suitable size box should be saught, I recommend a
sloped Front Panel box. Drill about six small holes (1mm) in the
area where the Microphone will be mounted. Mount tie
transformer away from the Microphone to prevent mains
interference, leaving enough space for the PCB. The
Microohone could either be glued to the inside of the case
using hot melt glue or suspended by 22swg tined copper wire
from the PCB. Drill holes for the mains input and lamp output
and insert grommets (9.5mm). If the box is of a reasonable
size, then plugs & sockets could be mounted for the mains
input and lamp output. Although the lamp may only require live
and neutral, the input to the box should also contain an earth.

In%t

,)TD;

Connect earth to the transformer clamp and to any external
metal, ie 1K POT, Switch and front panel. Drill a hole for the
front panel Pot (9.5mm) and for the toggle switch (6.5mm). Drill
4 holes in the PCB (4mm), 1 in each corner. Using the PCB,
mark and drill 4 holes in the case. Mount PCB using M4
screws and plastic pillars.
Now the main hardware has been completed, wiring can
commence. Using 7/02 wire connect 5V and OV to the outside
pins of the pot. (Turning the pot anti -clockwise the wiper s
voltage should increase and vice versa.) Connect the wiper of
the pot to the toggle sw tch NO contact. Connect to NC
contact of the switch to B on the PCB and the C to A on the
PCB. Using 32/02 wire connect live to the transformer and the
PCB terminal block (right-hand Pin). Connect neutral to the
transformer and to the lamp output socket or lamp output wire
via another terminal bloc:k. Connect live from the lamp output
to the PCB terminal Block (Pin close to
edge). Connect earth to the lamp output if reqJired.

Testing
Before applying power to unit check and double check all
mains for safety. WARNING Even when the lamp is not lit
there is still mains present across the triac. It is advisable when
fault finding to disconnect the mains from the triac circuitry.
That way the only mains present will be to the primary of the
transformer.
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the output of 101. As this
circuit is sound operated the
melody must not be too loud
or the lamp will never dim.
101's output will supply
just over 4 Volts at 20mA.

Circuit Description
The low voltage AC from the
transformer is rectified through
Dl -D4, bridge network. This
inverts the negative cycle of the
sine wave to provide a zero
voltage trigger for IC2. R1 limits
the current to ZD1 and R2 acts
as a pull down resistor for IC2.
D5 blocks the DC voltage to
the resistor Zener network. The
DC voltage is then smoothed
and regulated via C1 and the
7805 Regulator.
IC2 is zero voltage
triggered. The time constant at
which the output stays high is
determined by R5, C3 and the
input voltage on pin 5. Varying
the voltage on pin 5 determines
the point at which the mains is
triggered, which in turn
determines the lamp's
brightness (Phase Control). The
2k2 Resistor (R4) on pin 5 has
been selected for the required
range at which the lamp will
operate. D6 also has been
introduced to provide a
0.6 Volt drop for this
application.
IC1b is a current amplifier
with a gain of 1. It has a high
input impedance so does not
affect the charging of C2,
330uF Capacitor. R3 and C2
provides a dimming time of
about 9 minutes from full
brightness to off. By increasing
these values the dimming time
will also increase and vice
versa.

IC3 is triggered from IC2 via
C4, 0.1uF capactitor and R7, 10K Resistor time constant. D7
Prevents the voltage from the Capacitor, Resistor network from
going above 5.6 Volts, which can cause IC3 to be incorrectly
triggered. When IC3 is triggered a time constant of 1 mS is
applied to the opto triac which in turn triggers the triac. Pin 4
of IC3 (Reset) is connected to the output on 101a. When the
lamp is at full brightness and during dimming, the output of

Set the toggle switch to switch in the 1K POT. Apply power
and vary the pot, the lamp should operate. Switch out the 1K
POT and leave on in a quiet room for a while, the lamp should
now be dimming.
On power up, the lamp should come on full brightness as long
as the front panel pot (1K) is not switched in. (C2 will be fully
discharged.)
Refer to the CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION text when fault finding.
If the lamp does not auto dim then adjust the 2K2 pot on the
PCB. This POT adjusts the voltage threshold for the sound

IC1a is high.

Recommendations.

After 9 minutes approx, the output of IC1a goes low and
stops the triggering of IC3 and the triacs. The point at which
IC1a output goes low is determined by R18 and R19.
IC1d is a high gain amplifier for the electret Microphone. Its
gain can be increased or decreased by changing R15, 1 M5

I mentioned that a melody generator IC could be connected to

resistor.

input.
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NEW SPECIAL CFFERS

£1.95
package with data sheet
DC -DC convertor Reliability model V12R5 12v in 5v

New mini waterproof TV camera 40840x15mm

200ma out 3005 input to output Isolation with data

requires "0 M 20 volts al 120mA with composite video

to a vide,' ar a TV with a SCART
I 450 IV we, Vertical
plug It has a 1, tektime
and 380 TV li, mr2itita 040,1r, rr .0 auto Ins for
1510 to might sullight efter,tion and a
t:' decree field of vow it focuses
ru, tone wit
pinhdal
trot Mitt a 3 W. lead (125
down ! 1 new CM

ttiaptil nl feed
1

I

TRANSFORMER

,tier vtti
in god
10. £99.32.VAT = £104.95.
£93 S: 42 C109 95
High quality step, , tnt tier kits fall including stepping
motors) Vornstett ndeettnderd cannot of 2 stepping
with 2 ,emrs and

motors b., PC No Me tiaalM

Philips 108 serves long life 220 63v axial 30p each
15p 1000.
Mulls layer AVX ceramic capacitors all 5mm pitch 1005
100W

the base the collector and writer and 9 1 is NPN or

C (HP 1') 1.2AH

£33.45

RE

.E2.20

flee

.

£2.60

[4.95
[4.95

1/2AA with solder tags
Sub C with solder tags
AAA (HP16) 180mAH

.E1.75

'21 2x49x 149mm excluding switch 028.00 each
£138.00 for 6

MX180 Digital multimeter 17 ranges t000vdc 750vac
2Mohm 200mA transistor life 9v and 1,5v battery test

£1.55

[2.50

Standard charger dunes 4 AA cells en 5 hours or
4Cs or Ds In 12-14 bouts 1:PP3 (1, 2.3 Of 4 cells
a time)

as above but chines the Cs and
Cs and Da MI6 be charged in 2s
E10.95

or 4S

*H. R4 I-6
do -I R5 1--

27ohrn 2W. 68ohm 2W 259 each 15p each 100. we
have a range of 025w 0 5w 1w and 2w solid carbon
resistors please send SAE for list
P C 400W P00 (Intel part 2010350011 with standard
motherboard and 5 disk drive connectors. Ian and
mains inleboutlel connectors on back and switch on
the side (top for tower case) dims

£0.99
£1.55
£1.75

1/3 AA with lags (philps/1.95

IL
R6 `-111

CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10mm des with 3 wire

memory. 6 idural 100 ma and discharged al

terminals will also work as a neon light 209 each or

250ma or lass ilwrAAN copecely (eetercapacity for
£3.75
high dis:harge raise).
Special often please check lar avalIsb
slick of 4 42 n 16nwn nicad tnants. 171mrm Oirnm
£5.95
die with red & bick loads 4.8v
5 button cell OV 280mAh ballsoy with wires (Vane
£2.45
5025000)
Shades pole motor 240Vac 5mm x 20mni shall BO v
14.95 each
60 0 59nm seducing the shaft

07.50 per 100
Verbatim R300NH Streamer tape commonly used on

nc machines and printing presses etc. it looks like a
normal cassette with a slot cut out of the top £4.95
each (C3.75 100.)
95p
Heatsink compound tube
HV3-2405-E5 5-24v 5OrnA regulator is 18-264vac

22rnm shalt 50mrn des v

body (excluding Ihe shalt) 4 hat replaced*

60t

lugs and bnishos . 04.96 each £3.95 100.

=8703cCenrison anode lad displey.13nm R.155

itm 100.

C4 Fe

GaAs FET low leakage current 58873 C 12.95 each

£9.95 10. [7.95 100.

-{ R7 }-46

C9.95

.

AMD 27256-3 Eproms 02.00 each, £1.25 100.
DIP switch 3PC0 12 on (ERG SDC-3-023) 130p each
40p 100.
Disk dove boxes for 5.25 disk dove with room for a
power supply light grey plastic 67x268x247mm 07.95
or £49.50 foe 10
E3.95
Hand held ultrasonic remote control ..

Nickel MOW Hyckyde AA ails high capacity volb no

115v ac Ber Oc motor 4rnm

6-1 C3 h e-1 C5

60p

containing no pcbs) £5.95 or C49.50 for 10
S°'dcirccauirb'nts resistors very low inductance ideal for

1000

PP3 8 4I 110mAH

may be
High power
Ds in 5 hours

150p1. 220pf, 10,000pf (10n) 10p each. 5p

100 3.5p 1000.
500pf compression trimmer

40 uf 370vac motor start capacitor (diakictrol type

7p each

lip each

C 2A04 with solder lags
D (HP21 1 2AH
D 4AH with solder tags

7805

tut 50v bipolar electrtylic anal leads 15p each. 7.59 100.
0.2201 250v polyester axial leads 15p each 7.5p 100+

pitch 32x29x17rnm case 75p each BOp 100+
Philips 123 sans solid aluminium axial leads
3301 10v & 2 2uf 409 each, 259 100.

£99.00
£67.00 re
built
C27.00
WOWS lit..
Software support and 4
C36.00
power ir'erf.ice 4A kil
£46.00
power interface 8A kit
Stepper al 4 I manual C011600 101:111011111200 slob
£23.00
stepping motor and control 060r
Hand herd transistor analyMit It Ws you Wuch lead is
Kill

BLOCK
N
L

tut 250edc 209 each. 15p 100.. 10p 1000.
Polypropylene tut 400vdc (Wima MKP10) 27.5rnm

software

PNP or faulty
LEDs 3ivin or 5mm red or green
yellow
Ip each £5.95 per
cable ties
per 10.000
£49.50
Rechargeable Bananas
AA (HP7) 500 mAH
AA 500mAH with solder tags
AA 700 mAH

C4.95 each or pack of 10 £39.50
£1.45
Hour counter used 7 digit 240v ac 50Hz
OWERTY keyboard 58 key good quality switches new
£6.00
Airpax A82903 -C large stepping motor 14v 7 5 step
27ohrn 68rnm dra body 6 3mm shaft 08.95 or C200.00
for a box of 30
Polyester capacitors box type 22.5mm lead pitch
0.901 250vc1c 18p each 14p 100. 9p 1000.

BS250 P channel mosfet £0.45, BC559 transistor
.C3.95 per 100
20 for £1.00
BC547N transistor

input 8 pin DIL package C3.49 each (100+ 02.251
LM 555 timer ic 15p. 8 pin DIL socket 6p

All products advertised as new and unused unless
otherwise stated Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC.
74F Linear Transistors kits, rechargeable battenes
capacitors tools etc always in stock.
Please add £1.95 towards P&P, vat inc in all prices
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IC1c is used as a voltage comparitor. Its output is high
when there is silence and pulses low when noise is present.
VR1 should be set to one end (2K0).
'f the circuit will not dim due to voltage ripple on pin 10
ICI d, then decrease the pot's value.
The Mic circuit will not operate if the pot's resistance is too
low, so adjust in very small steps.
D8 only lets through negative going pulses to discharge C2
and not charge. The discharging of C2 is limited by the R17,
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MANY OTHER POWER SUPPLIES AVAILABLE

NEW EQUIPMENT
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GRUEL 8 KJOER EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE ENQUIRE

10K resistor.

For normal operation, point A is connected to point B.
During silence, the lamp decreases in brightness and when
noise is present the lamp increases in brightness.
By disconnecting point A from point B and connecting the
wiper of a 1K pot to point A (5V & OV to the outer terminals),
the lamp's brightness can be set/adjusted by the pot.
The output of IC1a can be connected to a melody
generator IC via the spare point on the PCB.
This output could also drive a relay via a transistor to switch
on other appliances.
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C13

VVASHEATCH
Terry Balbirnie explains how to keep an ear on your windscreen fluid!

It is a legal requirement to keep the car windscreen washer
system in good working order. This includes making sure that
there is sufficient water in the reservoir at all times. But let's be
honest. Most of us have run out of water at some time and
have driven home with a dangerously smeared windscreen. It

may be regarded as one of the hazards of winter driving.

Never say "never"
When the windscreen washer is used frequently, as when mud
is thrown up by the car in front, the water can be used
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surprisingly quickly. Compact cars often have a reservoir which
is too small to hold a reasonable amount of water. This means
that topping -up will be required in the course of a journey.
Some ca -s have a huge bottle and this breeds complacency it is never checked because if "never" runs out! Some upmarket cars have a low fluid warning device fitted as standard
equipment. This circuit is designed for the majority of vehicles
which don't.
In use, the Washer Watch will provide a discreet bleep every
15 seconds when the water level has dropped below some
level dec ded by the user. There will then be sufficient warning
to fill the reservoir at the next opportunity. An audible signal is
better than a warning light which is easily missed. It also avoids
possibly spoiling the appearance of the instrument pane by
drilling holes in it. The unit is simply hidden out of sight behind
the dashboard - the internal buzzer is high-pitched and the
sound will be heard above engine and other noises.
The principle of the circuit is simple and relies on the fact
that tap water conducts electricity to some extent. Pure water
hardly conducts at all and would not work. However, the
conductvity is greatly increased by certain dissolved solids
which exist in tap water. The windscreen washer reservoir is
filled either with plain tap
water or water mixed with
an additive such as an antifreeze agent or detergent.
Such additives will not affect
operation of this circuit.

Bridge that gap
For the reason above, two
wires immersed in
windscreen washer fluid will
be found to have a relatively
low resistance between
them. When removed, the
resistance will become near infinite and it is this change
which is detected. In this
circuit, the wires are
arranged side by side in a
plastic probe with their tips
held at a certain height in
the reservoir. While fluid
bridges them, the circuit is
held off. When it falls below
them the circuit is activated.
There is a problem in the
design of a system such as
this. It comes about
because, in responding to
the resistance between the
probe wires, a current must
flow between them. This
would normally result in
chemical action (electrolysis)
occurring and could result in
the wires corroding and
eventually preventing
operation. The problem is
solved here by using
alternating current (a.c.)
instead of the more usual
d.c. (direct current) signals

used in electronic equipment. Any chemical effects which
occur when the current flows in one direction will be reversed
when it flows the other way The wires therefore remain in
better condition. Any remaining problems are eliminated by
using materials which resist chemical attack.

How it works
The complete circuit for the Washer Watch project is shown in
Figure 1. The supply is derived from the nominal 12V car
electrical system via diode, D2. It operateS only while the
ignition is switched on so there is no drain on the battery. In
any case, the current requirement is only 5mA approximately.
The diode prevents damage if the circuit were to oe connected
with the wrong polarity since no current would flow. Capacitor
C5 improves the rather noisy output from the car alternator
and provides a smooth supply for the rest of the circuit.
IC1 is a special fluid detector integrated circuit. Capacitor
C1, connected between pins 1 and 7, determines the
frequency of its internal oscillator (a.c. generator). With the
value specified, this will be about 6kHz but is not critical.
Capacitor, C2, couples the signal from the oscillator output (pin
5) to one of the probes (pin 10) via network R1NR1. These
latter components provide a reference resistance. If the
resistance between the probes is less than this (as when they
are immersed in water), there will be no further effect. If the
resistarce is greater (probes removed) this is detected by pin
10 (detector input) and the a.c. signal is coupled to the base of
an on -chip transisto'. RV1 provides an adjustment to the
reference resistance and this will be useful in areas of
particularly low water conductivity.
The output, pin 12, connects to the open -collector of the
on -chip transistor referred to above.
However, the signal appearing here is a.c. and would be
unsuitable for controlling the rest of the circuit.
The signal is therefore filtered (that is, converted to smooth
d.c.) at an earlier point in the circuit using capacitor, C3,
connected between pin 9 and supply negative.

Rapid pulse
When pin 12 is open circuit (probes immersed), resistor R2
allows oase current to flow to external transistor 01 so
switching it on. The collector will therefore go low and this
state is applied to IC2 reset input (pin 4). IC2 is a timer
integrated circuit configured as an astable (pulse generator) but
with pin 4 low, it is disabled and there is no further effect.
When pin 12 is low (probes removed from the liquid), Q1 is
turned off and the collector is made high via the load resistor,
R3. This state, when applied to IC2 pin 4, enables the device
to oscillate and to provide pulses at the output, pin 3.
The frequency and mark/space ratio of the pulses is
dependent on the values of resistors R4 and R5, capacitor C4
and the presence of diode, Dl. The diode allows the very
small mark/space ratio which would not be possible
otherwise. The mark/space ratio is the length of the "on" time
compared with the "off" one. With the values specified, there
will be one very short pulse (about 0.2 second) every 15
seconds or so. When this signal is applied to buzzer, BUZ1, it
will bleep accordingly. No adjustment to the frequency or
mark/space ratio is provided since they are not thought to be
particularly critical. If more rapid pulses are needed, R5 could
be reduced in value.
The frequency of the sound produced depends on the
buzzer. Using the component specified, this will be about
2.7kHz and being higher in pitch than other sounds in the car,
will be easily heard...
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Construction

specified plastic box, all that is needed is a thin piece of foam
on the base to secure the circuit panel with the buzzer pressed
firmly against the lid and with the holes aligned. Make any
adjustments as necessary and attach the lid. Decide on a
suitable position for the unit behind the dashboard. It could be
attached to a fixed part using PVC tape.

The PCB component overlay for the Washer Watch circuit is
shown in Figure 2. Solder the i.c. sockets and the short piece
of wire labelled "link" into position. Note that the link may be
difficult to locate later. Follow with the resistors, including
preset RV1, and capacitors taking care with the polarity of C3
and C5. Note that C5 leads are bent through right angles so
that this component lies flat on the panel (see photograph).
Solder the two diodes observing their orientation (the striped
end is the lower one in each case).
Add the buzzer - the polarity is marked on the plastic body
and if this is not followed it will not work. Solder 15 cm pieces
of stranded connecting wire to the "+ 12V" and "car gnd"
pads and 10 cm pieces to the two "probe" ones. Adjust RV1
to approximately mid -track position. Place the PCB
temporarily on the bottom of the case. Measure the position
of the hole in the top of the buzzer and drill a slightly larger one
in the lid of the box to correspond. Drill a hole in the side for
the sensor socket and mount it - this could be a 3.5mm mono
jack socket or a power -type connector. Connect it to the
"probe" wires on the PCB - the outer (sleeve) connection
should be the negative one (the one connected to the large
land area on the PCB leading to the "car gnd" input).
Drill a hole for the "+ 12V" and "car gnd" wires to pass
through. Place a small cable tie around them to provide strain
relief on the inside and pass them through the hole. Make sure
that pulling will not detach them from the PCB. Fit a car type
in -line fuseholder to the "+ 12V" wire and an eyelet to the "car
gnd" one. Note that this circuit must be fused. With the

Probing the secret
The probe used in the prototype was made to the design
shown in Figure 3. There is ample room for experiment with
this and it is likely that other materials and arrangements would
work just as well.
The piece of plastic tube was obtained from a round section ball point pen with the inner part removed and the
ends cut off. Choose a pen with a diameter between 6 and 8
mm if using the specified cable gland. The wires themselves
were made from short pieces of gold plated phosphor bronze
wire of the type used for musical instrument keyboard
contacts. This material should be resistant to chemical attack
which might occur with some washer additives. The wires were
soldered to a piece of thin 2 -core wire sufficiently long to reach
the main unit.
Quick -setting epoxy resin adhesive was used to seal both
ends of the plastic tube and to hold everything firmly in place.
The adhesive also encapsulates the soldered joints, protects
them and prevents them from touching each other.
Make a hole in the windscreen washer bottle lid and attach
the waterproof cable gland. Alternatively, find a household item
with a top which fi:s so that the original one is not damaged.
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D2

R4
100k

14

NOTE
R2
47k

Cl

R3

IC1

47k

IC2
01
DI

10n

R5

4

D2

10M

reset
R1

Di

IC2

IC1

10k

=C5
IMINI 470u

RV1

100k

C2
47n

C4

- ?u2

PROBES
C3
10u

WIRE TO
MAIN UNIT

-0+12V

It is likely that the circuit
will work correctly with
LM1830
no further adjustment. In
7555
areas of low water
rX300
1N4148
conductivity, it may be
1N4001
necessary to increase the
threshold resistance
using RV1. In use the
buzzer will probably
B
sound intermittently, and
possibly in a "chirpy"
way, before the critical
level is reached. This is
because the fluid moves
around in the course of
0 CAR GND
braking and cornering.
Exactly how this happens
will depend on the shape
of the reservoir and how the car is driven.

WIRE TIPS

EPDXY RESIN

Buy Lines
Mosl of the components are freely
available. Those which could cause
problems are available from Maplin and
their order codes are given below.

PLASTIC TUBE

SOLDERED JOINTS

EPDXY RESIN

Push the probe through the gland and adjust it to the required
height (see photograph). The seal is then tightened firm y. Run
the probe connecting wires back to the main unit positiDn. If
they need to pass through a hole in metal, fit a rubber
grommet to prevent the sharp edge from cutting then. Solder
the plug to the end - polarity unimportant.
Secure the "car gnd" wire on the unit to an earth point and
conneo: the fuseholder to a wire which is live only wren the
ignition is switched on.
Use a snap -on connector (Scotchlok) for this purpose.
Alternatively, wire it to a suitable outlet at the fuse -box. Fit a
250mA fuse in the fuseholder. Timid readers could simply
connect it to the cigar lighter socket and omit the in- inc fuse
providing a fused plug was used.

Buzzer

KU56L

Gold plated wire
LM1830 Fluid Detector i.c
Waterproof cable gland
Plastic box

XBOOA.

1:1

YY99H.
JR76H.
KC91Y

Resistors
R1

10k

R2, R3 47k

U)

ro

Al4 (,N1)

R4

100k

R5

10M

RV1

100k min. vert. preset

Capacitors
ci
C2

C3
R4

Testing and
adjustment

C4

Di

10n metallised polyester - 5mm pin spacing
47n metallised polyester - 5mm pin spacing
10m 16V radial electrolytic
2.2m metallised polyester - 5mm pin

spacing
C5

470m 16V radial electrolytic

Semiconductors
CA

BUZ1

0

°Q

IC1

LM1830

IC2

ICM7555
1N4143

01
C3

R3

PROBES

D2

1N4001

01

ZTX300

PROBES

Miscellaneous

C2

DC operated piezo buzzer. 12V operation
250mA fuse in car type in -line fuseholder.
Fl
Waterproof gland for 5 to 8 mm cable
Materials for probe - see text.
BUZ1

C

1

,

RV1
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TELFORD
ELECTRONICS
740A
2230A
5104
VM77E

UHF GENERATOR 0 1-1120MHz
ADRET
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER 1MHz
ADRET
DRIVING SYNTHESIZER 90-120MHz
ADRET
AC VOLTMETER
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OXYGEN ANALYZER
ANACON
215/U2
AC/DC BREAKDOWN LEAKAGE 8 IONISATION AVO
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PROGRAMMABLE SCOPE CALIBRATOR
BALLANTINE
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CROTECH
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DIGITAL MULTIMETER
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ELECTRONIC WATT METER
FEEDBACK
RTS2
RECORDER TEST SET
FERROGRAPH
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UNIVERSAL COUNTER/TIMER
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25
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COUNTER TIMER
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G R.C.
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GRC
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OSCILLOSCOPE
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OSCILLOSCOPE
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RF 2305
RECEIVER EXCITER
HARRIS
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DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
HITACHI
DMS-6430 DIGITAL MEMORY SCOPE
IWATSU
HP 1 0254A SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER
HP
HP 11713A ATTENUATOR/SWITCH DRIVER
HP
HP118598 AMPLIFIER SWITCH
HP
HPI18596 AMPLIFIER SWITCH
HP
HPI220A 15MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HPI415
DISPLAY SECTION
HP
HP141A
OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HP1600A LOGIC STATE ANALYZER
HP
HP1725A 275MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HPI 727A 275MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HP1740A
100MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HP1740A
OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HP1740A
OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HP174IA OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HPI8IA
MAINFRAME C/W 1804A + 1825A
HP
1-1P181A
OSCILLOSCOPE
HP
HP203A
FUNCTION GENERATOR
HP
HP310IA IF/BB TRANSMITTER
HP
HP3200B V HF GENERATOR
HP
HP3325A
SYNTHESIZED/FUNCTION GENERATOR
HP
HP3330B
AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIZER
HP
HP3330B
AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIZER
HP
HP3336A SUNTHESIZED/LEVEL GENERATOR
HP
HP334A
DISTORTION ANALYZER
HP
HP3400A
RMS VOLTMETER
HP
HP3406A
BROADBAND SAMPLING VOLTMETER
HP
HP3455A
DIGITAL VOLTMETER
HP
HP3456A
DIGITAL VOLTMETER
HP
HP3465B DIGITAL MULTIMETER
HP
HP3480D DIGITAL VOLTMETER
HP
HP3490A
MULTIMETER
HP
HP35677B S -PARAMETER TEST SET 100KHz-200MHz
HP
HP3570A
NETWORK ANALYZER
HP
HP3571A
TRACKING SPECTRUM ANALYZER
HP
HP3571A
TRACKING SPECTRUM ANALYZER
HP
HP3571A
TRACKING SPECTRUM ANALYZER
HP
HP3580A
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
HP
HP3581C
SELECTIVE VOLTMETER
HP
HP3582A
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
HP
HP3591A
SELECTIVE VOLTMETER
HP
HP3702B
IF/BB RECEIVER
HP
HP3762A
DATA GENERATOR
HP
HP3763A
ERROR DETECTOR
HP
HP37706
TELEPHONE LINE ANALYZER
HP
HP3780A
PATTERN GENERATOR ERROR DETECTOR HP
HP3781A
PATTERN GENERATOR
HP
HP3781B
PATTERN GENERATOR
HP
HP3782A
ERROR DETECTOR
HP
HP3782B
ERROR DETECTOR
HP
HP3960
INSTRUMENTATION RECORDER
HP
HP3964A
INSTRUMENTATION RECORDER
HP
HP4204A
OSCILLATOR
HP
HP431 C
POWER METER
HP
HP432C
POWER METER
HP
HP4333A
DISTORTION ANALYZER
HP
HP434A
CALORIMETRIC POWER METER
HP
HP,I1SA
PC1WFR LIFTFR
uv

HP461A
HP489A
HP491C
HP5004A
HP5006A
HP5150A
HP5245L
HP5246L
HP5254C
HP5256A
HP5302A
HP5304A
HP5328A
HP5328A
HP5335A
HP5342A
HP5370B
HP59301A
HP59306A
HP59307A
HP59307A
HP593I 3A
HP5950I A
HP6002A
HP6111A
HP6130C
HP6261B
HP651B
HP675A
HP676A
HP69208
HP7530A
HP8005B
HP8006B
HP8008A
HP8015A
HP8161A
HP8403A
HP8410A
HP8410A
HP8411A
HP8412A
HP8412B
HP8413A
HP8414A
HP8414B
HP8418A
HP8443A
HP8443A
HP8444A
HP8445B
HP8447D
HP8447F
HP8477A
HP8614A
HP86260A
HP86408
HP8684B
HP86908
HP8709B
HP87098
HP8717A
HP8740A
HP8741A
HP8742A
HP87438
HP8745A
HP8750A
HP8901A

V5508
SAS 8130
SS -5416A

OLD OFFICERS MESS,
HOO FARM, HUMBERS LANE
HORTON, TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE,
ENGLAND. TF6 6DJ
PHONE: 01952 605451 FAX: 01952 677978

AMPLIFIER
HP
MICROWAVE AMPLIFIER
HP
MICROWAVE AMPLIFIER
HP
SIGNATURE ANALYZER
HP
SIGNATURE ANALYZER
HP
THERMAL PRINTER
HP
ELECTRONIC COUNTER
HP
ELECTRONIC COUNTER
HP
FREQUENCY CONVERTER I5-3GHz
HP
FREQUENCY COUNTER 8-18GHz
HP
50MHz UNIVERSAL COUNTER
HP
TIMER COUNTER
HP
UNIVERSAL COUNTER
HP
UNIVERSAL COUNTER
HP
UNIVERSAL COUNTER
HP
MICROWAVE FREQUENCY COUNTER
HP
UNIVERSAL TIME INTERVAL COUNTER
HP
ASCII TO PARALLEL CONVERTOR
HP
RELAY ACTUATOR
HP
VHF SWITCH
HP
VHF SWITCH
HP
A,D CONVERTER
HP
HPIB ISOLATED D/APSU/PROGRAMMER
HP
DC POWER SUPPLY
HP
DC POWER SUPPLY (0-20V 0-1A)
HP
DIGITAL VOLTAGE SOURCE
HP
DC POWER SUPPLY
HP
TEST OSCILLATOR
HP
SWEEPING SIGNAL GENERATOR
HP
PHASE/AMPLITUDE TRACKING DETECTOR
HP
METER CALIBRATOR
HP
GRAPHICS PLOTTER
HP
PULSE GENERATOR
HP
PULSE GENERATOR
HP
PULSE GENERATOR
HP
PULSE GENERATOR
HP
PROGRAMMABLE PULSE GENERATOR
HP
MODULATOR
HP
NETWORK ANALYZER
HP
NETWORK ANALYZER
HP
HARMONIC FREQUENCY CONVERTOR
HP
PHASE MAGNITUDE DISPLAY
HP
PHASE MAGNITUDE DISPLAY
HP
PHASE GAIN INDICATOR
HP
POLAR DISPLAY
HP
POLAR DISPLAY
HP
AUXILIARY DISPLAY HOLDER
HP
TRACKING GENERATOR/COUNTER
HP
TRACKING GENERATOR/COUNTER
HP
TRACKING GENERATOR 5-1 3GHz
HP
AUTOMATIC PRESELECTOR
HP
0.1-1300MHz AMPLIFIER
HP
0 1-1300MHz AMPLIFIER
HP
CALIBRATOR
HP
SIGNAL GENERATOR
HP
RF PLUG-IN 12.4-18GHz
HP
SIGNAL GENERATOR
HP
SIGNAL GENERATOR 5.4-12.4GHz
HP
SWEEP OSCILLATOR
HP
SYNCHRONIZER
HP
SYNCHRONIZER
HP
TRANSISTOR BIAS SUPPLY
HP
TRANSMISSION TEST UNIT
HP
REFLECTION TEST UNIT a 1-2.0GHz
HP
REFLECTION TEST UNIT 2.0-12.4GHz
HP
REFLECTION TRANSMISSION TEST UN1T18GHz HP
S -PARAMETER TEST SET 0 1-2.0GHz
HP
STORAGE NORMALIZER
HP
MODULATION ANALYZER
HP
50MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
HITACHI
WAVEFORM ANALYZER

SYNCHROSCOPE DC-40NMHz
KEITHLEY 2000 MULTIMETER
177
MICROVOLT DIGITAL MULTIMETER
179
TRMS DIGITAL MULTIMETER
179/20A
TRMS MULTIMETER
DPI
1 OHz-100KHz PHASE METER
KIKUSUIPLZIO ELECTRONIC LOAD 100W 1 5-120V
TOS8850
W/I AUTO TESTER
PLZI 002W POWER SUPPLY DC INPUT 1000W
5300A
FUNCTION GENERATOR
T25
PULSE GENERATOR
LOC-7005
OSCILLOSCOPE CALIBRATOR
LCR-740
LCR BRIDGE
TM3B
AC MICRO VOLTMETER
PG -2B
PULSE GENERATOR
PG -73N
PULSE GENERATOR
PG71N
PULSE GENERATOR
PG -22
PULSE GENERATOR
TF6960A
RF POWER METER
TF8938
AF POWER METER
TF2019A
SIGNAL GENERATOR 80KHz-1040MHz
TF2370
SPECTRUM ANALYZER 110MHz
TF2370
SPECTRUM ANALYZER 110MHZ
TF2833
DIGITAL LINE MONITOR
TF2330A
WAVE ANALYZER
TF6460/1
POWER METER
TF6460
POWER METER
OA28OSA
PCM REGENERATOR TEST SET
TF209IC
NOISE GENERATOR
TF21708
DIGITAL SYNCHRONIZER
TF2173
DIGITAL SYNCHRONIZER
TF2169
PULSE MODULATION METER
TF2000
AF OSCILLATOR
TF6587
LEVELLING AMPLIFIER
TF2424
FREQUENCY COUNTER
TF2430
80MHz DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER
TF2431
200MHz DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER
TF2432
560MHz DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER
TF65508
PROGRAMMABLE POWER METER
TF6550B11
PROGRAMMABLE POWER METER
TF2437
100MHZ UNIVERSAL COUNTER TIMER
TF2833A
DIGITAL LINE MONITOR
TF6050/3
FREQUENCY METER
TF2701
UNIVERSAL BRIDGE
TF2828A
DIGITAL SYNCHRONIZER
TF2831
CHANNEL ACCESS SWITCH
TF2830
MULTIPLEX TESTER
TF2B07A
PCM MULTIPLEX TESTER
TF2829
DIGITAL ANALYZER
TF2175
RF POWER AMPLIFIER
TF2829
PCM DIGITAL ANALYZER

IWATSU

IWATSU
KEITHLEY
KEITHLEY
KEITHLEY

KEITHLEY
KEMO
KIKUSUI
KIKUSUI
KIKUSUI
KROHN-HITE
KSM
LEADER
LEADER
LEVELL
LYONS
LYONS
LYONS
LYONS
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON
MARCON

MARCON
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TF2005
MK/612A
MV/823A
D5155
D41 35A

D4155
PM5132
PM93
PM6613
PM5520
PM5162
PM2423
PM5715
PM3055
PM6302
PM5018
PM2521
PM7841
PM7832
PM5508
PEI511
1105B
A102
A100
3151

A102
URV3
SMUV

AF OSCILLATOR
JITTER METER
RF MILLIVOLT METER
CAPACITANCE METER/CV PLOTTER
AC POWER ANALYZER
MULTI FUNCTION METER
PRECISION WATT METER
FUNCTION GENERATOR 0 1Hz-2MHz
50MHz SCOPEMETER
UNIVERSAL COUNTER 250MHz
MONOCHROME TEST GENERATOR

SWEEP GENERATOR
DIGITAL MULTIMETER
PULSE GENERATOR 1Hz-50MHz
OSCILLOSCOPE 35MHz
RCL BRIDGE
1Hz-1MHz FUNCTION GENERATOR
AUTOMATIC MULTIMETER
POWER METER
SWR METER
PAL COLOUR TV PATTERN GENERATOR
POWER SUPPLY 0-30V/1A
SIGNAL GENERATOR 80-2 4GHz
WAVEFORM GENERATOR
WAVEFORM GENERATOR
FUNCTION GENERATOR
WAVEFORM GENERATOR
MILLIVOLTMETER 10KHz-2GHz
SIGNAL GENERATOR 10KHz-130MHz

MARCONI
MEGURO
MILLIVAC
MSI
NORMA

NORMA
NORMA
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
PHILIPS
POLARAD
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI

R8S
R8S
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL
RACAL 5004 DIGITAL MULTIMETER
RACAL
RACAL 5003 DIGITAL MULTIMETER
RACAL
RACAL 1500 DELAY PULSE GENERATOR
RACAL
RACAL 110
GPIB INTERFACE
RACAL
RACAL MAI105 BARGRAPH
RACAL
RACAL 9500 TIMER/COUNTER
RACAL
RACAL 4800 DIGITAL VOLTMETER
RACAL
RACAL 1200 UNIVERSAL SWITCH CONTROLLER
RACAL
RACAL 4023 100MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
RACAL
RACAL 4600 DIGITAL MULTIMETER
RACAL
RACAL 9932 INSTRUMENT INTERFACE
RACAL
RACAL 9523 VLF COUNTER/TIMER
RACAL
RACAL 9105 RF MICRO WATT METER
RACAL
RACAL 9300 RMS VOLTMETER
RACAL
RACAL 9058 SELECTIVE ANALYZER HF
RACAL
RACAL 9059 FREQUENCY PERIOD METER
RACAL
RACAL 9082H SIGNAL GENERATOR
RACAL
RACAL 5001 DIGITAL MULTIMETER
RACL
LDM52-2
LOW DISTORTION MEASURING SET
RADFORD
LD04
LOW DISTORTION OSCILLATOR
RADFORD
G1(203N
DRIVE UNIT
REDIFON
SDI
DRIVE UNIT
REDIFON
WK2182
MARINE DIGITAL WATCH RECEIVER
REDIFON
SUF2
NOISE GENERATOR
RHODE 8 SCHWARZ
SIGNAL GENERATOR 10KHz-130MHz
RHODE 8 SCHWARZ
DPX-2200 PLOTTER
ROLAND
DG-DXY-885 PLOTTER
ROLAND
261
600MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER
SAYROSA
4419
FUNCTION GENERATOR
SCHLUMBERGER
A220
DIGITAL MULTIMETER
SCHLUMBERGER
7005
MICROPROCESSOR VOLTMETER
SCHLUMBERGER
1170
FREQUENCY RESPONCE ANALYZER
SCHLUMBERGER
2712
UNIVERSAL COUNTER
SCHULMBERGER
D2155
LEVEL METER
SIEMENS

RACAL 9008 MODULATION METER
RACAL 9916 UHF FREQUENCY COUNTER
RACAL 1998 FREQUENCY COUNTER
RACAL 9303 TRUE RMS RF LEVEL METER
RACAL 9839 UHF FREQUENCY METER
RACAL 9914 VHF FREQUENCY METER
RACAL 9301A RF MILLIVOLTMETER TRUE RMS
RACAL 9906A 200MHz UNIVERSAL COUNTER
RACAL 1792 HF RECEIVER
RACAL 1772 HF RECEIVER

704304 WATT METER

SIEMENS
200Hz-620KHz LEVEL METER
SIEMENS
DATA ANALYZER
SONY/TEKTRONIK
DISTORION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM SOUND TECHNOLOGY
SWEEPER CAN 7000 DISPLAY UNIT
SYSTRON DONNER
PRECISION DC VOLTAGE SOURCE
SYSTRON DONNER
TEK 212 OSCILLOSCOPE
TEKTRONIK
TEK 465 OSCILLOSCOPE
TEKTRONIK
D2155
TEK308
17006
5000A
M107

TEK 577 CURVE TRACER
TEKTRONIK
TEK 464 OSCILLOSCOPE
TEKTRONIK
TEK191 SIGNAL GENERATOR
TEKTRONIK
TEK106 SOUAREWAVE GENERATOR
TEKTRONIK
TEK214 STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
TEKTRONIK
TEK453 OSCILLOSCOPE
TEKTRONIK
TEK465 OSCILLOSCOPE
TEKTRONIK
D34
OSCILLOSCOPE
TELEQUIPMENT
D67A
OSCILLOSCOPE
TELEQUIPMENT
083
OSCILLOSCOPE
TELEQUIPMENT
D1011
OSCILLOSCOPE
TELEQUIPMENT
TG1000 TRACKING GENERATOR
TEXSCAN
VS/60B SWEEP GENERATOR
TA2160 20MHz LOGIC ANALYZER
THANDAR
CS -1566A 20MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
TRIO
SSB LEVEL GENERATOR 10KHz-110MHz WAG
PS12
200Hz-4 5MHz LEVEL GENERATOR
MSG
SPM/12 LEVEL METER
WAG
SM1622 SIGNAL MONITOR
W8J
FT2032 TAPE CONVERTER
W8J
1728
PROGRAMMABLE SIGNAL SOURCE
WAVETEK
907A
SIGNAL GENERATOR 7-12 4GHz
WAVETEK
185
5MHz LIN/LOGIC SWEEP GENERATOR
WAVETEK
147
HF SWEEP GENERATOR
WAVETEK
164
30MHz SWEEP GENERATOR
WAVETEK
8900
AUTOMATIC BRIDGE
WAYNE KERR
B522
COMPONENT BRIDGE
WAYNE KERR
1810A
STABILIZED RF RATIO METER
WEINSCHEL
413 8 460 POWER SUPPLY
WEIR
501
LEVEL METER
WILTON
RACAL FREQUENCY METERS 99048499069902 9905. 9901. 9904.
9916, 9912, 9911, 9915M. 9914, 9913,
9910, 9915, 1998. 9921. 9918.
TEKTRONIK PLUG INS
DC509, DM501, 5A18N. 5810N, DC504.
FG503, DC503.FG502. DF1, DF2. 7001.
DC505A. DC502 opt 1, DM501A, PS503A,
P0508, FG504. 71353A, 7870, 7818, 7826.
7A11. 7T11, 7511, 7011. 7813, 7Al2. 71380
7A15A, 7851, 7AI9, 7010, 5010, 5AI8A,
5A20N, 5B1ON, 5A14N, 71392.4. 700I. 71385,
7887, 7A16A

The polarity markings on LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) seem to be a common cause
of confusion, as Paul Stenning explains
The polarity may be indicated by a flat section on one side of
the body or by one lead being shorter than the other, but
different manufacturers are not consistent as to which lead
they are marking!
Rectangular and other shaped LEDs often rely on lead
lengths as the only indication, which is not very helpful rf the
component has been used previously and the leads shortened.
Sometimes you can peer at the innards through the casing and
establish the polarity from this, but you still have to remember
which bit is which electrode - and some LEDs do not have
see-through bodies. The connections of LED displays can be
particularly difficult to establish - especially those with several

TP1

PROBE

TP2
PROBE

NOTE:

01,02
Dl. D2
D3. D4

BC548
REO LED
1N4148

P1

digits.

You could connect the LED to a battery via a suitable
resistor, but this can be fiddly and is not much help witti infrared devices. Also the maximum rated reverse voltage for an
LED is about 4V, so you could damage it if you are using a 9V
battery for testing.
The simple Diode and LED Tester presented here costs
under £5 to build (including all components, the battery and a
cheap case) and will indicate the polarity of almost al types of
LED and other diodes with no risk of damage. The average
test current is about 5mA (10mA pulses), which is sufficient to
illuminate the LED being tested.
The unit has two test probes and two indicator LEDs. The
diode or LED to be tested is simply connected either way
round between the test probes, and the cathode connection is
indicated by the LED closest to that connection illurrinating.
My original prototype has been used regularly for several years,
and has saved me a lot of time and irritation.
The unit can be used to test all conventional LEDs including
the multi -colour types and IR devices. The only types of LED
that cannot be tested are those containing additional circuitry,
such as the flashing and constant -current types.
It can also be used to check most silicon and germanium
diodes and rectifiers providing they can withstand a test
current of 10mA. Zener diodes can be tested for forward drop
but not for Zener effect, although this is sufficient to prove if
they are alive or dead. The unit can also be used for basic
diode tests on bipolar transistors, although the test current
may be too high for the base connection of some devices.

P2
BAT -

Circuit operation
The circuit was designed to be simple and low cost. A simple
transistor circuit was used because the components (or
suitable alternatives) are more likely to be in the constructor's
"junk box". A brief discussion of the IC based alternatives that
could nave been used is given later.
The circuit consists of a standard two transistor astable
multivibrator arrangement, the operation of which will be
descried shortly. The outputs on the collectors of the two
transistors are a sauare wave signal of about 200Hz. The two
outputs are out of phase with each other - when one output is
high the other is low and vice -versa.
Between these two outputs are connected two LEDs (DI
and D2), back-to-back, with series diodes (D3 and D4) to
increase the forward voltage drop. When 01 is on and 02 is off,
current flows through D2, causing it to illuminate - the current
being limited to about 10mA by R4. When 01 is off and 02 is
on, DI illuminates. Although the LEDs are flashing, the 200Hz
rate is sufficiently fast that they both appear to be continuously
illuminated. Since the test current is 10mA for 50% of the time,
the average is 5mA.
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Construction

When the diode to be tested is
connected
between TPI and TP2
cis\
k )
04
it will bypass either DI or D2
depending on the polarity. The
test current will therefore flow
through the diode being tested
instead of through the bypassed
LED on the unit. The series
diodes (D3 and D4) ensure that
P2
the voltage drop of DI and D2 are
greater than the forward drop of
any diode being tested. When the diode being tested is
reverse biased, the remaining LED on the unit will illuminate.
The diode being tested receives a reverse voltage of about
2.5V (1.9V from the LED plus 0.6V from the series diode) which
is insufficient to cause damage. If the diode being tested was
short-circuited neither LED on the unit would light. The astable
multivibrator would also stop oscillating in this case, but this is
not a problem. If the diode being tested were open -circuit both
LEDs on the unit would remain lit.
D2

t2% TP2
VZI

0TP1

The prototype was built on a small PCB as shown. However, the
circuit could easily be constructed on stripboard or some other
prototyping system as the layout is not critical. Two new LEDs
should be used for DI and D2 - so you can be sure the polarity is
correct! The PCB overlay assumes the flat on the body is the
cathode. The dioces, transistors and capacitor C3 must be
inserted with the correct polarity. None of the component values
are critical so they can be varied to some extent to use what you
have available. Pars of components that are the same value (i.e.
RI/R4, R2/R3, 01/02 and Q1/02) should remain equal to keep
the mark -space ratio at about 50%. The two LEDs can be the
same colour, or they can be coloured to match the relevant test
leads. The unit may be fitted into a small plastic case if required.
Ensure there is sufficient room to house the PCB, battery and
switch. The PCB will be held sufficiently secure by two mounting
clips on the LEDs. The battery should be held in place with
some foam rubber, to prevent it rattling around and touching the
rear of the PCB, causing short circuits. The power switch may
be a small slide switch or a momentary normally open push
button. Note that small slide switches are not normally supplied
with the fixing screws. The switch and battery should be
connected to the PCB as shown on the circuit diagram. For the
test leads, two short lengths of flex fitted with small insulated
crocodile clips are ideal. These should pass through small holes
in the case, close to the relevant LED, and knotted on the inside
to prevent stress on the PCB if they are pulled.

D:11

Astable multivibrator
The trouble with describing the operation of an oscillator circuit
is defining a suitable starting condition! We will assume that 01
has just switched on and therefore 02 has just switched off.
Just prior to the change of state, CI would have charged such
that its left plate is positive relative to the other plate. When 01
switched on the left plate of C1 would have been taken to
about OV and therefore the right plate would have gone
negative, switching Q2 off. CI will then charge in the opposite
direction via R3. The time taken for this to happen affects the
frequency of the oscillator. When the right plate of CI reaches
about 0.6V there will be sufficient base bias for 02 which will
turn on. The charge on C2 will cause DI to turn off, and the
sequence of events will continue with each transistor being
switched on in turn. C3 decouples the supply, to ensure
correct operation as the battery runs down and its internal
resistance increases. The total supply current is about 20mA at
9V. A standard PP3 battery can supply this current
intermittently and still give a reasonable life. The circuit will
operate down to about 4V so the battery has to run fairly flat
before it needs replacing.

Testing and using
When the unit is initially switched on, both LEDs should light. If
the two test leads are touched together, both LEDs should
extinguish. Connect a diode between the two leads, and one
of the LEDs should go out. The LED that remains lit should be
the one closest to the lead that is connected to the cathode of
the test diode. The cathode end of the diode is normally
marked with a band. Reverse the polarity of the diode and
check that the other LED remains on. Now try the same thing
with an LED. The same results should be obtained, and the
test LED should light both times. If these tests are successful
the unit is working correctly. To conserve battery life the unit
should be switched off when not in use. If one or both LEDs
fail to light when the test leads are not connected the battery
should be replaced.

Alternative oscillator circuits

Resistors

This two transistor astable multivibrator circuit was used
extensively some years ago, but has largely fallen into disuse
due to a couple of shortcomings. The frequency of oscillation
varies with changes in the supply voltage and output loading,
and the output waveform is not quite a true square wave.
None of these problems are relevant in this application. A more
modern approach might have been to use an IC based
oscillator. The requirement for two anti -phase outputs rules out
timer ICs such as the 555 unless they are used with an
additional inverter circuit. A suitable circuit could be
constructed using CMOS logic, but the output drive current is
not sufficient unless buffer stages of some sort are used. The
net result would be more expensive than the current circuit.
TTL logic would be able to drive the LEDs directly, but this has
the drawback of needing a 5V supply. A regulator IC could be
used but again this adds to the cost. On balance it was
decided that a simple circuit, using two transistors costing 10p
each offers a cheap and elegant solution.

2

R1 ,R4

R2,R3

Capacitors

820R 0.25W Resis
22K 0.25W Resist

01,C2

1

2

2
1
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470nF Capacitor, 7
(0.3") pitch
C3
lOuT 25V Radial
Eectrolytic Capacitors
01,Q2 BCS4S Transistor
D1,D2 Red Smm LED
D3,D4
1N4148 Diode
SWI
Min Slide Switch
BATTI
PP3 Battery
PP3
Battery Clip
Miniature Insulated Crocodile Clip
PCB
Case
5mm LED Clip
Flex (for test leads)

0

INTERGRATED CIRCUITS

TRANSISTORS
N 4001

N 4004
N 4007
N 302413

N 315W
N 4577AV
N 4742A
N 52308
N 524613

N 52538
N 53368
N 53378
N 534013
N 534313

N 5346B
N 53638
N 5379B
N 53808
N 53848
N 5385B
N 53866
N 5648A
N 5653A
N 5656A
N 6055A
N 6057A
N 6059A
N 6061A
N 6064A
N 6068A
N 6070A
N 6072A
2N 1711

2N 2369A
2N 2484
2N 2894
2N 2905
2N 2906
2N 3419
2N 3700
2N 3725
2N 3824
_2N 4117A

2N 49(8
2N 5038
2N 5039
2N 5179
2N 5192
2N 5320
2N 5322
2N 5323
2N 5486

'N 6288

'N6386
C 108
C 109
C 161

C 179B
IC 477
C546
C 558

ICY 59
CY 791X
RD 175
D 237
BD 238
BD 239
BD 240C
130 436

BD 707
BD 909

BDW MA
BDW 91
BOW 93C

BM 94A
BDX 54
IIDX 87C
BF 257
BF 258
HER 36
BER852
1011856
(SEW 43

BFW 44
BFX 38
13FX 40

BFX 86
BEY 64
BSX 19
13SX 33

100 for £2
100 for £2
100 for L2
20 for L
20 for £
20 for £
20 for £
20 for £
20 for £
20 for L
20 for £
20 for L
20 for £
20 for L
2(1 for £

HCF4000BEY

HCf4002BEY
HCF4006BEY
HCF4007BEY
HCF4008BEY
HCF4009UBEY
HCF4010BEY
11CF4012BEY
HCF4015BM I

HCF40168EY
1CF401 8BM I
ICF402113M I

ICI /o27BEy
I,

II

1

I

H,i131,,y
io3013M1

20 for £
20 for £
20 for £
20 for L
20 for L
20 for £
20 for L
20 for £
20 for £
20 for £
20 for L
20 for £
20 for £
20 for £
20 fax £
20 for £
20 for L

ICF4041UHEY
HCF4054BSY

10p each
10p each
10p each
(Op each
10p each
10p each
16p each
10p each
20p each
16p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
16p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
5p each
5p each
5p each
5p each
10p each
5p each
5p each
10p each
10p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
10p each
10p each
20p each
Sp each
Sp each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
20p each
10p each
10p each

HCF40 17BM I

11CF4063HEy

HCF.110.1imi
HCI 410,13EY
HCI-4, . i BEY

FICT4o 'ilisii

HCE.3,, `HEY
HC11(1, 'IrEy
HC1-4o,)913EY
11C1.45 !OBEY

HCF4516BEY
HCE45 I 7BEY

HCF4518BEY
HCF44453328EY
HCF4724BEY
HCF40105BEY
M74HC11114111R

M74HCU 1081R
M7411C2113IR

M74HCT27B1R
M74HC311BIR

M74HC5IBIR
M74HC 109BIR

M74HCII 2BIR
M74HCI37BIR
M74HC 15BIR

M74HCI53BIR
M74HC 15781R
M74HC15861R
M74HC1608IR

M74HC16IBIR
M74HCI74BIR
M74HC175B1R
M74HC190BIR
M74HC I 9NBIR

M74HC1958IR
M74HC24 I BIR
M74HC242B1R
M74HC24313IR
M74HC25181R
M74HC208BIR
M74HC29981R
M74HC352B1R
M74H367B1R
M7411C368131R

M74HC39OBIR
M74HC53461R
M74HC563F11N

M74HC688B1R
M74HC693B1N

M74HC696BIR
M74HC697BIR
M74HC698BIR
M74HC4020131R
M74HC402813IR
M74HC404443IR
M74HC4075131R
T741S1311
T741S1411
1741S2013

T74LS27B
TI4LS33F1
T74LS37B
T74IS4213
T74LS51B
T741S74B
T74LS75B
T74LSS6B
T741S93B
T741S109131
T74LS125131
T741.S132B1

T74LS13381

BTA06-4008

3 for £

T74LS I 36131

BTA08-41.1013

3 for t

BTA12-40013

3 for £
3 for L
3 for L
3 for £
3 for £
3 for £
3 for £
3 for £
3 for £
3 for £
3 for L
3 for £
3 for L
3 for L
3 for £
3 for £

T74LS139B1
1741:S148BI
174LS151B1
T74LS153B1
T74LS155B1
174L5 I 56B1
774LS157B1
T74LS158B1

MI5 -700B
B11316-60013
1311208

RU208D
HU326A
BU911

HU326A
1111508A

BU93I
BUR21

BUR 50
BUR52
BUTI1
BUV48
BUV5O

BYTII-HDO
BYW78-100
MJI 10211

M111029
P 600D
SD 1285
SD 1487
SD 1729

T74LS192BI
T74LS193B1
T14LS196B1
1741-S240BI

T74LS24I8I

20 for il

T74LS279BI

£260 each

T74LS293B1
T74LS352B1
T741S353B1
T74LS36681
T74LS367B1
T74LS368B1

£4.80 each

TI216 MH
1.5 KE 39 CP

2)) for t I

T0606 NU
T1006 MJ
T1206 NH

T741S191B1

5p each
10p each
£1191 each
£1.80 each

£6.21) each
2()p each
21/p each
20p each
20p each
20p each

T0509 MH

T74LS164BI
T74LS166BI
T74LS174BI
T74LS175B1

7741.13251131

T741S260B1
T741,S26681

T74LS378131

T74LS390B1
T741.S393BI

35p each
37p each
68p each
17p each
34p each
22p each
20p each
33p each
41p each
21p each
61 p each
33p each
50p each
40p each
74p each
34p each
52p each
60p each
£3.47 each
32p each
34p each
32p each
34p each
£3.47 each
61 p each
86p each
76p each
£1.74 each
39p each
69p each
58p each
45p each
62p each
30p each
30p each
29p each
16p each
24p each
39p each
39p each
90p each
£1.75 each
51p each
51p each

SPECIAL INTEREST
£100 each.
Rittal Steel Cabinet Enclosures 800x1000x300mm
£2 each
Panel Mounted IEC Plug Filter with Switch
£4 each
Mitsubishi I 2vdc Fans Type MMF-06B I 2DS
£6 each
Paps' Fans 220vac Type 8550N
£1 each
Belling Lee IEC Plug Filler Type L2133CL
£1 each
Mains Filters Chassis Mounting, 5 Amp 115/250vac
£8 each
Paps( Fans 8-16 vdc Type 81 12K
Bulgin Panel Mounting Fuse Holder 20mm With Tool Releasable cap £1 for 4
£1 for 3
Festoon Bilbs 28v Amber
£1 for 3
Din Leads 5 pin Plug 180* to 5 Pin Socket 24W
£9 each
Metal Cases Two Piece Construction 220 x 125 x 95mm
£1.50 each
Simm Sockets Dual Readout Type 382759-1
£1 each
Bulkhead lights. Red Diffuser, 100 x 60mm
£3 each
Crabtree Ceiling Switches, 6Amp Retractive, Red Cord
£1 for 20
Diodes Type BY206
£3 each
System Sensor Automatic Smoke Detector Model 2424E
£3 for 10
Polethylene Terminals Blocks, 12 Way 6Amp
£10 each
Relays I I Pin latching DPCO, 24 vdc with Bases
£5 each
Hochiki Thermal Detectors Model DFF-60ELPC
£1 each
Robinson Nugent IC Sockets Type PLCC 68TP SMT
£1 for 20
Capacitors Radial Electrolytic 3M3, 63v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Radial Electrolytic 2200M, I6v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Radial Electrolytic 220M, 63v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Radial Electrolytic 470M, 50v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Radial Electrolytic 470M, 35v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Radial Electrolytic 1000M, I6v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Radial Electrolytic 330M, 63v
£1 for 5
Bulgin IEC Mains Inlet Fused Chassis Plug Type PF0011/10/28
£1 for 10
Ceramic Trim Capacitors 20pF (red)
£1 for 8
Ceramic Trim Capacitors 50pF (orange)
£8 for 100
£8 for 100 GD 4013
GD 4001
£1 each
Crystals 12 MHz & 16 MHz
£1.50 each
Crystals Oscillator Modules 20 MHz, 28.322 & 32 MHz
£1 for 20
Capacitors Dip Poly OMOI 400V lOmm
£1 for 20
Capacitors Dip Poly 1M 100V 15mm
£1 for 20
Capacitors Dip Poly 0M33 100V 15mm
£1 for 20
Capacitors Axial Electrolytic 470MFD 16v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Axial Electrolytic 47MFD 10v
£1 for 20
Capacitors Box Poly 0M047 400V 15mm
£1 for 100
Transistors Type BC212L
Light Emitting Diodes SLT-35 Series Triangular Lamps 3 x 4.5mm £1 for
20p each
Ham in Low Profile 10 Way IC Sockets on Sit Carriers
£1 each
Densitron Liquid Crystal Displays, 5 Digit, Type LSH506ORP
Super Twist Graphics Blue Mode LCDs 320 x 240 Pixel Size
£5 each
132 x 103mm Overal
£10 each
Valves QQV06-40A (Ex Equip)

Sip each
49p each
57p each
57p each
53p each
23p each

6Ip each61p each
L 1.09 each
58p each
58p each
58p each
54p each
71p each
f 1.41 each
55p each
22p each
40p each
39p each
70p each
70p each
86p each
86p each
£1.89 each
£1.89 each
£1.20 each
40p each
27p each
32p each
30p each
30p each
19p each
16p each
49p each
67p each
40p each
87p each
32p each
42p each
41p each
28p each
3:1.09 each
55p each
37p each
42p each
41p each
92p each
21p each
95p each
39p each
51p each
28p each
93p each
27p each
49p each
28p each
35p each
53p each
23p each
69p each
88p each
55p each
73p each
54p each
54p each
54p each
((2p each
80p each
25p each
I:1 63 each
55p each
70p each
flOp each
22p each
40p each
61p each
60p each
57p each

victron 113ertors Type VBB 48/10(10. 48 vdc Input, 230 vac Output @ 1.0 KVA/260
Stepper Motor Drive Boards, 750V/5A Step and Microstep Type GS -D500 ....£45
i':irnell Portable Synthesized Signal Generator 10-520 MHz Type PSG 520 ...£475

TS68230 CP8

Processors TS68000 CFN 12

£3 each

L7820C-V

85p each 1A922
43p each L78L09CD

tiC(74013F0M21111

£3 each
£1 35 each
29p each
£6 45 each

Pima& Fans 40 x 40 x 20mm, I2vdc Model FBK-04f12L
£5.45 each
I'apst Faas 60 x 60 x 25mm, 24vdc Model Typ 614
£12.50 each
\I'Controllers 8/16 -Bit Cmos Type ST90E4OZLI
£2.40 each
UPD 80( 39HC-0.8 Bit Cmos CPU
SI for 200
Resistor Packs Mixed 0.25W
£6
Nfixed Component Box Loads of Goodies, Weighing 2 Kilos (lucky dip)

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS
5

STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, ELY, CAMBS, CB6 IQE.

TEL: 01353 860185
FAX:01353 863245

MAIL ORDER ONLY
TERMS; CASH WITH ORDER. DELIVERY CHARGES ARE FREE
WHEN YOUR ORDER TOTALS £30 OR MORE. IF LESS PLEASE
ADD £3.35 + V.A.T.

VISA AND ACCESS WELCOME.
V.A.T. @ 17.5% MUST BE ADDED TO THE TOTAL
OF ALL ORDERS.
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A SIMPLE
DIS1 _IITJ ION
AM r
ER
Tony Sercombe offers a simple, low-cost project
ome time ago a colleague had a requirement to
run ten cassette recorders from one DAT master,
in order to bulk copy in real time. He invited me to
suggest a way of connecting all the machines to
the one stereo replay output so as to avoid

+12.5V

+12.5V

CI
2u2
C3
4u7

overloading it, and so preserve the integrity of the signal.
Although of good quality, none of the machines had floating
inputs, but were all situated in reasonable proximity with each
other. Since time was limited, I made up a couple of 741's
wired as buffers, with 10 output resistors in each case.
This arrangement worked well, overcoming
an immediate problem. However, I decided to
Rxn
make another example which was a little more
refined, and with its own power supply, unlike
the original. The result is shown here.
As will be seen, it can be made into a very
compact, stand-alone unit, and built at quite
modest cost. It uses two easy -to -come -by
operational amplifiers, and has one adjustable
level preset control on the PCB, although this
may be brought to a front panel control if
required. But since it is not likely to get much
use it could still be left as a preset.
It is important that a system such as this
does not alter the phase relationship of the
signal from input to output, and certainly not
invert it, otherwise problems may occur later on
in the chain, and so a non -inverting amplifier is
used for the first stage. This is a TL071, which
is a low noise device.
Distribution amplifiers do not provide a deal
+12.5V
of gain in the main, often none at all. However,
the first stage here gives a fixed gain of 2X
(6db). This is because it is not possible to get a
gain of unity from such a stage, due to the
ov
configuration of the resistor feedback network.
It does have the advantage, though, of
providing a high input impedance. The output
12.5V
feeds the preset in series with another resistor,
and with this arrangement the gain can be
-

VR1
4

-12.5V

R4

4k7

I
L)

SW1

-0

ALTERNATIVE
TO R5/D5

NOTE:
ICI
IC2

TL071
741

OV

Fl
NOTE:
D1 -D4

1N4001

05

3mm RED LED

T

C6

2200u

C7
100n
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adjusted from unity to +6dB. It may seem odd at first glance to
amplify the signal and then to attenuate it again. However,
these amounts are so limited that no noticeable loss of quality
occurs, and it does have the advantage of leaving a little gain
in hand, should it be required to make up any minor losses
that may happen. The second stage is simply a buffer
amplifier. The input impedance is thus very high indeed, and
so the inout resistor to ground in parallel with this can be

GND

L
C

C

I

cc

C

C

Tcc"

C

regarded as the practical impedance.
The output is equally very low, in fact about 0.1 Ohm. This
is thus modified by the output resistors feeding the destination
equipmeit. The 741 device specified here will supply about 30
Ma , and in a unity gain stage, such as this, will not suffer any
bandwidth limitation.
The power supply is quite conventional, utilising a
transformer with a centre tapped secondary to ground, and the
usual bridge arrangement to supply the two rail voltages. Two
ceramic capacitors are fitted in parallel with the main
smoothing capacitors to remove any HT noise. A LED with
series resistor completes this part of the circuit. Testing
amounts to little more than switching on, other than checking
the circuit board is correct, and that no solder bridges, dry

joints etc exist. It is always worth using IC sockets, as once
soldered in IC's are notoriously difficult to remove without quite
severe damage occurring.
Whei setting up initially with the unit out of its case, take
great care with the mains supply at the switch and transformer
connections. These voltages are at least dangerous, and can
be lethal. If possible connect a signal generator to the input,
and check that there is a signal at each output point. If an
oscilloscope is available, set the gain to unity or other value up
to +6db by adjusting the preset control.
Otherwise use a multi -range meter set to a low AC volt
range, and a frequency of no more than 1Khz. Repeat this
procedure for the other channel and this completes the line up.

10-1R3

11-1 R2 H

{R1 HI

The final setting is best left at unity initially, and only reset if
required later on. It should now be possible to put a direct
short circuit on all but one of the outputs, leaving the one
working with no disturbance, so exhibiting isolation between

05

the otitnuts.

INPUT

R5 H
I C5 el

Resistors
R1

R2
C4

R3
114

115

VRI

Rn

27K
10K
10K
4K7
3K2
4K7
1 K(As reqd)

Capacitors
C2
C3
C4 & C6

2u2
470uF
4u7
2200uF

C5 & C7
DI to D4

1N4001

D5

3mm 20mA red LED

C1

E

100n ceramic

Transformer: mains pri: 9-0-9 V Sec
1C1 TLO7I, 162 741, 8 pin Dil sockets
100 mA Fuse & holder, mains switch, and case to
suit. Neon indicator only required if R5/D5 not used.

T R1
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Transform your
PC into an
Oscilloscope.
Never before has it been so easy to
capture information about a signal. The
ADC 200 simply plugs into the parallel
port of your portable or desktop PC, no
complicated setting up - just run the
software and start measuring. With the
advanced PicoScope Software, your
computer can be used as a high speed 50 MSPS Dual channel Digital Storage
Oscilloscope (DSO), 25MHz Spectrum
Analyser, Frequency Meter or Voltmeter.

The ADC 200 breaks the price/
performance barrier for DSO
products, for less than half the
price of the cheapest bencht
instruments you get a fully
featured scope with FFT

P. L.

I

I

I

II

It

It

N

New

New spectrum

Different views of
the same signal

New meter

Auto voltage
range selecticn
Button Bar provides
access to most frequently
used features

The 50 MSPS unit is priced at £499.00
and the 20 MSPS unit is £359.00.
Both units are supplied with cables, power supply
and manuals. Carriage UK £ 3.50 Overseas £ 9.00

Call for free demo disk and
catalogue on 01954 211716.
Ma sterCdrd

ITS.r.11111

Pico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd. Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ UK

Tel: + 44 (0)1954 211716

Fax: + 44 (0)1954 211880

E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk Web: http://www. picotech.co.uk/
Phone or FAX for sales. ordering information, data sheets, technical support. All prices
exclusive of VAT

valve radio
D

PART 5

Paul Stenning continues his exploration of
`antique electronics'
Dismantling the Cabinet
Before attempting to clean and restore the cabinet it should be
dismantled as far as possible. Normally the speaker baffle
board is a separate assembly and is held in place with screws
or clips. Items of trim and manufacturers logos are often held
in place with nuts, clips or bent -over pins on the inside, or
possibly glued in place. The tuning scale glass is normally held
with a few metal fixing plates, fitted with rubber pieces to
protect the glass.
These items can usually be readily removed, and then
cleaned and restored individually. Also remove the speaker
from the baffle board. Do not try to separate glued items
unless it is absolutely necessary.
On many bakelite sets the baffle board and other
components are held in place with spring clips pressed over
pillars. Sometimes there is a flat side on the pillar, in which
case the clip can be removed by turning it so that one of the

gripping sections is next to the flat. Otherwise you will need to
lift one of the grips slightly with a small screwdrver while lifting
it off. Alternatively grip the sides of the clip with long nosed
pliers and rotate it back and forth as you pull it off.

Knobs and cabinet trim
Plastic, bakelite and metallic parts can initially be cleaned with
warm water and washing-up liquid. A strong washing-up liquid
such as Fairy Excel is recommended. The water should not be
so hot that you cannot put your hand in it, as very hot water
can cause plastic parts to soften and distort, and clear plastic
items to cloud. Leave the parts to soak for a few minutes, to
soften the dirt. An old tooth brush is ideal for c'eaning the parts
and removing the grime from the finger -grips o' the knobs.
Once the parts are clean, rinse them in clean water to remove
the detergent, and leave them to dry. Brass items can them be
polished using Brasso or a similar product. You will often find
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that they have been coated with a lacquer which has become
chipped and stained. Once you have a good polished brass
surface, it should be protected with lacquer to prevent it
becoming tarnished and dull. The car aerosol lacquer
mentioned earlier is ideal for this. Brass trim on knobs is
difficult to spray without coating the rest of the knob, you could
either mask it carefully or leave it without lacquer.
Chrome plated items can be carefully polished with Brasso,
taking care not to remove the plating. If the plating is already
badly chipped and damaged you may have to paint over it.
Plastic and bakelite knobs can be wax polished in the same
manner as for bakelite cabinets. If the knobs have printing
which is lightly recessed, and some of this is missing, it can be
replaced with a suitable colour model paint. Any paint on the
surface can be removed with Brasso once the paint is
completely dry (24 hours).

The new fabric can be fixed in place with a spray carpet
adhesive such as Gripperrods Spray Adhesive. Spray a thin
layer on the baffle board only and stretch the fabric across it.
Without specialist equipment you will be unable to stretch it as
tight as the original. Place a piece of wood over the top and
hold the lot together for a couple of hours, with clamps, bricks
or heavy transformers.
If the cone of the loudspeaker itself is damaged or coming
away from the frame, it can be repaired with a contact
adhesive such as Thixofix or Evostick. These adhesives dry to
a flexible rubbery consistency. If it is badly damaged you will
probably need a replacement. Both products are messy and
give off fumes, so take appropriate precautions.

Cleaning bakelite cabinets
The bakelite or plastic cabinet can be washed with warm water
and washing-up liquid. A washing-up brush -rand a tooth brush
are useful for getting the muck out of the corners and
recesses. When the cabinet is clean, rinse it in clean water and
leave it to dry naturally.
The best finish can be obtained by using a specialist
bakelite polish. Bake-o-Bryte is available from the publishers of
Radiophile magazine for C2 plus 50p postage. Alternatively a
good quality wax polish such as Colron Finishing Wax
(available from DIY stores) can be used. If the surface is dull
and cloudy it can be improved with the gentle application of a
slightly abrasive polish such as Brasso.

Speaker fabric
It is impossible to clean dirty speaker fabric. If it becomes
damp the adhesive fixing it to the baffle board softens and the
fabric shrinks. I have tried several methods of cleaning it,
including car upholstery cleaning products, with no success. If
anyone knows a good method of cleaning the speaker fabric,
please let me know and I will share it with other readers.
Normally all you can do is brush it carefully with a soft
paintbrush to remove the worst of the dust. Sometimes the
shape of the speaker can be seen in the fabric as a dirty
shadow, which cannot be removed.
You are very unlikely to be able to obtain an exact
replacement fabric since it is no longer manufactured. Anode
Electronics and S.W.Chaplin carry stocks of more modern
fabrics that will act as reasonable replacements.

Repairing bakelite cabinets
Clean cracks and breaks can be successfully repaired with a
little Super -glue. Do not apply the glue directly from the bottle
as you will get far too much. Place a few drops on a piece of
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scrap card, and use a pin or piece of wire to apply it to the
crack or break. In the case of a crack, apply the glue to the
inside of the cabinet and let it work its way into the crack by
capillary action. Once the glue is thoroughly dry (allow several
hours), any excess can be gently removed with a razor blade
or modeling knife.
Super -glue is only suitable for repairing clean breaks, and is
unable to fill even small gaps. If the broken parts do not fit
cleanly together you will need to use an adhesive that fills the
void. An epoxy resin such as Araldite (the standaro type, not
the fast drying) is suitable. Any excess can be removed with a
modeling knife once the glue has dried completely (at least 24
hours).

More major rebuilding work can be carried out with a two
part car body repair filler such as Davids lsopon P38.
Cardboard coated with Sellotape can be fixed to tne inside of
the cabinet to act as a mould to hold the filler in place while it
dries. The filler should be built up over three or four layers,
allowing an hour or so for each layer to set before applying the
next. When the filled section has sufficient strength to be self
supporting the cardboard can be removed.
Continue to apply filler until the outside is slightly over -size.
Acditional filler can be applied on the inside if necessary to give
extra strength. Leave the cabinet for 24 hours for the filler to
set fully, then sand it carefully to shape. When you are close to
the right shape, use finer sandpaper, and finish off with fine
wi-e wool. Any voids can be filled with additional filler or
cellulose putty. The only problem with these repair techniques
is that the Araldite or filler is not the same colour as the
cabinet. With care and practice you may be able to mix an

appropriate coloured powder paint with the filler to disguise the
repair. This will only work if the cabinet is a single colour, and
even then it will be very difficult to get an exact match.

Painting cabinets
The easier solution is to paint the whole cabinet with a suitable
colour car spray pain:. If you want a deep brown bakelite
colour, Vauxhall Brazil Brown is a good match. Car aerosol
paint is also ideal for repainting the painted sections of
cabinets. For off-white sections, Ford Sierra Beige or Lada
Cream is often suitable. For small repairs you may prefer to
paint just the repaired section using car touch-up paint which
is supplied in a small container with a brush.
If you are trying to find a close colour match you should
take the cabinet to the car accessory shop with you. It is
difficult to match the colour accurately under the pink or yellow
glow of the shop lighting, so ask an assistant if you can take
three or four likely colours outside and look at them in daylight.
While you are there get a "Can -Gun". This is a pistol shaped
device that clips to the top of the can and has a trigger to
operate the button. 1. makes the job easier, prevents strain on
your finger and is well worth the £1.20. Also get a face mask
tc filter some of the fumes and dust.
Anything that should not be painted must be protected with
newspaper and masking tape. Tape over any gaps in the
newspaper as the paint will get into the smallest gaps.
Spraying should be done outdoors on a dry still day. If you
are working in a covered area such as a garage, leave the door
filly open to let the fumes out. Do not try spraying indoors
because the fine spray will settle as dust on everything in the
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room. The fumes will build up, even if you open the windows.
Shake the can thoroughly before use. Spray painting needs
practice to obtain good results. Each coat should be just thick
enough that it has an even wet look. If it looks powdery you
need to spray it a little thicker, and if you are getting runs it is
too thick. With practice you can sometimes do the job in one
coat. If you need additional coats they should be applied at
about half-hour intervals. Do not let the can run empty, as it will
spit and splatter the last bit of paint.
Remove the masking tape and newspaper about half -an hour after the final coat, then leave the cabinet to dry
thoroughly for at least 24 hours. The paint finish will probably
be fine as it is, but it can be polished with Colron Finishing Wax
if necessary. Do not use car polish as it gives an artificially
glossy finish.

square after the clamps have been applied. This can be done
by measuring the two diagonals from the back - they will be
equal if the cabinet is square.
If the layers of the plywood come apart they can be
repaired in a similar manner. The plywood should be clamped
firmly between two solid boards while the glue is drying to
ensure the result remains flat.

Cleaning the cabinet
The build-up of dirt, household polish and nicotine on the
surface of the cabinet can often be removed with White Spirit.
If this does not work, try Foam Cleaner. Warm water and
washing-up liquid is also effective, but you should not
submerge the cabinet and do not allow it to become too wet.
The aim is to remove the grime without disturbing the original
finish.

Restoring wooden cabinets

Stripping the original finish

In this section I will discuss some of the more straight -forward
methods of repairing and restoring wooden cabinets. If you are
feeling more ambitious it would be worth finding a good book
or magazine about furniture restoration.

If the original polish or varnish is in a poor state you may have
no option but to strip it and start again. Do not rush into this,
as it can be difficult to get a finish similar to the original. Refer
to the section detailing levels of restoration in Part 4, and
consider the options very carefully.
If the cabinet has a wax polish finish you may be able to
remove it with metholated spirits. Normally, however, you will
need to use a varnish stripping product such as NitroMors

Woodworm
If the cabinet shows any signs of woodworm, this must be
treated before continuing. Remove the chassis and any other
removable parts if you have not already done so. Cuprinol
Woodworm Killer is available is available in an aerosol can with
a pointed nozzle for squirting into the woodworm holes. Treat
the cabinet in accordance with the instructions and safety
warnings on the can. A hyperdermic syringe and fine needle
will ensure 100% penetration, avoiding air pockets that may
remain at the bottom of the holes using the aerosol alone.
After treatment, leave the cabinet in a warm place for a few
days. If there is any further sign of woodworm activity, such as
new holes or wood dust, treat it again. Wait at least a week for
the Woodworm Killer to thoroughly dry out before carrying out
any repair or restoration work on the cabinet.

Varnish Remover.

Use this with medium grade wire wool in accordance with
the instructions on the tin. The product burns if it gets on your
skin, so wear rubber gloves and an old cotton shirt with
sleeves. Once the varnish is removed, the cabinet should be
thoroughly cleaned with metholated spirits or white spirit. The
surface should then be rubbed over with fine wire wool to give
a smooth finish.

Preparing the surface
If the wood colour is too light it can be darkened at this stage
with Colron Wood Dye. The colour obtained is often slightly
lighter than the shop display would suggest, so choose a fairly
dark colour such as walnut.
Any woodworm holes and other blemishes can be filled with
plastic wood. This also dries lighter than expected. If the repair
is darker than the surrounding wood it will look less
conspicuous than a light coloured repair.
The exposed wood should then be protected and sealed
with Colron Wood Reviver. This is rubbed into the surface with
a soft cloth and allowed to dry.
If the cabinet had a shiny lacquered finish it may be sprayed
with two or three coats of car lacquer. Do not use polyurethane
varnish or any other brush -on product as it is very difficult to
get a smooth finish.

Cabinet repairs
Wooden cabinets sometimes come apart at the joints, which
are normally held together with glue alone. Apply a little
Cascamite Woodworking Glue (or Evostick Woodworking
Adhesive) to the gap, and use a scrap of cardboard to spread
the glue well in.
Hold the joint tightly closed with clamps or heavy items while
the glue dries. Use scraps of wood to protect the cabinet finish
from the clamps. Any glue that oozes out should be wiped off
with a damp tissue.
If you need to repair several joints, check the cabinet is

Polishing and finishing
Most older sets had a more subtle polished finish. If the colour
of the wood is correct, a couple of coats of Colron Finishing
Wax can be applied. If you require a darker finish, Colron
Liquid Wax is available in three shades. These products
requires a considerable amount of buffing to obtain a good
finish but it is worth the effort. Do not use Colron Liquid Wax
and Colron Finishing Wax on the same cabinet, as they do not
mix.

These products can also be used if you have not stripped
the original finish. Try a small amount in a corner first to make
sure it does not affect t -)e original finish. Colron Finishing Wax
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lacquer does not affect the
original finish.

Replacement backs
If the original back is missing
you should arrange an
alternative. This is particularly
important if the set is to be
used, to prevent little fingers
finding their way onto live
terminals. If you have a supply of
scrap sets you may have a
suitable back that can be
modified to suit.
A suitable rep acement back
can be made from hardboard or
thin plywood. Once it has been
cut to size, drill a large number
of 10mm (3/8") holes for
ventilation. In particular there
should be holes near the output
and rectifier valves, and any high
power resistors. Drilling
hardboard gives a rather tatty
finish, which can be tidied
somewhat with medium grade
sandpaper. The back can then
be sprayed with back aerosol
paint if desired. If you want the
innards to be visible, use clear perspex drilled accordingly.

is generally the better choice. The Colron range of products are
specifically designed for furniture restoration, and are therefore
ideal for valve radio cabinets. They are available from DIY
stores, with the woodcare products. A detailed leaflet covering
the complete range is available in the store or direct from the
manufacturers.

On -going cabinet care
Normally the cabinet will require only occasional dusting. Do
not use household polish such as Pledge or Mr Sheen on
polished cabinets. If the finish becomes dull it should be re polished with the product that you used originally.
If possible do not display the set in a kitchen or a room
where people smoke regularly otherwise the finish will require
regular cleaning and polishing. The set must not be displayed
in a ktchen, bathroom or anywhere that steam or water is
present, for safety reasons.

Touching up minor blemishes
If a polished finish is scratched or chipped, the blemishes can
be masked to some extent with Colron Liquid Scratch
Remover. This is supplied in a bottle with a small brush, and is
applied to the scratch and allowed to dry before buffing.
Scratches in lacquered cabinets can be repaired with car
lacquer. This should be sprayed into a suitable container (such
as the aerosol lid) and applied to the damaged area with a
small paint brush. Several layers may be needed to build up
the depth. Test in a hidden corner first, to ensure that the

Regular Use
The finished set should be used and enjoyed. Periodic use will
keep the set in good order, and dry out any damp. The
electrolytic capacitors also benefit from regular use, as it avoids
the need for further reforming.
I would suggest that the set should be used for at least one
hour every three or four weeks. One hour or more allows the
set to warm up properly, which is better for the valves than
brief periods of operation.

And finally...
I hope this series has encouraged you to obtain a couple of
valve radios, and enjoy repairing and restoring them. It can
become a fascinating hobby! At the very least, I hope it has
provided an interesting civersion from the world of
microprocessors.
Special thanks are due to Nigel Rogerson of Anode
Electronics for his many helpful suggestions, and for proofreading and checking th s series.

POSTSCRIPT
The author is grateful to Mr J Barrington -Gray for his recent
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26th - 29th September 1996
letter which contained the following valuable comments and
information: -

"Some old sets have been modified so that they are putting
the public at risk; a few have been KILLED by touching metal
speaker grills or underside case nuts or screws in contact with
the mains or HT supply. The radio sets in this series may
involve people in the interest, but many could be at risk if they
just plug an unknown set in to test it. Some sets could be
quite old, or could have been repaired unprofessionally in the
past. Please take care. feel that a 'Megger' is a useful
instrument for this work, if used with due care. It is useful for
confirming that all externally accessible metalwork is indeed
adequately insulated form the dangerous voltages within.
The grub screws (Page 67, April 1996) which hold the
control knobs onto AC/DC sets were sometimes covered in
pitch or beeswax. This MUST be replaced, or the next person
working on the set is at risk of a SHOCK as the chassis is
connected to the mains. If one can obtain a flexible drill with a
small head, it is quite an easy job to drill out grub screws,
starting with a small sharp pilot drill. You should not need to
damage a knob or radio case" Mr Barrington -Gray has been
repairing and restoring vintage sets for 40 years. He can also
supply valves, spares, books and technical information. Write
to 132 Lincoln Way, Corby, Northants, NN18 9HW.

The National

Woods7A,Tair,
& Furniture Exhibition
Sandown Park, Esher, Surrey

I

Oops!
The gremlins have been at work again. In Part Three of this
series (June 1996) the valve in Figure 1 (page 58) is shown the
wrong way round! The AC input should be connected to the
anode of the valve, while the cathode should be the half -wave
rectified DC output. The author would like to apologise for any
confusion caused by this error. He would also like to thank Mr
T Windsor at Windsor Electrical, Carrickfergus, County Antrim,
Northern Ireland, for pointing out this error.

Sunrise Press
We have had a number of enquiries about the Sound and
Vision Yearbook which was mentioned in the first part of this
series (ETI April 1996). Unfortunately, we have not been able to
contact the publishers, Sunrise Press, and can only assume
they have gone out of business. However, the author of the
aforementioned book also publishes a 405 -line magazine from
Northampton and we suggest any further enquiries should be
directed to: 71 Falcutt Way, Norhampton NN2 8PH.

The

'Centre of Excellence'
for all woodworkers.
Expert advice
Stunning competition displays
Top quality trade stands
Demonstrations and Lectures
FREE car parking

NEW FEATURES FOR 1996
Kitchen Build - a complete kitchen built
as you watch!
Question Box Live - experts answering
all your questions and demonstrating
techniques.
Computers for Woodworkers - experience
for yourself the latest CAD technology.

wrLsoN A

(PROP JIM FISH G4MH)

Sandown Exhibition Centre,
Sandown Park Racecourse,
Esher, Surrey (10 min drive from M25)

Over 50,000 valves stocked,
2000 different types,
vintage, military, audio, etc.
Fast service. Send SAE for list
VALVES WANTED FOR CASH

26th - 29th September 1996

28 Banks Avenue, Golcar, Huddersfield,
West Yorks HD7 4LZ

Alk

Tel: 01484 654650 / 420774
Fax: 01484 655699

VISA

Opening Times: 9.30am - 5pm daily
Entrance Prices: Adults £7.50 (£6 advance),
Senior Citizens & Children £5.50 (£4 advance)

DISCOUNT ADVANCE TICKET

HOTLINE 01442 - 244321

PCB Designer

Runs on any PC running Windows 3.1. Windows 95 or
Windows NT with a minimum 2MB RAM
Will work with any Windows supported printer and monitor

VISA

AmeYJAccess/Delta/Visa

For Windows 3.1, '95 or NT
PCB Dessgnet -
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tpcbksamplel pcbj
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619.1
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Internet
Visit cur WWW site at www.niche.co.uk for more information

+5

and a working demo. The demo is also available via anonymous FTP
from ftp.demon.co.uk in the dir /pub/ibnpc/win3/apps/pcbdemo/ as
pcbdemo.zip. Internet e-mail pcb@nicne.demon.co.uk.

Looking for the price?

It's just £49.00 all inclusive.

al II

...no VAT...no postage...
...no additional charges for
overseas orders.

v Produce Single or Double sided PCBs.
v Print out to any Windows supported printer.
Toolbar for rapid access to commonly
used compon3nts.
Helpful prompts on screen as you work.
v Pad, track & IC sizes fully customisable.
v No charges fcr technical support.
v Snap -to grid sizes 0.1", 0.05" 0.025"
and unrestricted.
./SMT pads and other pad shapes.
v Prints at the resolution of your printer, much
hi her than the screen shot shown here.

Dealers and distributors wanted.

CH

0 Y 0.300

Niche Software (UK)
22 Tavistock Drive. Belmont, Hereford, HR2 7XN.

Phone (01432) 355 414

Available in South Africa from JANCA Enterprises, PO Box 32131, 9317 Fichardtpark at R299,00

I

ROBOTICS!

3R Cardware &
Communications

TM

Orange

Satellite & Communication Wholesale
D2 MAC DECODERS FROM ONLY £119
LYNX ARM

BSB / D2 MAC Decoder Conversion Kits for

//,/
ass motion with gripper Control from any serial port U-er RAT !ervos
for go,
drici accuracy Kit includes pre-cut arm componer
board, PC software incI source listing) and detailed construction manu
ROBO

Phillips STU902, Ferguson SRB1 & Nokia

.

BSB decoders from only £49

STAMP BUG
"STAMP based insect
mechanisms.

Kit

Twin feelers

ORANGE PHONES 8 ACCESSORIES

iliusuates basic
detect objects

backup and turn. Preprogrammed but with ti
to re -programme (needs Stamp programmir
Powerful 3 servo construction carries por.
250gms and up to 3 hours motion from
NiCads. 20,

NOKIA 2140 ONLY £69
MOTOROLA MR20 FROM ONLY £29

!-,

NEW DANCALL NOW AVAILABLE FROM ONLY £59

MUSCLE WIRES
CONTRACT WHEN ELECTRICALLY HEATH

Fasr

force pp

PIC BUSTERS FROM ONLY 149

C,

Choose from fo,.
Detailed Data and
suitable for 13 proje.cts
!

COME AND SEE OUR COMPLETE RANGE OF

SERVO - IR - LCD CONTROLLERS

PRODUCTS AT THE FOLLOWING RADIO RALLIES
>RIPPON RACE COURCE. 2nd JUNE '96<
>ELVASTON CASTLE, DERBY. 9th JUNE '96<
>DENBY DALE., NORTH WAKEFIELD, YORK'S.
LONLEAT,

LCD display drivers
IR programmable receivers
output per channel- progran,,,,,:.,.

Please call to receive further details on any of the above products

MILFORD INSTRUMENTS

3R CARDWARE TEL 01246 455150 - 455945
FAX 01246 455650

Creative Products for Enquiring Minds
01977 683665, Fax 01977 681465

HENRY STREET - POTTERY _ANE EAST - CHESTERFIELD - DERBYSHIRE - S41 9BT}
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Transpertation can be a significart cost in systems for utilisation of biomass products. (Courtesy ETSU)

Ag

SOURCE OF ENEMY
or
By Douglas Clarkson
INTERNATIONAL

Energy is that is can be used to replace some of the use made
of fossil fuel sources. It can be used as a fuel in specifically
designed generating plant for Biomass systems or it can be
mixed with conventional fuels such as coal to reduce
dependence on fossil fuels.
Considerable research is at present on going to determine
optimised methods of growing Biomass crops. The interfacing
of agriculture to the energy supply infrastructure adds
considerable complexity tc such an initiative and to this extent
the hurdles tend to be administrative, procedural, economic
and pol tical. The developing world as such uses biomass to
provide some 12% of its energy requ rements - compared with
3% in the developed worlc. Some contributions can be quite
significant. In the USA for example, the use of biofuel-fired
generat ng, mostly provided by wastes from saw mills provides
around 9000 MW of capacity.
Table 1 indicates the biomass contribution to the UK Energy
Statistics for 1993.

Collection of forest NastE- can yiel i significant amcu its of
biomass material fo- energy production. (Courtesy ETSU)

f asked sac ut the 'Energy Crisis' the general
resporise would be What Crisis?'. After all riot
only are tie utility power companies reducing their
prices - the price cf petrol has fallen recently due
to ccmpetit on triggered by supermarket outlets.
The real issue is surely rot even about availability or price but
rathe- about global warn ing. Lk 3 tinkering with a pomp ex
mect anism whose workings are not fully understood, tl-e rapd
release of carbon dicxict into the atmosphere over the period
of a few centuries is ike squeezi-ig putter into a w3tch as
reconmended by the Ni'-ad Hatter it Alice in Wonderland.
In the 1390's, however, is becinning to be seen a change ri
awareness There I -as a ready been coverage in
of energy
from the sun via plro:ovoitaics and energy from end turbines.
Such initiatives are e<pariding rapidly - but from a relatively low
base It would indeed be a paradox if the first form of energy
that humankind released from the sun - that of firewood came again in the form
biomass energy to represent an
important source of energy for We future and one that would
have a neutral effect on CO2 emissions. In the UK the Ministry
of Agriculture Forestry and Fishing (MAFF) is certainly taking
the concept seriously.

It is antcipated that each of these sectors will experience
significant growth in the ftrt re
Tonnes oil equivalei
Landfi I Gas
Sewage Digestion

150,000
150.000

18

Wood combustion
Straw Combustion
Munic pal waste

1'5.000

21

75,000

1'5.000

21

Other

100,000

1'3

Total

825.000

18

9

Table 1: Biomass contributions to UK Energy Statistics: 1993

The response to Rio
In the complex eco system in which we live, it is unrealistic to
consider environmental problems and solutions as things which
affect oily limited parts of she eco system. The truth is more
complex. According to the UK's strategy following the 1994
UN Conference on Environment and Development at Rio De
Janeiro the way forward is ' to provide an adequate supply of
good quality food and other products in an efficient manner; to
minimise consumption of r on -renewable and other resources,
including by recycling; to safeguard the quality of soil, water
and air and to preserve and, where feasible, to enhance
biodiversity and the appearance of the landscape, including the
UK's archaeological heritage'.
This directive has in particular focused attention on UK
initiatives to add additional dimensions to forms of agriculture
at present undertaken. While attention has been focused on
the ability of the industrialised sectors to manufacture and
export products, attention has been more recently focused on
the resources within agriculture to contribute to the economy.
This invqlves, for example, using land taken out of food
production, - the 'set aside' land - for the growing of non-food
crops. At the same time there has also been identified the
desirability of achieving this without cost to the environment
and indeed with the emphasis on adopting techniques that will
contribute to its benefit. These would include, for example,
reduction of use of artificial fertilisers and change of work
patterns to bring new opportunities for wildlife populations.
This represents the beginn ng of a shift away from policies in
open conflict with the environment.

Expanding the alternatives
While solar and wind energy can provide pollution free power
SOME of the time, there is always the requirement :o provide
power at any time Df the day or night independent of availability
of soar or wind energy. This core or base line demand is at
present met from coal, o I or gas fossil fuel sources, hydroelectric power or the nu:lear sector. The concept of Biomass
Fuel pellets derived
frorr wats.3 paper.
(Coi rtesy
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Considerable work has already been undertaken in
assessing the potential for steering agriculture towards
Biomass farming in as much as at pilot scale level many
projects have been demonstrated successfully and await
expanding to more meaningful sized ventures.

Figure 2a:

BIOMASS IN

Updraft Gasifier

GAS OUT

Biomass fuels

DP1ING ZONE

Table 2 indicates the energy content of a range of biomass
fuels and conventional fossil fuels for comparison.

PIFOLYSIS ZONE

Fuel

Net Calorific

Value Unit
RECU-2.TION ZONE

Hydrogen

10.2

Mj/m3

Methane

33.9

Mj/m3

Natural gas

34.8

Mj/m3

Sewage gas

20 to 26

Mj/m3

Wood Gas

4.5 to 7

Mj/m3

Methanol

19.9

Mj/Kg

Ethanol

27.2

Mj/Kg

Diesel

42.9

Mj/Kg

Refuse

7 to 10

Gj/odt

Straw

14.8

Gj/odt

Wood

13.7

Gj/odt

Coal

24 to 30

Gj/odt

COMBUSTION ZONE

AIR IN

Table 2: Table of energy contents of various fuels in appropriate units.

(odt = oven dried tonne)

Short rotation coppice

ASH

applications include burning in corventional heating systems
for domestic and limited scae industrial use. For power
generation, ger e-ating plar t in excess of 5 MW would provide
higher efficiencbs.
Studies are also beinc undertaken into .gasification or
pyrolysis where wood feec stock is converted to an
intermediate gaseous or liquid fuel. In gasification the fuel is

made to react Nth air to produce a mixture of carbon
monoxide, carbcn dioxide methane and hyd-ogen. The
resulting gas has a relatively low calorific value approximately one seventh df that of natural gas. In pyrolysis
the fuel is heated in the absence of air to produce gas, oil
and char. The relative proportions of product depend on tl-e
temperature of operation. At the highest processing
temperatures - termed flast. pyrolysis - the proportion of
liquid fuel prod aced is greatest with as much as 85% of
biomass converted to liquid 'orm.
The development of tl-errral gasification tends to be more
advanced than that of pyrclysis. Gasification systems are
becoming available for generating capacity detween 100 kW to
30 MW. Pyrolysis processes present more tecnnical problems

The ancient coppice system of woodland management is
being used in what is called Short Rotation Coppice where
selected high yielding clones of willow and
poplar are planted at a density of around
10,000 per hectacre. After one year the
young trees are cut back to ground level and
then subsequent growth harvested after
between two and four years later. Existing
UK plantations have yielded on average
between 10 to 12 oven dry tonnes per
hectacre. Yields as high as 15 tonnes have
also been reported. There are indications,
however, that yields as high as 20 tonnes
may be possible with new species and
improved land management. It is estimated
that an SRC plantation would remain in
production for at least 30 years on suitably
fertile soils. Figure 1 shows short rotation
coppice in England.
A range or markets of SRC is being
studied. In rural communities, transport
costs can add to the cost of conventional
Energy conservation systems require complex ?.-igineeing and control systems to
fuels so that locally produced SRC can be
optimise
performance. (Courtesy ET51j)
an attractive alternative. Standards
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Rowley Regis Landfill site in the West Midlands -a very large hole in the ground. (Courtesy ETSU)

being used as a farm based fuel.
Wit legislation now banning burning of straw in fields, it is
anticipated that utilisation coud increase four -fold by the year
2000. Efforts are being directed to developing technology in
order to reduce the bulk cf straw and render its transport
more er;onomical.

but also fold out a range of advantages in expected
performance. The production of a liquid product is certainly an
advantage for storage and distribution compared with a
gaseous product.
In gasification, up -draft or down -draft gasifiers can be used.
-he dawn -draft gasifier introduces the gas at a lower level
which encourages hydrocarbon deposits to be removed
during tne gasification process. The various forms of gasifiers
are she+n in figures 2a and 2b.
11 is estimated that SRC can provide an annual production
equvalent to 6 tonnes of oil per hectacre per year. In th s form
the fuel can deliver far higher conversion efficiencies. In a more
distant future - will cars run on trees? In terms of present
economics, the cost of production of SRC material is
estimated at L14 - L24 per oven dried tonne.

BIOMASS IN

Miscanthus
Miscarlhus is a 'woody' perennial - a type of elephant grass
that is :-.trrently being investigated in the UK as a biomass
product. It can grow to around 4 metres high in one year and
is more readily grown in the warmer parts of the country.
While more difficulty is being encountered in establishing
this croo, it can potentially provide yields as high as 20 tonnes
of dry matter per hectacre per year. Also, in its harvested state
it requi-es less drying - thus reducing post harvest costs. As a
relativef,, recent newcomer to biomass development, its chief
advantage is a more rapid cropping cycle compared to short
-otation coppice. It may also be that alternative plants with
even aeater levels of productivity may be utilised in the future.

AIR IN

COMBLSTIOW ZONE

REDO 271011 ZONE

Straw
Each year the UK produces around 7 million tonnes of straw ccrresoonding to an energy content of 3.6 M tce (tonnes coal
ecuival ant) The use of this byproduct as a fuel is relatively
limi:ed - with around 200,000 tonnes or some 3% of total

GAS OUT
SH
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A fresh delivery of biomass. (Courtesy ETSU)

There is also considerable interest in the use of
HARVEST
straw as a partial substitution for coal in industrial
coal fired boilers.
« OILSEED STRAW
Suitably processed material can in fact be
OIL SEED Pl ANT
OILSEED
(SOYA. CANOLA. ETC)
used up to levels of 50% substitution.
As a green bonus, the acid emissions at this
MEAL
(PROTEIN SOURCE
level of substitution are reduced substantially. This
OIL EXTRACTION
FOR ANIMAL FEED)
in turn would be a factor minimising production of
acid rain. There appears less interest in converting
METHANOL (OR ETHANOL)
straw by gasification or pyrolysis since the
combustion of straw is relatively well established
TRANSESTERIFICATION
VEGETABLE OIL
and there are problems with its low bulk density
and small particle size of the material.
By comparison, the Danes make much more
use of straw than the UK.
GLYCERINE
This is largely explained by the widespread use
BIODIESEL
of community based heating schemes which
initially used conventional fuels such as coal and
oil but with the taxation of fossil fuels, have
FUEL
migrated to using straw instead.
STORAGE
ELIO
A 30 MW straw burning plant has been
DIESFI
abb-Lik
operating for some time at Haslev. Another 70
MW plant co -fired by straw and coal has been
built at Grena.
The UK's first large scale straw fired generating station is
Country Area of non-food oilseeds on set -aside 1993/94
marketing year
due to be completed in Cambridgeshire in 1997.
On single farm installations, a typical Farm 2000 burner
Belgium
2820
system will provide 200 kW and consume 300 large round
Denmark
18060
Germany
bales per year.
60870
Greece
0
France
49950
Biodiesel oil
.

Ireland
Italy

The largest single crop for industrial use is rapeseed oil - with a
set aside value of 100,000 ha in 1994.
Table 3 indicates comparable rates of production within
Europe for 1993.
A limited amount of rapeseed oil is processed in Europe for
the production of biodiesel.
In Austria, encouragement of development of biodiesel has
led to a 5% uptake of this fuel in the 'diesel' market.

Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Spain
Portugal

0

28150
0

540
40610
4000
0

Table 3: Production of non-food oilseeds (principally rapeseed) in
Europe: 1993
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requires to be undertaken to better
investigate the environmental impact of
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Rape seed oil can be processed to produce biodiesel. The
process of its production can be described as: Rapeseed +
methanol = diester (RME) + glycerol oil where RME = Rapeseed
Oil Methyl Ester Studies are at present evaluating whether
ethanol from Biomass production, can be used to replace the
methanol in the conventional process. It is estimated that even if
the entire set aside land area of the UK (1/6 th of arab'e land or
600,000 hectacres) was used to produce rapeseed fo biodiesel,
this would only produce some 6 % of the UK's current diesel
consumption. While Biodiesel is unlikely to supplant conventional
diesel, there are however, certain uses notably on inland
waterways where the use of Biodiesel would be beneficial to the
environment. Specific geographical areas include the Norfolk
Broads and the National Parks where in particular there is
considerable pollution due to spillage of marine diesel. Fgure 3
summarises the process of production of biodiesel. Preliminary
studies conducted by the Centre for Aquatic Plant Management,
Sonning on Thames, have indicated that biodiesel produces less
severe effect on the environment than marine diesel. Studies
involved the effects on plankton, macrophytes and a range of
aquatic animals.
The Transport Research Laboratory has carried out a trial of
biodiesel in Reading where various factors were investigated with
the fuel used in buses. Table 4 indicates some of the initial
findings. While the biodiesel tended to produce less smoke, it at
the same time appeared to produce more particulate material. A
- sign indicates improved performance of biodiesel compared
with fossil diesel.

biodiesel.
At a time where there is particular
concern over the link between particulate
contamination and the rising incidence of
asthma, a more thorough review is perhaps
necessary. Studies are also being
undertaken of the use of vegetable oils for
cffshore drilling.
Conventional oil drilling technology makes
extensive use of mineral oils in water
suspension to lubricate the drill bit. Surplus
fluid invariably contaminates the marine
environment.
There is a specific interest in use of
rapeseed oil in formulation of drilling fluids to
reduce toxicity to benthal communities,
eliminate taint in fish and enhance recovery of sea bed
following periods of explo-ation.

Bioethanol
The USA and Brazil have established bioethanol industries
where ethanol is produced from agricultural feedstocks by
fermertation. The cost of bioethanol is approximately three
times that of chemical methods.
Ethanol can be used as a single fuel or it can be added to
petrol as a fuel oxygenate to improve its calorific value. In
addition, ethanol can be processed to form ethyl tertiary butyl
ether (ETBE) which is a preferred oxygenate agent for petrol.
In Brazil, all non -diesel vehicles run on either gasohol which
is 22% ethanol and 78 % petrol or neat hydrated ethanol
which consists of 95% etnanol and 5 % water.
In the USA, ethanol is produced from corn or maize which
is initially broken down by enzymes to produce sugars from
starch which can it turn be fermented.
There is considerable interest, however, in developing
processes which would allow low grade sources containing
cellulose such as crop residues to be processed to produce
ethanol. While methanol can also be used as a fuel, its prime
sources tend to be from fossil fuel sources such as methane.
There is considerable interest, however, in developing
gasification systems which use high concentration of oxygen
for the production of methanol.

Vegetable Oils
Biodiesel can be burnt in existing diesel engines. While
vegetable oils such as rapeseed can be burnt directly as a fuel,
this requires modification of existing engines.
A limited number of agricultural vehicles have been
converted in Germany to run on raw vegetable oil for a trial
period. While this has been demonstrated as a success in
terms of reduced emissions, and the fuel is considerably
cheaper to 'produce' than biodiesel, it is none the less more
expensive than fossil diesel as available on farms with duty

Confider ce level

Carbon Monoxide
Hydrocarbons
Oxides of nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
Smoke
Particulate

+ 10
- 10
- 10

+5
- 45
+ 80

Medium
Low-rnedium
Medium
Low
High
High

free fuel.

Table 4 (Below Left): Comparison of fossil diesel with biodiesel in
tests undertaken by Transport Research Laboratory

Pyrolysis Oils
Although at an early stage in development, the pyrolysis
process where dry biomass such as wood or miscanthus is
processed by heat with leniting oxygen may offer the most
effective means of producing the biofuels of the future. In
addition to providing fuels, this process could also provide
useful chemical industry feedstocks.

Conventional literature on biodiesel normally highlights the
much lower levels of Sulphur Dioxide in biodiesel yet this study
apparently does not make any reference to this pollutant.
Other Biodiesel studies, however, have indicated reductions in
particulate emissions. It would appear that more research
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Landscaped landfill: the gas collection and generating plants at Ryton conceals the large source of biomass material. (Courtesy ETSU)

Algae

Developments in plant breeding and also developments
from genetic engineering may on the one hand improve
existing crop efficiencies and also introduce wholly new
creations targeted to produce specific agro products.
The increase in land production in set aside is in turn a
reflection of the significantly increased efficiencies of food
production within the European Community.

One of the more futuristic biomass candidates is algae. Algae
tend to make the news by reports of its infestation into nutrient
rich waterways. If algae could be reared and fed on, for
example, sewage effluent, the processed dried biomass would
produce a high yield of oil based substances.

Taxation on Biofuels

Wastes

As ever, the financial framework within biomass production has
a critical effect on its development. The levels of taxation of
Member States in the EC on biofuels will have a significant
effect on the speed of developments.
While the environmental arguments against the spiralling
use of road transport are self evident, there would appear to
more than a little sense in lessening the impact of such an
expansion on the environment by taking steps to encourage
the use of biofuels in the future.

While there is a certain focus of attention on the role of
agriculture to grow energy crops, there is all the time a vast
supply of wastes from a modern industrialised society with a
high level of 'development' within agriculture. Among so-called
'dry' wastes can be considered domestic refuse, industrial and
agricultural wastes including straw and forest residues. The socalled wet wastes can be included sewage, animal wastes and
industrial effluents.
The production of wastes continues relentlessly and in such
a way that the activity is in place almost uniformly across the
country. At a time when there is increasing anxiety from
environmental considerations about the disposal of wide
ranges of wastes, including slurry from agricultural sources, the
processing of such wastes for use as fuel may offer two main
advantages - provision of energy and reduction of pollution.
It is estimated, moreover, that an energy content of 21
million tonnes of coal equivalent (M tce) are discarded in the
UK each year through disposal of wastes.
Some key problems, however, in the processing of such
wastes lies in the relatively low energy density of the product
and the production of wastes at some distance from the
energy market.

Growing raw materials
The recent changes in environmental perception and the
addition of new crops indicate that in some ways aspects of
agriculture are being re -integrated into industrialised society.
Progress is being made in identifying products used as raw
materials that can be provided as renewable commodities
rather than ones processed, for example, using nonrenewable products.
There is considerable interest in development of plant oils
as a substitute for some ranges of products derived from
mineral oils. The UK each year uses around 750,000 tonnes of
lubricating oils and greases so this is a large potential market
to investigate. Generally short molecular length chains tend to
be used in production of soaps and detergents with longer
molecular chains being used for lubricants and more specialist
applications.
Figure 4 indicates the summary of plant derived oils,
sources and uses.

Landfill gas
Anaerobic digestior is a process in which natural bacterial
decompositior takes place in the absence of oxygen. Such a
process can be used, for example, to break down sewage,
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animal wastes and plant residues in large tanks called
disgestors.
The gaseous products of such a process is a methane rich
biogas. Such a gas is also released in landfill sites that have
been filled with domestic waste. In the UK, several installations
have been constructed to tap into this gas byproduct to either
provide combustible gas for industrial processes such as kilns,
boilers or furnaces or also for generating of electricity.
The gas produced - landfill gas - typically contains equal
proportions of methane and carbon dioxide. While this can be
compressed to produce a liquid byproduct or cleaned for
supply to the gas utility network, these operations are both
complex and expensive.
From initial observations of London Brick's Stewartby Site, it
was realised that commercial quantities of landfill gas can be
produced from landfill sites. An array of simple wells is crilled
into the landfill volume and the gas collected by a pumping
system as indicated on figure 5. The collection of the gas has
also a positive environmental effect of minimising odour and
also reducing migration of gas from the landfill sites.
The present annual production of gas from such landfill, sites
is of the order of 300,000 tce.
There are many such landfill sites in the UK - as marry as
5000. Figure 6a shows the Rowley Regis Landfill site it the
West Midlands where municipal waste is still actively be ng
deposited as shown in figure 6b.
Some landfill schemes have been established on completed
landfill schemes where landscaping conceals the vast amount
of municipal waste that has been infilled.
Figure 7 shows the Ryton landfill site where the plan:
installation for collection of gas and power generation occupies
a relatively small area. The production of landfill gas from such
systems has largely been achieved in an empirical way. It is
estimated however, that only around a third of the available
gas is in fact extracted. Various options are being investigated
for management of land fill sites in order to increase gas
collection efficiency. It is estimated that the UK potentia for
such landfill gas schemes could with improved management
range between 1 to 3 M tce per year. The methane released by
landfill sites is a potent green house gas. Thus its collection
and burning does represent a positive effect for reduction of
global wa-ming. The UK now has around 50 landfill schemes

WOOD GARDEN WASTE (6%)

FERROUS METAL (8%)

MISCELLANEOUS
COMBUSTIBLE(9%)

MISCELLANEOUS
NON-COMBUSTIBLE (13%)

currently active and generating around 80 MW of power. A
further 177 projects with a potential capacity of 358 MW are
being considered for the forthcoming NFFO-4.

Municipal waste
The composition of municipal waste is indicated in figure 8. This
poses a challenge to recycling schemes to sort relevant useful
material or for processes to concentrate fuel fraction.
Processing systems have already been developed to supply
what is termed Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF). In the UK, the landfill
of refuse is a preferred option - primarily due to its lower cost.
Elsewhere in Europe, the direct incineration of domestic waste
is widely adopted. The UK has developed demonstration
systems for the processing of domestic waste to produce a fuel
acceptable to many applications. So called coarse RDF, where
a modest degree of processing is undertaken, can find use in a
limited range of applications - such as cement kiln heating and
chain grate water tube boilers. With further process ng of the
pellets, however, in which the fuel fraction of the rubbish is
mechanically separated and concentrated in the processed
product, is is possible to produce an RDF pellet with around
60% of the calorific value of typical British coal. A number of
RDF production installations are already in production although
the technical problems in using such RDF fuel have been
greater than anticipated.
While domestic waste is much the same between Lands
End and John 0' Groats, industrial waste can be considerably
more diverse, with each byproduct requiring its own potential
controls on processing and compaction.
Developments in this sec'or tend to focus on optimising the
function of combustion systems such as the cyclone
combustion unit with integral ash remover being developed at
University College, Cardiff. There are reservations, however, on
the widespread use of incineration plants in relation to the
production of dioxins. These highly toxic chemicals tend to be
released when products containing chlorine are incinerated.
High temperatures, around 1000 C are required to be
sustained to reduce emission levels to 'safe' levels.

Pig slurry

One of the largest anaerobic digestors in the UK is at
Piddlehinton in Dorset. A 750 cubic metre digester is capable of
handling 22,000 gallons of slurry a
day. The slurry is processed for
between 7 to 10 days at a
NON-FERROUS METAL (1%)
temperature of 37 to 40 C to
maintain stable conditions for
bacterial growth. The rate of
PAPER (29%)
production of biogas can power
generators at around 90 kW. While
the system does operate at a
commercial profit under a NFFO
(Non Fossil Fuel Obligation) scheme
agreed in 1990, of more significant
benefit is the reduction in odour and
biological oxygen demand (BOD)
arising from the process of
anaerobic digestion. This term has
PUTRESCIBLE (19%)
fallen by around 60% with
indications that further reductions
can be achieved. This in turn
reduces the impact of the intensive
agriculture on the local environment.
Perhaps the Berrybank Farm in
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Victoria, Australia was the inspiration for the gas production
system graphically displayed in Mad Max II. Raising 24,000 pigs
a year and producing 200,000 litres of slurry per year, slurry is
digested in a two stage process. Methane produced as a
byproduct is used to generate 160 kW of electricity with a small
amount being exported to the local electricity grid.
The main environmental benefit of the system, however, is
the safer processing of the large amount of organic material
thus produced. What will always remain a mystery in Mad Max
II is what the pigs were fed on.

Chicken litter
In a curious twist to the tale of biomass energy, the mere fact
that chicken litter is proving to be a major biomass fuel is an
indication of the chicken loving habits of the UK.
The Eye Power station in Suffolk, operational since June
1992, burns 130,000 tonnes of chicken litter per year - enough
to generate 12.7 MW of capacity to the grid.
A further 82 MW of capacity which plan to use chicken litter
have been subsequently awarded via NFFO (Non -Fossil Fuel
Obligation) -3 and the Scottish Renewable Obligation for
chicken litter schemes. As such, this must still represent a
relatively small component of the available resource from this
specific biomass fuel.

MAFF Alternative Crops Room,
Room 401,
10 Whitehall Place,
London, SW1A 2HH.
Tel 0171 270 8323
Fax 0171 270 8607
The Centre for Alternative Energy, Machynlleth,
Powys, SY20 9AZ,
Tel 01654 702400
Fax 01654 702782

National Network for Alternative Technology and
Technology Assessment, c/o Faculty of Technology,
The Open University, Walton Hall,
Milton Keynes, Bucks.
Tel 01908 653272
Fax 01908 653744

Further Information
Power Plants: Biofuels made simple, Brian Horne, CAT
Publications, New Futures number 16

Combined Heat and Power (CHP)

Renewable Energy General Literature List: Agriculture, ETSU.

Combined heat and power can provide much better utilisation
of energy from biomass and other sources. A state of the art
combined heat and power system at Mabjervaerket in
Denmark. The first stage uses biomass fuel to produce steam
which in turn is superheated using natural gas prior to entry to
the turbine system.
Around 28 MW of electrical power is exported and 67 MW
of heat provided to the local district heating system. As fuel,
the system is designed to burn 135,000 tonnes of municipal
waste, 50,000 tonnes of straw and 17,000 tonnes of wood
chips. This sensible extraction of energy can be contrasted
with the large quantities of heat blown off into the UK sunset
by giant concrete cooling towers at its numerous power
stations. Such vast quantities of heat could never be used by
the local 'neighbourhood'. Are any Power Utility companies
diversifying into such schemes?

Crops for Industry and Energy: Information Pack, MAFF
Alternative Crops Unit

Internet Sites
http://solstice.crest.org
The Center for Renewable Energy and Sustainable Technology
(Major Source)

The Bioenergy Mailing List at Solstice is:
<http://www.teleport.com/-tmiles/biolist.htm>

http://greenpeace.org
Greenpeace

http://www.oneworld.org/

Summary

One World Online

The initial reflection after the energy crisis of 1974 was based
on the risk to world economies from restricted supplies of fossil
fuels. With upward revisions on the levels of recoverable oil and
gas in the world, the anxiety in the energy equation has been
replaced by uncertainty in the context of global warming.
As the developing world struggles for rapid industrialisation
and in so doing risks further massive releases of carbon
dioxide, the developed world has if not a duty then an
obligation to provide a future 'soft landing' for these economies
in terms of developing responsible systems of energy
production. In ri any ways the largely agricultural based
economies of the developing world represent a good platform
from which to establish biomass derived sources of energy.

http://EERU-www©open.ac.uk
Open University and Environment Unit
http://erg.ucd.ie.opethermie.html
EU Thermie Programme

http://www.demon.co.uk/ici
ICI's Environmental Performance information
http://www.iisd.c/linkages/consume/
Sustainable Production and Consumption dialogue

Points of Contact

<http://asd.nrel.gov/projects/rredc/data/biomass>
National Renewable Energy Laboratory Biomass Resource

TSU, Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA.
Tel 01235 432450
Fax 01235 433066

<http://web.ngdc.noaa.gov/dmps/ols-app-bio.html>
DMSP Biomass Burning (US Government Agency)
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Is your PCB design package not
quite as "professional" as you

thought? Substantial trade-in
discounts still available.

Boar' aptare

Board aker

Schematic Capture Design Tool

BoardMakerl - Entry level

Direct netlist link to BoardMaker2
:".orveard annotation with part values
Full undo/redo facility (50 operations)
Single -sheet, mu ti -paged and hierarchical designs
Smcoth scrolling

E395

Intel igenrt wires I:automatic junctions)
Dynamic connectivity information
Automatic on-line annotation
ntegratei on -the -fly library editor
Context sensitive editing
Extensive component -based power control
Back annotation from BoardMaker2

PCB anc schematic cl-aftinc
Easy and intuitive to use
Surface mount and metric support
90, 45 and curved track corne-s
Ground plane fill
Copper highlight and clearance checking

£95

BoardMaker2 - Advanced level

1E395

All the features of EdardMakerl
Full netlist support- BpardCapture.
OrCad, Schema, Tancc, CadStar
Full Des gn Rule Checking
both mechanical and electrical
Top down modificatior from the schematic
Component renumber with bacK annotation
Report generator- Dataoase ASCII, BOM
Thermal power plane support with full DRC

Router
Gridless re-entrant autorouier
Simultaneous multi -layer routing
SMD and analogue support
Full interrupt, resume, pan

zoo

and zoom whle routirc

Output drivers

-

lrcluded as standard

Printers - 9 & 24 pin Dot matrix,

111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111

HPLaserjet and PostEcript
Penplotters - HP. Graphtec & Houston
Photoplotters - All Gerber 3X03 and 4X00
Excellon NC Drill and Annotated
drill drawings (BM2)

For futher information contact
Tsien (UK) Limited
Aylesby House
Wenny Road, Chatteris
Cambridge, PE16 6UT
Tel 01354 695959
Fax 01354 695957
E-mail Sales@tsien.demon.co.uk

tsien

BARGAIN PACKS

£1.50 BARGAIN PACKS

- List 5

NiCad BATTERY 3.6V with P.0 B mounting prongs. Order
Ref: 1 5P2.
6 -DIGIT COUNTER 12V, Order Ref: 1.5P3.

If you would like to receive the other tour £1 lists
and a lot of other lists, request these when you
order or send SAE.
TEST PRODS FOR MULTIMETERS with 4mm sockets Good
length very flexible lead. Ref 086
8 OHM PM SPEAKERS, size
x 4', pack of two. These may be
lightly rusty and that is why they are so cheap but are
electrically OK, Ref D102.
PAXOLIN PANELS, size 6" x 6'. approximately 1 is' thick, pack
of two. Ref. D103.
13A SOCKET, Virtually unbreakable. ideal for trailing lead,
Ref. D95.
PIEZO BUZZER with electronic sounder circuit, 3V to 9V D.C.
operated. Ref. D76.
DITTO but without internal electronics. pack of two, Ret'D75.
LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCH, approximately 30mm sq, pack
of two. Ref: D64
ROTARY SWITCH, 9 -pole 6 -way. small size and 1/4" spindle.
pack of two. Ref D54.
FERRITE RODS, 7" with coils for Long and Medium waves. pack
of two, Ref: D52.
DITTO but without the coils, pack of three, Ref D:52
SLIDE SWITCHES, SPDT. pack of 20. Ref: D50.
MAINS DP ROTARY SWITCH with 1/4" control spindle. pack of
five. Ref. D49.
ELECTROLYTIC CAP, 800pF at 6.4V, pack of 20. Ref:048.

ELECTROLYTIC CAP, 10008F r 100pF 12V. pack of

10.

Ref: D47.

MINI RELAY with 5V coil, size only 26mm x 19mm x 1mm, has
two sets of changeover contacts, Ref D42.
MAINS SUPRESSOR CAPS 0.1pf 250V AC., pack of 10, Ref:
1050

TELESCOPIC AERIAL, chrome plated, extendable and folds
over for improved F.M. reception, Ref:1051

MES LAMP HOLDERS, slide on to 1,4" tag, pack of 10, Ref:
1054

PAXOLIN TUBING, 14" internal diameter, pack of two,

12"

lengths. Ref: 1056.
ULTRA THIN DRILLS, 0.4mm. pack of 10. Ref: 1042
20A TOGGLE SWITCHES, centre off, part spring controlled.will
stay on when pushed up but will spring back when pushed
down, pack of two, Ref 1043.

HALL EFFECT DVICES, mounted on small heatsink. pack of
two, Ref 1022
12V POLARISED RELAY, two changeover contacts. Ref 1032.
PAXOLIN PANEL, 12' x 12' 1,16" thick, Ref: 1033

PAIR OF ULTRASONIC MODULES, one sender, one
receiver, Order Ref: 1 5P4.
100 -CORE CABLE, any length. Order Ref: 1 5P6 per metre.

MAINTENANCE FREE BATTERIES

KEY SWITCH, two -position. complete with two Yale type

types and they can be used in any position and
are virtually maintenance free. We have two pop-

80 OHM COAX TV CABLE, extra thin, 10m, Order Ref:

The YUASA batteries are sealed lead -acid

ular ones in stock at bargain prices. the 12V
15AH will cost you only £10 if you collect or
£12.50 including carriage if we have to send,
Order Ref: 12.5P2. This battery would also stand
in as a car battery in an emergency.

1012

FIGURE -8 MAINS FLEX, also makes good speaker lead, 15m,
Ref 1014
HIGH CURRENT RELAY, 24V A.G. or 12V D.C., three
changeover contacts. Ref: 1016.
LOUDSPEAKER, 8 Ohm 5W, 3.7- round. Ref: 962.

NEON PILOT LIGHTS, oblong for front panel mounting, with
internal resistor for normal mains operation. pack of four.

Ref 970,
3.5MM JACK PLUGS, pack of 10, Ref:975.
WANDER PLUGS, pack of 10, Ref: 986
PSU, mains operated. two outputs, one 9.5V at 550mA and the
other 15V at 150m A, Ref 988.
ANOTHER PSU, mains operated. output 15V A.C. at 320mA,
Ref. 989
PHOTOCELLS, silicon chip type, pack of four. Ref: 939
LOUDSPEAKER, 5' 4 Ohm 5W rating. Ref:946.
230V ROD ELEMENTS, 500W terminal -ended. 10" long, pack of
two. Ref: 943.
LOUDSPEAKER, 7" x 5" 4 Ohm 5W. Ref: 949.
LOUDSPEAKER, 4' circular 6 Ohm 3W. pack of 2. Ref 951.
FERRITE POT CORES, 30mm x 15mm x 25mm. matching pair.
Ref. 901.

PAXOLIN PANEL,

8r12-

x

31.2"

with electrolytics 250pF

and100pF, Ref 905.
CAR SOCKET PLUG with PC.B. compartment, Ref: 917,
FOUR -CORE FLEX suitable for telephone extensions, 10m.
Ref 918
VERO OFF -CUTS, approximately 30 square inches of useful
sizes. Ref 927
PROJECT CASE, 95mm x 66mm x 23mm with removable lid.
held by four screws, pack of two. Ref. 876
SOLENOIDS. 12V to 24V. will push or pull, pack of two. Ref: 877

2M MAINS LEAD, 3 -core with instrument plug moulded on.
Ref 879
TELESCOPIC AERIAL, chrome plated, extendable. pack of two.
Ref. 884

MICROPHONE, dynamic with normal body for hand hold-ing.
Ref: 885
CROCODILE CLIPS, superior quality flex, can be attached without soldering, five each red and black. Ref 886.

BATTERY CONNECTOR FOR TP3, superior quality, pack of
four. Ref 887
LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES, Ref 898
PRESETS, 470 Ohm and 220 kilohm, mounted on single panel.
pack of 10, Ref -849.

THERMOSTAT for ovens with 1,4' spindle to take control knob.
Ref 857
12V -)V -12V 10W MAINS TRANSFORMER. REf: 811.
18V -0V -18V 10W MAINS TRANSFORMER Ref: 813

AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS, 2pF to 20pF, pack of two,
Ref 818
AMPLIFIER, 9V or 12V operated Mullard 1153, Ref: 823.
2 CIRCUIT MICROSWITCHES, licon, pack of 4. Ref: 825.
LARGE SIZE MICROSWITCHES (20mm x 6mm x 10mm)
changeover contacts. pack of two. ref 826.
MAINS VOLTAGE PUSHSWITCH with white dolly. through panel
mounting by hexagonal nut, Ref. 829.
POINTER KNOB for spindle which is lust under 14', like most
thermostats, pack of four. ref. 833.

1.5P14.

WATERPROOF SPEAKER, 31 2" round, 8 Ohm 11W. Order
Ref: 1.5P27
6V 1A ENCASED POWER SUPPPLY with input and output
leads, Order Ref 1 5P22

12V 2.3AH, regualr price £14, yours for £5, Order
Ref: 5P258. These batteries are in tip top condition. virtually unused and fully guaranteed.

FLUORESCENT CHOKE for 60W tube. Order Ra 1.5P23.
3" TWEETER 8 Ohms 15W, Order Ref: 1.5P28.
13A SWITCH SOCKET, white, Order Ref: 1.5P29.
RELAY, flash -proof, 12V coil, SPCO. Order ref: 1.5P31.
ENCASED PSU, twin outputs. 15V 850mA and 9V 550mA,
both A.C. output, Order Ref: 1.5P32.

DRY BATTERIES All high wattage, heavy duty

12V MOTOR, mini but quite powerful. 32mm diameter.

type. Four popular types in stock: 11/2V HP7, sometimes known as the penlight battery, four for 60p, Order Ref: GT10.
11.,2V HP2, sometimes known as the big torch battery, two for 60p, Order ref: GT11.
11/2V HP11, also a popular torch battery, two for
50p, Order Ref: GT12.
9V, ever popular PP3, 2 for £1, Order Ref: GT13.
35mm PANORAMIC CAMERA. Has super wide

20W TWEETER 4" x 4" 8 Ohm by Goodmans, Order Ref

The other one we have is much smaller, it is a

lens, ideal for holiday viewing, is focus free and
has an extra bright and clear view finder. Brand
new and guaranteed, individually boxed. £6.50,
Order Ref: 6.5P2.
OV-20V D.C. PANEL METER. This is a nice size,
65mm sq. It is ideal if you are making a voltage
variable instrument or battery charger. price £3,
Order Ref: 3P188.
FLASHING BEACON. Ideal for putting on a van,

a tractor or any vehicle that should always be
seen. Uses a XENON tube and has an amber
coloured dome. Seperate fixing base is included
so unit can be put away if desirable. Price £7.50.
Order Ret: 7.5P13.

25mm long, Order Ref 1.5P33

£2 BARGAIN PACKS
2P403

MOVING COIL CHARGER METER, 0-3A, Order Ref:
2P366
LIGHT -OPERATED SWITCH,
2P369

kit

of

parts, Order Ref -

W -SHAPED 30W FLUORESCENT TUBE by Philips. Ideal
name plate illuminator, Order Ref: 2P372.
DIMMER SWITCH, standard size plate, colours - red, yellow.

green. blue Order Ref: 2P380
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER 7V 5A. Order Ref. 2P390
TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD, flat plug one end, socket
the other, 12m. Order Ref: 2P338
INTERNAL TELEPHONE EXTENSION, 4 -core cable, 25m,
Order Ref 2P339
FIGURE -8 FLEX, mains voltage. 50m, Order Ref. 2P345.

INFRA -RED RECEIVER, has fitted TV receiver, Order
Ref -2P304

LCD CLOCK MODULE with details on other uses, Order
Ref 2P307
AM/FM RADIO RECEIVER with speaker but not cased.
Order Ref 2P3C8

12V 200mA PSU on 13A base, Order Ref 2P313
2A MAINS FILTER AND PEAK SUPPRESSOR, Order Ref.

MINI POTTED TRANSFORMER, only 1,5VA 15V -0V -15V or3OV,
Ref: 964
ELECTROLYTIC CAP, 328F at 350V and 50pF section at 25V, in

aluminium can for upright mounting, pack of two, Ref: 995.
PRE-SET POTS, one megohm, pack of five, Ref: 998.
WHITE PROJECT BOX with rocker switch in top left-hand side,
size 78mm x 115mm x 35mm, unpnnted. Ref: 1006.
6V SOLENOID, good strong pull but quite small, pack oftkvo Ref:

keys. Order Ref.1.5P12
CASSETTE MOTOR, 9V brushless, Order Ref, 1,5P14,

BIG BUYER
Please note if you order 10 of an item you

may deduct 10%. If you order 25, then
or more, you can usually deduct 40% but
please ring to confirm.
12V 2A TRANSFORMER , £2. Order Ref: 2P337.

2V -0V -12V TRANSFORMER, 35VA, £2.50,
Order Ref: 2.5P13
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9" by Phillips, in

metal frame for easy mounting. Brand new,
offered at less than the price of the tube alone.
£15,Order Ref: 15P1.

15W 8" OHM SPEAKER AND 3" TWEETER
Amstrad, made for their high quality music centre,
£4 per pair, Order Ref: 4P57.

INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER.
Internally generates voltages which enables you
to read insulation directly in Megohms. The multi meter has four ranges: A.C./D.C. volts; 3 ranges
milliamps; 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range.
Ex -British Telecom, tested and guaranteed OK,
yours for only £7.50 with leads, carrying case £2
extra, Order Ref: 7.5P4.
We have some of the above testers not working

on all ranges, should be repairable, we supply
diagram £3, Order Ref: 3P176.
LCD 31/2 DIGIT PANEL METER. This is a multi range volt meter/ammeter using the A -D converter chip 7106 to provide five ranges each of volts
and amps. Supplied with full data sheet. Special
snip price of 01.50 Order Ref: 11.5P2.

MINI BLOW HEATER.

1KW, IDEAL FOR

UNDER DESK OR AIRING CUPBOARD, ETC.
Needs only a simple mounting frame, £5, Order
Ref: 5P23.

MEDICINE CUPBOARD ALARM. Or it could be
used to warn when any cupboard door is opened.
the light shining on the unit makes the bell ring.
Completely built and neatly cased, requires only
a battery, £3. Order Ref: 3P155.
DON'T LET IT OVERFLOW! Be it bath, sink,
celar, sump or any other thing that could flood.
This device will tell you when the water has risen
to the pre-set level. Adjustable over quite a useful
range. Neatly cased for wall mounting, ready to
work when battery fitted, £3. Order Ref: 3P156.
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2P315
45A OP 250V SWITCH on 6" x 3" gold plate. Order Ref: 2P316.

D.C. VOLT REDUCER, 12V -6V, fits into car lighter socket,
Order Ref 2P318.
SOLAR CELL 3V, five of these in series would make you a
12V battery charger, £1 each. Order Ref: 2P374.
PERMANENT MAGNET SOLENOID, opposite action. core
is released when voltage is applied. Order RR 2P327
HEATER PAD, rot waterproof. Order Ref: 2P329
DISK DRIVE, complete less stepper motor. has all the electronics to control stepper motor. Order ref 2P280.
15V 3320mA A,C, POWER SUPPLY, in case with 13A base.
ideal for bell or chime controller, Order Ref 2P281
POWERFUL MAINS MOTOR with 4" spindle. Order Ref: 2P262.

20M 80 OHM TV COAX, Order Ref: 2P270.
LOCTITE METAL ADHESIVE, tube and some accessories,
Order Ref 2P215.
6 -DIGIT COUNTER, mains operated. Order Ref: 2P235.

2 -GANG 0.0 005 TUNING CAPACITOR, standard size,
made by Jacksons. Order Ref: 2P240
13A ADAPTORS, takes Iwo 13A plugs, pack of 5 - £2, Order
Ref. 2P187
3 -CORE 5A PVC FLEX, 15m. Order Ref. 2P189.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, 15V 1A, Order Ref: 2P198.
FLIP -OVER CLOCK, mains operated. only requires a simple
case. Order ref: 2P205.

THERMOSTAT with calibrated knob, oven temperatures,
Order Ref: 2P158.
7 -SEGMENT NEON DISPLAYS, pack of 8, Order Ref: 2P126.
MODERN TELEPHONE HANDSET, ideal office extension.
Order Ref: 2P94
500 STAPLES, hardened pin, suit burglar alarm or telephone
wire. Order Ref. 2P99.
PAD SWITCH for under carpets. Order Ref: 2P119.
61,2" FAN AND MAINS MOTOR, Order Ref 2P64.
24V STEREO POWER SUPPLY. Mullard, Order Ref: 2P80.
UP TO 90 MIN 25A SWITCH, clockwork, Order Ref' 2P90.
POWERFUL MAINS MOTOR, 11 2." stack, double spindle.
Order Ref. 2P55

POWER SUPPLY FOR MODELS, 6V to 12V variable and
reversible. Order Ref 2P3
MAINS TO 115V AUTO TRANSFORMER 100W, ex -GPO.
Order Ref- 2P6

MAINS TIME AND SET SWITCH 25A, up to nine hours
delay, Order Ref. 2P9.
MOTORISED SIX MICROSWITCHES but motor 50V A.0
Order Ref 2P19.
TWIN EXTENSION LEAD, ideal lead lamp. Black 8 Decker
tools, etc. 20m. Order ref: 2P20.
MAINS COUNTER, reservable. 3 digit. Order Ref 2P26

Prices include VAT and carriage cost If order over £25
otherwise add £3. Send cash, uncrossed postal orders,
cheque or quote credit card number.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. ETI)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,
Sussex RH17 5PA
Telephone: 01444 881965
(Also fax but phone first)
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PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT AND PC5 DESIGN AIDS FOR WINDOWS
CADPAK for Windows

1

PROPAK for Windows

CADPAK is especially suited to educational,
hobby and small scale schematic and PCB
design. CADPAK includes both schematic
drawing and 32 -bit PCB drafting tools but as
an entry level product, there is no netlist link

PROPAK has all of the features in CADPAK plus

netlist based integration, automatic power
plane generation and a powerful auto -router.
PROPAK includes enough schematic capture
and PCB design functionality for all but the

between them.

MOST demanding applications.
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The schematic drawing module of CADPAK,
ISIS Illustrator, enables you to create circuit
diagrams like the ones in the magazines.

Runs under Windows 3.1 making full use
of Windows features such as on-line help.

Full control of appearance including line
widths, fill styles, fonts, colours.

Automatic wire routing & dot placement.
Fully automatic annotator
Complete with device and
comprehensive package libraries for
both through hole and SMT parts.

Advanced route editing allows deletion
or modification of any section of track.
III Gerber, Excellon and DXF outputs as well
as output via Windows drivers. Also
includes Gerber viewer.
Exports diagrams to other applications
via the clipboard.
CADPAK is also available for DOS.

CADPAK FOR WINDOWS
CADPAK FOR DOS

£ 149
£ 79

PRCPAK's schematic drawing editor ISIS
ILLUSTRATOR+ includes even more features than
ISIS ILLUSTRATOR. PROPAK's 32 -bit PCB design

tool, ARES for Windows, is our most powerful
and easy to use yet.

Multi -sheet ana hierarchical designs.
Netlist link between modules guarentees
consistency between schematic and PCB.
Netlists are also compatible with SPICE -AGE
and most other electronics CAD packages.
Generates a full bill of materials.
ASCII data import facility.
Electrical rules and connectivity checkers.
Ratsnest display with automatic update
during placement and routing.
Multi -strategy autorouter gives high
completion rates.
Power plane generator creates ground
planes wrth ease.
PROPAK is also available for DOS.

PROPAK FOR WINDOWS

PROPAK FOR DOS

Call or fax us today for a
demo pack. Please state
whether you would like a
DOS or Windows pack.
Prices exclude postage (£5 for UK) and VAT. ISIS
ILLUSTRATOR and ARES for Windows are also available
separately. All manufacturers trademarks acknowledged.

£ 495
£ 395
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PROCESS TIMER
and

CONTROLLER
WITH EXTERNAL I/O INTERFACE
Project Design by Tim Parker
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he title 'Process Timer/Controller' is perhaps a
bit of an understatement, since you will discover
later that the potential applications for this project
are limited only by your own imagination and PIC
programming capabilities. In this initial application
it functions as a countdown darkroom timer with its own
dedicated power supply, which also provides a single channel
input, and a single channel output interface. The input channel
will accept an ORP 12 or equivalent Light Dependent Resistor
(LDR) to detect the light, and the output channel provides a
SPCO mains relay for connection to the exposure lamp itself.
To complement this project a range of PCBs will be available
for software development and further expansion of the main
controller. This process timer provides a very good example of
how to multiplex numerous devices onto the 12 I/O port lines
available on the low -end PIC16C54 Microcontroller, and
demonstrates just how powerful this device can be made to
appear simply by adding a few extra components and some
good controlling software.
For example, the Process Timer has its own on -board
regulator, four 7 -segment LED displays, eight on -board
pushbutton controls., a piezo transducer (not a buzzer) which
allows an infinite range of audible tone outputs, an expansion
interface bus with seven independent buffered TTL inputs, and
seven independert latched and buffered TTL level outputs, all
of which can be tri-stated and accessed via direct connection
to a separate computer's data bus.
Output channel 1 of the expansion interface bus has its
own on -board LED status indicator. And all of this is connected
to a PIC16C54, and built on a PCB which will fit into a pocket sized enclosure, no bigger than your average digital multimeter.
Given all these features, this provides for an extremely
versatile unit. It follows then, that the board does not have to
be dedicated to one task. By 'plugging' in a different program
and adding an external interface board, it can become the
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of multiplexing techniques, and incorporates a good example
of interfacing and expanding the available port lines available
on the PIC16C54. In order to obtain sufficient strobe lines for
all of the devices, three output bits - RAO to RA2 of 101 are
Main timer/controller
decoded by IC2 into one -of -eight active low (negative going)
If all of the inputs and outputs that are built into this project
signals. IC2 is actually a 4 -to -10 line decoder, but address line
were to be controlled individually, you would need a processor
'D' is forced to logic '0' by tying it to ground since it is not
with at least 52 I/O lines available. Although this is possible, it
required. Just as a matter of caution, if this line is left floating
is by no means practical, for two main reasons.
then all manner of unpredictably weird and wonderful things
The first is that the processor would be very expensive, and
might happen with the scan lines when running software on
the second is that if static driving of the LED displays was
the board. I know, I've done i:!.
used, that is, each one permanently lit - such is the case when
It might be worth mentioning here that IC2 as listed (7445)
using ICs smilar to the MM5450/51, the current consumption
has
open collector outputs. This is ideal for the purpose of
would increase enormously. To overcome these, we use wnat
display
strobing because it can easily handle the current
is known as multiplexing. This is where numerous devices are
consumption
of the displays, particularly when all seven
connected to the same port, but only one at a time is
segments
on
all four of the displays are lit at the same time accessed, scanned or updated.
"88:88". Unfortunately, however, there are a couple of minor
Once all of the devices have been attended to, the w'ncle
drawbacks with the 7445 device.
process starts again, and must keep repeating indefinitely.
One is that it requires pull-up resistors on its outputs to
Because this happens at a very high speed, it gives the
function as TTL level strobe lines. The other is that appearance that many things are happening at a the same
presumably because of a decreasing 'supply & demand' - it is
time - almost simultaneously. The displays, for instance, will all
now being stocked
by fewer suppliers,
so is becoming
TABLE OF SIGNALS PROVIDED BY IC2 AND THEIR USAGE
difficult to obtain. If
you can get hold of
SIGNAL
USED
FOR
STROBE
LINE
OUTPUT
SIGNAL
STATES
ADDRESS CODE
it, use it, because it is
the best device for
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
the job, although you
may find the price is
L H H H H H H H H H Display 1 plus 2 buttons
9 0 0 0 0
a little expensive. All
is not lost, however,
0
1
H L H H H H H H H H Display 2 plus 2 buttons
0
if you can't get it,
Display 3 plus 2 buttons
there is an alternative
H H L
1
0
2 0 0
device - the 7442 or
H H H L H H H H H H Display 4 plus 2 buttons
1
3 0 0
74LS42 - which
provides standard
0 0
H H H H L H H H H H Input buffer strobe line
1
4 0
TTL outputs and is a

basis for a whole range of other applications in domestic.
commercial and industrial environments.
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1
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0
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L

H

H

H

H

Output latch strobe line

pin -for -pin

compatible direct
replacement for the
H H H H H H L H H H
1
0
6 0
7445. By applying a
positive logic code
Used as 'all off' output
L
1
1
7 0
between 00h and
07h to address lines
Not
available*
'D'
=
0
H H H H H H H H L H
0
0
0
8
A, B and C of IC2,
the corresponding
H H H H H H H H H L Not available* - 'D' = 0
1
0 0
9
output line will go
low. Output 7 is left
* Codes 8 and 9 are not available because address 'D' is tied to ground (low)
unconnected, since
code 07h is used by
the
software
as
an
'ail
off'
code,
where
outputs
0 to 6 can all
appear to be continuously lit, whereas in reality, at any given
be turned off. Outputs 0 to 4 are connected to display digits 1
time only one of them contains any information at all, and even
to 4 respectively. These four outputs have been used
then, for the majority of the time the display is actually blank,
purposely for the displays because it makes software writing
but the persistence of vision of the human eye means that we
much easier, and also allows small routines to be more
don't see all the blank periods in between. Multiplexing the
powerful, since a program loop can be implemented to scan
displays is probably the largest single contribution to reducing
each
display in sequence, rather than having a rcutine for
the current consumption of the board.
each digit.
1

Piezo transducer driver

1

1

HHHHHHH

HH

1

1

The circuit

Displays and pushbuttons

As with nearly all microcontroller designs, the circuit diagram is
fairly simple, so there isn't an awful lot to explain about it,
because all of the donkey work is done by the program stored
inside the PIC. However, the circuit does demonstrate the use

The data for any particular display digit is placed on RB1 to
RB7. The relevant common cathode (CC) strobe line is then
pulled lcw to light up the display for a predetermined length of
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time - known as the light -up period. The strobe line is then
turned off again (high) and the next digit is processed in the
same way. Connected to each of the four display strobe 'ines
are two pushbuttons (by the way, the buttons are given names
simply to correspond to the software listing used for this
project). At some stage during the light- up period (whilst the
strobe line is low), these buttons are scanned in pairs using
RBO and RA3, and a file register (RAM) byte is built up two bits
at a time with the status of the buttons until all eight of them
have been read, in other words all displays have been
refreshed. This byte then represents the status - pressed cr
released - of all eight buttons. Being able to scan for any
combination of pushbuttons in this way enables the program to
detect various sequences and adjust certain parameters
accordingly.
As an example, if certain buttons were held down on
power -up, the program could be made to sense this and carry
out timing in hours and minutes, rather than minutes and
seconds as used here.
The diodes D1 to D8 prevent any back -feed that could
occur between the pushbuttons, which would cause 'bleeding'
of display data from one digit to another, and erroneous button
status information if more than one pushbutton on any
opposing axis is held down simultaneously. This probably
sounds as clear as mud, so I'll explain.
Let's assume that the diodes were not fitted and that the
pushbuttons were connected directly between the strobe lines
and the button sensing input lines RBO and RA3. We will also
assume that display digit is being refreshed (updated). Strobe
line 0 will be low (digit 1 light -up period).
If both the reset and enter buttons are now held down at
the same time, this low strobe line will be transferred via the
buttons along the RA3 line to digit 4, which will now procuce
the same reading as digit 1 because it too will be enabled by
the same strobe line.
This will also happen in reverse when digit 4 is beirg
refreshed, where digit 1 produces the same reading. What
makes matters worse is that because the displays are
refreshed so rapidly, this 'illegal' code will appear to be
superimposed on top of the valid information for that digit.
hope you're following all this, because it now gets even worse!
Furthermore, if (say) the set1s button is added to the two
already being pressed, not only will the displays remain
corrupted, but false readings will now be generated when
building up the status byte for the 'button pressed'
information, because although the software will register the
reset, enter and set1s buttons correctly as being pressed,
when digit 4 is strobed it will also register the set1Ks button
as being pressed when it isn't.
This is because the low strobe line for digit 4 will be
transferred via the enter button, along the RA3 line, through
the reset and set1s buttons back onto the RBO line, and
when the software samples the RBO line, it will get a low
signal and therefore register the set1Ks button as being
pressed, simply because this is the only one which should be
connected across the digit 4 strobe line and RBO. Pnew!.
Confusing, or what!.
1

make a sound. Note that this is not one of the buzzer types
with a built-in oscillator, it is the transducer alone.
These are available in 'cased' and 'uncased' versions. It
doesn't matter which is usec, although the cased ones are
perhaps easier to use, since they require little effort for
installation.
The prototype project was fitted with the uncased
version, wnich was super -glued to the inside of the finished
enclosure, which in turn acted as the resonant surface for
the sound output. The nice thing about using a piezo
transducer instead of a buzzer is that you can connect them
directly to TTL outputs, and generate a whole variety of
bleeps, clacks and tonal sounds - quite sufficient for the
purposes of this project - without having to resort to
expensive sounders.
The orly pitfall is that you can't make a noise with it
simply by turning it or, you will have to generate every single
sound yourself through software, but at least it's only a
matter of turning it on and off at a reasonable speed. The
programmed PIC16C54 available for this project uses
various p tched sounds to indicate certain actions during the
use of the timer. For instance, the 'time up' sound is an
ascending ramp tone.

The expansion bus
To make this project more powerful and versatile it is fitted with
a 14 -bit I/O expansion bus. This facilitates the connection of
external devices to the Process Timer, and provides a means
for this application to interface to the dedicated power supply
which accompanies this project.
The power supply incorporates a single channel i/0
interface and makes specific use of I/P 1 and 0/P 1 of the
expansion bus. Because this application for the Process Timer
is a darkroom timer, 0/P 1 is used to drive a SPCO relay to
which the exposure lamp can be connected, and i/P 1 is used
to detect, when the lamp is actually on. This will be explained in
depth at a later date.

Expansion bus input port
Port lines RB1 to RB7 of the PIC are also connected to the
outputs of IC4. This is an 8 -bit buffer with tri-state outputs.
Information present on its inputs - pins 2 to 9 - is allowed
through to the outputs when pins 1 and 19 are low. Only seven
of the eight buffers are used by the controller board, and the
inputs to these are pulled up to +5V via resistor network RN2.
This allows them to be driven by open collector outputs
from remote devices, which means that with no inputs present
on IC4, all seven bits will read as ls.
The unused eighth input is tied to OV to prevent instability of
IC4. Resistor R15 ensures that the enable lines to 1C4 are
pulled up to +5V when the strobe signal is removed. The main
function of port lines RB1 to RB7 is as an output port to
supply digit data for the displays. However, to read the
information present at the inputs to IC4, port B must be
programmed for input, in fact, this is the only occasion when
RB1 to RB7 need to be inputs.
Next, strobe line 4 must be pulled low (i.e. code 04h on
port A), followed by a read operation from port B to obtain the
value. -he strobe lire must then be taken high again, and port
B re -programmed for output. Remember that all eight bits of
port B will be read, but since only bits 1 to 7 are connected to
the expansion port, bit 0 will be un-defined, except for the fact
that it will read the internal value held in its own output latch.

I

Piezo transducer
Output strobe line 6 from IC2 is used to drive a piezo
transducer - PZ1. You cannot connect these devices alone
between a supply and open collector output, because they
don't do anything that way, so resistor R12 is fitted across it
so as to produce a DC voltage with enough current to- it to
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Expansion bus output port

directly across +5V and OV, but the inclusion of R13 allows
compensation for various types of LEDs, and the overall
brightness to be reduced if necessary. This is useful for
dimming the 'colon' so that it doesn't cause a distraction from
the data present in the LED displays, or at worst obliterate it.

Port lines RB1 to RB7 are also connected to the inputs of IC3.
This is an octal (8 -bit) edge triggered flip-flop with tri-state
outputs. Information data for this is placed on port B of 101
and is 'clocked' into the latches by pulling strobe line 5 low
then high again. The code on the inputs is 'latched' onto the
outputs of IC3 on the rising edge of the strobe signal, and will
remain there irrespective of any activity on port B, until another
strobe signal is applied. Resistor R16 ensures the 'clk' control
input to IC3 is pulled high, and not just left floating, when the
strobe line is released.
Remember that IC2 has open collector outputs, and without
R16 strange things will happen on the outputs of IC3, and
therefore on the expansion bus too.
As can be seen from the circuit diagram, RB1 is connected
to two inputs of IC3. This is to allow LED 2 to act as a status
indicator for 0/P1 without loading the output which is used for
the expansion bus itself. In this particular application as a
darkroom timer, this LED provides an indication of the lamp
driver output bit.

Construction
The Process Timer is built onto a conventional double -sided
(non PTH) PCB. These require a little more attention than
single -sided ones, but basically it's a case of where there's a
pad on the top (component) side of the board, solder to it. IC
sockets can only be used for the PIC16C54 and the displays (if
required), because the remaining ICs all require various pins to
be soldered on both sides of the board.
There is a particular order in which to solder the
components in place, so that you don't end up with any
inaccessible joints on the topside soldering points. You are
wise to adhere to the following order and, as you go, solder to
both sides of the board where the components require you to
do so. Start with the seven pin -through points marked ".
These just require a short length of wire inserting and
soldering top and bottom.
Next, solder in ICs 2, 3, 4 & 5, followed by the crystal,
diodes and resistors - including the SIL networks - in that
order. Ensure the SIL networks are soldered in the right
orientation; pin 1 of these is identified by a dot at one end,
which should line up with the corresponding dot on the topside
of the PCB (right facing). Bolt down the tab of IC5 to the
ground plane.
There is a hole available in the copper ground plane to the
left of where the crystal lies to accept a short length of wire for
soldering to the top edge of the crystal case for screening
purposes, and to secure the crystal in place.
The 'colon' LEDs 3 & 4 should be soldered next. These
should be set at a height corresponding to that of the 7 segment displays, which will differ depending on whether
sockets are used for them or not. The remainder of the
components - displays, socket for 101, capacitors, switches,
JP1, LEDs 1 & 2 and the 4 -way terminal block (if used) can
now be added at will.
The electrolytic capacitors may have to be the lower profile
sub -miniature versions to prevent them protruding above the
pushbuttons. This won't become a problem until you try to fit
the board into an enclosure.

Computer compatibility
Associated with the output latch is the 'output enable' jumper
link JP1. If this is set to the internal (INT) position, then pin 1
(OE) of IC3 is held permanently low and it's outputs will always
be at a TTL level '0' or '1'. With JP1 set to the external (EXT)
position, then pin 1 of IC3 is pulled up to supply via part of the
resistor network RN2, and also linked to the expansion bus
connector via JP1. The outputs of IC3 will now be in tri-state
mode or 'floating'. This allows the outputs to be connected
directly to the data bus of a computer without presenting any
load to the data lines.
The computer can then, via suitable decoding, read the
value of the outputs of IC3 by strobing the OE line and
sampling its own data bus.
Note that the link MUST be fitted in one or other position; if
it is left out then pin 1 of IC3 will be left floating, which results
in very erratic operation of it's outputs.
Having JP1 fitted in the EXT position therefore allows
control of the board from a remote computer. If, for instance,
the PIC controller board was programmed to perform various
specific tasks, these could be invoked from the computer by
supplying particular codes to the expansion bus input port,
and the PIC could be programmed to report its status back to
the computer via the expansion bus output port.
This form of external control does not in any way change
the method used to latch information into IC3 by the PIC
controller, but it does remove the ability to see the outputs of
IC3 switching on and off if, say, the software development
board is connected (to be described at a later date).

Don't miss this bit...
If the Process Timer is to be used as a stand-alone board
without the aforementioned power supply (like now, so that
you can test it), then it's not going to work 100% correctly,
because when the start button is pressed the timer won't start
counting down until it detects the presence of a low signal on
I/P 1 of the expansion bus. In other words, it's going to
assume that the lamp hasn't come on, and won't start timing
until it does.
This is NOT a fault, it is a feature of the program to ensure
that accurate timing is achieved by only timing the period that
the lamp is actually alight.
This will not be a problem if the associated power supply is
used - even if the feature is not required - because it can be
disabled very easily. Full details will be given next month in the
power supply article.
To overcome this minor obstacle for now, simply apply a
small 'blob' of solder between pins 9 & 10 of IC4 on the
underside of the board, so as to bridge them together.

Power supply
The Process Timer has been designed for use either as a
stand-alone unit, or for connection to the power supply
outlined previously.
To this end it has its own on -board regulator, so it can be
powered from a suitably smoothed DC source capable of
providing about 200mA continuously at 7 - 15V Above this
voltage it is wise to fit a heatsink to IC5 otherwise it's going to
get a little too hot.
LED1 indicates there is power to the board, and LEDs 3
and 4 act as a 'colon' in between the left and right hand pairs
of display digits. With all three connected in series the voltage
drop across them is sufficient to enable them to be wired
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This will tie I/P 1 of the expansion bus to OV and allow the
timer to function normally.
Don't forget though, to remove the solder bridge when the
power supply is connected (you will be reminded of this in the
relevant article). When construction is complete, make a very
close inspection of the board for solder bridges (particularly
between the soldered IC pads on the topside of the board),
missed or dry joints etc.
Plug in the programmed PIC16C54, solder the piezo
transducer between the +5V OUT and PZ1 points, and fit a
jumper link to the INT position of JP1, DON'T just leave the
link off the board. Solder a couple of lengths of wire to the +V
IN and OV points and apply a smoothed DC voltage between
7 - 15V.

How to use the timer
As mentioned, the task of the program is to operate as a
darkroom timer, so the following information will be specific to
that task. The operation of the darkroom timer can be split into
two basic 'Modes', which are; 'Command' mode and 'Run'
mode. When the board is first powered up, a couple of bleeps
will be heard and 00:00 will appear in the display. This is row
in 'Command' mode.
Each display digit can be incremented individually with its
associated pushbutton, up to a maximum 99:59 (1 hour 40
minutes - all but 1 second). Whilst in Command mode, the
focus button can be pressed to turn on the lamp, which allows
you to work on the focus and composition of the image in the
exposure unit. Pressing the focus button once more will turn
off the lamp. Further button depressions will toggle the lamp
on and off etc..
The focus button is not operative in Run mode because the
lamp is then under control of the program, which, incidentally
makes no restrictions on the state of the lamp before the
timing sequence can begin, so the lamp can be turned on with
the focus button and then the start button pressed to begin
timing. Once the required time period has been set up in the
displays you have one of two options:
1 Press the enter button. This will store the displayer
value in memory to allow it to be recalled and used aaain at a
later stage.
2 Press the start/stop button. This will enter the Run mode,
turn on the lamp output and begin the timing sequence
without storing the displayed value.
For obvious reasons the program will not allow timing to
begin with 00:00 in the display. Pressing the reset button whilst
in Command mode will recall the stored value set up using the
enter button - assuming a value has been previously entered of
course.
If not, then pressing the reset button will reset the d splay to
00:00. Whenever the start/stop button is pressed from
Command mode the timer will always use the time shown in
the display, irrespective of any value stored with the enter

button (or 00:00 if no value is stored), and the timer started
from there At the end of the timing period, the lamp output is
turned off, all four of the displays will flash rapidly and the
program produces an audible ramped tone output on the
transducer until the reset button is pressed to return the timer
to the Command mode.

Software
A fully documented source code listing for this project is
available on disk from the author, but because this listing is so
large, space does not permit the entire software listing to be
reproduced here.
However, it is helpful to have some of the basic routines
used in the program explained briefly, so here goes. By the
way, any constants and variables used in the following listings
are assumed to have been pee -defined earlier in the program,
all of which are given a full explanation in the complete source
code listirg.

Command mode
The following listing is the initial 'program entry point' as used
on the Process Timer. This sets up the port lines, DDRs, RTCC
prescaler, and default display reading etc.
PIC16C54 PROCESS TIMER/CONTROLLER V1.00
FOR USE ON THE DTE PROCESS TIMER/CONTROLLER
;

BOARD.
;

;

1996 TIM PARKER ; DTE MICRO SYSTEMS.
(C)
BEGINNING OF THE MAIN PROGRAM (PROGRAM ENTRY

POINT)

START
CLRF PORTB
MOVLW OFF

;

MOVWF PORTA

;

;

PRESET THE PORT LINES
BEFORE SETTING THE DDRs
PUT 'OFF' CODE ON PORT

A

MOVLW
TRIS
MOVLW
TRIS

B'00001000'
PORTA
B 00000001'
PORTB

SET RA3 FOR I/P
DO IT
SET RBO FOR I/P
DO IT

MOVLW 06
OPTION

;

PRESCALER = 1:128

(40ms)

CLRF DIG4BK
BACKUP
CLRF DIG3BK
CLRF DIG2BK
CLRF
CLRF
BYTE
CLRF
BYTE

;

button. From this it will be apparent that a time period can be
set up and stored in memory, yet still make temporary use of a
different time period.
During the timing period the start/stop button can be
pressed to halt the timing sequence.
This will exit the Run mode and put the timer back into
Command mode. At this point the start/stop button can be
pressed once more to continue timing with the remaining value
in the display, or, the display can be adjusted and the timer
started again from that value, or, the reset button can be
pressed to recall the value previously set up with the enter

DIG1BK
FLAG

CLEAR
CLEAR
CLEAR
CLEAR

OPBUFF

CLEAR OUTP

RESTORE DIGIT DATA FROM BA

DEFAULT

MOVF DIG1BK,W
MOVWF EIGIT1
BUFFER

MOVWF DTOTT1
BUFFER
MOVE DIG4PF,W
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CLEAR 1000s DIGIT
100s DIGIT BACKUP
lOs DIGIT BACKUP
is DIGIT BA
PROGRAM STA

MOVWF DIGIT4

;

PUT IT IN DISPLAY

ACCEPT THE CURRENTLY DISPLAYED READING BY
COPYING IT INTO THE
BACK-UP STORAGE AREA
;

BUFFER

COMMAND
CALL BLEEP
CALL DISPLAY
CALL BLEEP
LOOP
INCF BUTTON,W
BTFSS STATUS, ZERO
CALL BLEEP
MOVF BUTTON,W
MOVWF LASKEY

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

MAKE A NOISE
SCAN PUSHBUTTONS
MAKE ANOTHER NOISE

BUT5

MOVF
MOVWF
MOVF
MOVWF
MOVF
MOVWF
MOVF

ALL BUTTONS RELEASED ?
YES - DON'T BLEEP
MAKE A NOISE
UPDATE "LASKEY' WITH
CURRENT INFORMATION

DIGIT2,W
DIG2BK
DIGIT3,W
DIG3BK

DIGIT4,W

MOVWF DIG4BF.

LOOP2

CALL DISPLAY
MOVF BUTTON,W
XORWF LASKEY,W

DIGITI,W
DIG1BK

GOTO
LOT

REFRESH THE DISPLAY
GET BUTTON DATA IN 'W'
ANY BUTTON ACTIVITY ?
BTFSC STATUS, ZERO
YES - FIND OUT WHICH
GOTO LOOP2
NO - GO ROUND AGAIN
A BUTTON HAS BEEN PRESSED OR RELEASED, BUT WHICH
ONE IS IT,
AND WHAT DO WE DO ABOUT IT ANYWAY ?
;

DEFAULT

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

GET DIGIT 1 DATA
STORE IT IN BACKUP
GET DIGIT 2 DATA
STORE IT IN BACKUP
GET DIGIT 3 DATA
STORE IT IN BACKUP
GET DIGIT 4 DATA
STORE IT IN BACKUP
NOW UPDATE THE WHOLE

;

********* ***** * ***** *******

;

;

Displays, buttons and expansion bus control

;

Whenever LED displays are multiplexed on -.o an MPU, a
software routine must exist to refresh them
No matter what else is going on in the system, this routine
must be callec often enough to prevent erratic (and very
annoying) display flickering. It makes sense then, to use this
routine to carry out various other repetitive tasks which are
essential to the operation of the system.
The followir g routine is used to refresh tne displays, scan
and record the state of the eight pushbuttons, update the
output latch with current data, record the current data on the
input buffer, and finally, check & 'flag' the display for a zero
reading - 00:00 - although not necessarily in that order A point
to bear in minc when refreshing the displays, is to always make
sure that current digit is turned off again after the light -up
period, before -roving on to the next digit.
This is essential to prevent 'ghosting', where the data from
the next display appears very briefly in the current one. In fact,
it appears for no more than a few microseconds, and is
actually caused due to the length of time it takes between
setting up the data on RB1 to RB7 for the next digit whilst the
first one is enabled, and then turning on the next display. This

;

;

BTFSS BUTTON,SET1

GOTO
BTFSS
GOTO
BTFSS

SKIP IF NOT 'SET)'
ELSE ADD 1 TO DIGIT1
SKIP IF NOT 'SET10s.

BUT1

BUTTON,SET10

ELSE ADD 1 TO DIGIT2
SKIP IF NOT 'SET100s'
ELSE ADD 1 TO DIGITS
SKIP IF NOT 'SET1Ks'
ELSE ADD 1 TO DIGIT4
SKIP IF NOT 'RESET'
ELSE RECALL BACKUP

BUT2

BUTTON,SET100

GOTO BUT3
BTFSS BUTTON,SET1K

GOTO BUT4
BTFSS BUTTON, RESET
GOTO DEFAULT
DISPLAY
BTFSS BUTTON, ENTER

GOTO BUT5
VALUE
BTFSS BUTTON,STRT
'START/STOP'
GOTO TIMER
SEQUENCE
BTFSS BUTTON, FOCUS

GOTO LMP
GOTO LOOP
AGAIN

;

SKIP IF NOT 'ENTER'
ELSE ENTER DISPLAYED

;

SKIP IF NOT

;

ELSE START TIMING

;

;

;

;

form of 'ghosting' might not be apparent in bright ambient
light, but becomes very visible when the ambient light level
falls, and more particularly with high efficiency LED displays.

SKIP IF NOT 'FOCUS'
ELSE TOGGLE LAMP OUTPUT
NONE LEFT - GO ROUND

@pr:; DISPLAY ROUTINE AS USED ON THE PIC16C54
PROCESS TIMER/CONTROLLER
FOR USE ON THE DTE PROCESS TIMER/CONTROLLER
;

** ****** ********* **********

BOARD.
;

;

(c)

1996 TIM PARKER / DTE MICRO SYSTEMS.

MANUAL DISPLAY ADJUSTMENT CONTROL SECTION
;

THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING TASKS:-

BUT1

CALL
GOTO

ADD)

;

INCREMENT DIGIT

;

INCREMENT DIGIT 2

;

INCREMENT DIGIT 3

I
- PUTS TEE VALUE HELD IN "OPBUFF" INTO IC3 AND
SO ONTO THE OUTPUT PORT OF THE EXPANSION BUS

I

;

LOOP

BUT2

CALL
GOTO

ADD10

2
- READS THE VALUE OF THE EXPANSION BUS INPUT
BUFFER AND STORES THE RESULT IN 'IPBUFF".
;

LOOP

BUT3

CALL
GOTO
BUT4
CALL
GOTO

ADD100
LOOP

ADD1K
LOOP

;

3

- PUTS THE VALUES HELD IN "DIGITs" INTO THE

DISPLAYS.

;

INCREMENT DIGIT 4

;

4

- UPDATES THE "BUTTON" BYTE WITH KEYPRESSED

INFORMATION.
5

- CHECKS THE DISPLAY READING FOR '0000'
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(ZERO)

AND SETS THE APPROPRIATE 'DZERO' BIT IN THE "FLAG'
REGISTER.

FIRST OF ALL UPDATE THE EXPANSION BUS OUTPUT

;

PORT

YES - SET 'DISPLAY
FLAG,DZERO
ZERO' BIT
EXIT DISPLAY ROUTINE
RETLW 0
LIGHT UP THE SELECTED DISPLAY DIGIT, AND AT THE
BSF

;

;

;

DISPLAY
OP3UFF,W
PORTS
OPB

MOVF
MOVWF
MOVLW
MOVWF

GET 'OPBUFF' DATA
PUT IT ON PORT B
GET IC3 STROBE LINE
AND PULL IT LOW

;

;

;

PORTA
GET 'ALL OFF' CODE
MOVLW OFF
AND APPLY IT TO PORTA
MOVWF PORTA
NOW READ THE VALUE ON THE EXPANSION BUS INPUT
;

;

;

;

PORT

SAME TIME, BUILD
UP THE 'BUTTON' BYTE BY SCANNING THE PUSHBUTTONS
WHILST THE
STROBE LINES ARE LOW. SINCE THIS 'LIGHTUP'
;

;

ROUTINE IS CALLED
FOUR TIMES BY THE 'DISPLAY' ROUTINE, THE
'BUTTON' BYTE IS BUILT
UP 2 BITS AT A TIME CORRESPONDING TO THE STATES
OF RBO AND RA3
AT THE TIME OF EACH LOW STROBE SIGNAL
;

;

;

MOVLW B'11111111'
TRIS PORTS
INPUTS
MOVLW IPB
MOVWF PORTA
MOVF PORTB,W
MOVWF IPBUFF
'IPBUFF'
MOVLW OFF
MOVWF PORTA
HIGH
MOVLW B'00000001'
TRIS PORTB

;

;

;

;

;

SET PORT B AS ALL

LIGHTUP
MOVF STROBE,W

GET
AND
GET
AND

VALUE
LIGHT UP THE DIGIT
MOVWF PORTA
INITIALLY CLEAR CARRY
STATUS,CARRY
BCF
BIT
LEAVE IT CLEARED IF
BTFSC PORTB,RBO
RB0=0
OTHERWISE SET CARRY BIT
STATUS,CARRY
BSF
TRANSFER TO D7 IN
BUTTON
RRF
'BUTTON'
CLEAR THE CARRY BIT
BCF
STATUS,CARRY
LEAVE IT CLEARED IF
BTFSC PORTA,RA3
RA3=0
OTHERWISE SET CARRY BIT
STATUS,CARRY
BSF
TRANSFER TO Di IN
BUTTON
RRF
'BUTTON'
NOW TIME OUT THE LIGHT -UP PERIOD FOR THE

IC4 STROBE LINE
PULL IT LOW
DATA ON PORT B
STORE IT IN

;

;

;

GET 'ALL OFF' CODE
SET ALL STROBE LINES

;

;

;

;

AND RESTORE RBO FOR

;

INPUT

;

;

NOW SORT OUT THE DISPLAYS AND READ THE STATUS OF

;

THE PUSHBUTTONS
MOVLW 03

MOVWF STROBE

;

;

START WITH LEFT DIGIT
SET 'STROBE' TO 3

;

;

;

SELECTED DIGIT
MOVLW 128
MOVWF COUNT1

DISP2

CALL CONVERT
MOVWF PORTB

;CALL LIGHTUP
DECF STROBE
DISPLAY
MOVLW 255

GET DIGIT CHARACTER
PUT IT ON 0/P PORT
LIGHT UP THE DIGIT
PREPARE FOR NEXT

;

;

;

;

MOVLW 1

LOOPS
MOVWF COUNT2

SET COUNTER FOR 128

;

AND FALL THROUGH TO

'DELAY'

;

MOVWF PORTA
XORWF STROBE,W

;

Don't use 'OFF' code

;

here

;

;

DISP2

;

GENERAL PURPOSE DELAY ROUTINE. THE VALUES OF

'COUNT1' & 'COUNT2'
MUST HAVE BEEN SET UP BEFORE CALLING THIS

TURN OFF ALL DISPLAYS
DONE ALL 4 LINES ?
YES - SKIP NEXT BIT
NO - GO ROUND AGAIN

;

BTFSS STATUS, ZERO

GOTO

GET CURRENT STROBE

;

;

ROUTINE.

;

WARNING: THE 'LIGHTUP' ROUTINE FALLS THROUGH

'DELAY'.

NOW CHECK IF THE DISPLAY IS SHOWING A ZERO
READING - '0000'
;

;

DO NOT MOVE THIS ROUTINE RELATIVE TO THE

'LIGHTUP' ROUTINE
BCF

FLAG,DZERO

;

DIGIT1,W
BTFSS STATUS,ZERO
RETLW 0
MOVF DIGIT2,W
BTFSS STATUS,ZERO
RETLW 0
MOVF DIGIT3,W
BTFSS STATUS,ZERO
DIGIT 4
RETLW 0
MOVF DIGIT4,W
BTFSC STATUS,ZERO

CLEAR 'DISPLAY ZERO'
DELAY

BIT
MOVF

DIGIT 1

=

0

DECFSZ
GOTO DELAY
DECFSZ
GOTO DELAY

?

YES - NOW TEST DIGIT 2
NO - LEAVE 'FLAG' ALONE
DIGIT 2 = 0 ?
YES - NOW TEST DIGIT 3
NO - LEAVE 'FLAG' ALONE
DIGIT 3 = 0 ?
YES - FINALLY TEST

RETLW 0

;

;

;

NO - LEAVE 'FLAG' ALONE

;

COUNT2
AND WAIT ...
;

;

OK FINISHED - RETURN

GET THE REQUIRED DISPLAY CHARACTER DEFENDING ON

THE
;

NO - LEAVE 'FLAG' ALONE
DIGIT 4 = 0 ?

;

COUNT1
WAIT ...

CURRENT VALUE HELD IN 'STROBE' BYTE

CONVERT
MOVF STROBE,W
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;

PUT 'STROBE" VALUE IN

'W,

ADDWF
GOTO
GOTO
GOTO
MOVF
GOTO
CONVO
MOVF
GOTO
CONV1
MOVF
GOTO
CONV2
MOVF
CONV3
ADDWF
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW
RETLW

PC,F
CONVO
CONV1
CONV2
DIGIT4,W
CONV3
DIGIT1,W

;

CONV3

;

DIGIT2,W
CONV3

;

;

DIGIT3,W

;

PC,F

;

DCO
DC1

;

;

DC2

;

DC3

;

DC4

;

DCS
DC6
DC7
DC8
DC9

DCA
DCB
DCC
DCD
DCE
DCF

system control functions. From this result, we can adjust the
necessary file registers and displays etc.
The file register is still updated afterwards with the current
RTCC value, and the timing process continues. Because the
RTCC is left free running and never interfered with during the
timing process, this is all we ever need to do to keep accurate
time. Incidentally, a 3.276800MHz crystal is used because the
speed is divisible in binary format and produces accurate time
divisions from the RTCC prescaler.
This reduces the amount of program space required to
achieve accurate time periods. Anyone who has tried to
produce accurate time periods without considering the crystal
frequency will be aware of the extra software involved, by
having to continuously compensate the RTCC value.
The clock speed to the PIC is internally divided by 4,
resulting in an irternal clocking speed of 819,200Hz or
819.2KHz, producing a time period fractionally more than
1.22pS. Actually 1.220703125pS to be precise. With the
prescaler set to +/-128 the time period to the RTCC is
156.25pS. The RTCC itself is left free running at 256 counts,
which means that a roll over to zero occurs every 40mS. In
simple calculation terms this is;

USE AS OFFSET FOR 'PC'
IF 'W'=0 USE is DIGIT
IF 'W'=1 USE lOs DIGIT
IF 'W'=2 USE 100s DIGIT
ELSE GET 1000s DATA
AND CONVERT IT

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

GET is DIGIT DATA
AND CONVERT IT
GET lOs DIGIT DATA
AND CONVERT IT
GET 100s DIGIT DATA
USE 'W' AS OFFSET
RETURN WITH "0" CODE

RETURN WITH "1" CODE
RETURN WITH "2" CODE
RETURN WITH "3" CODE
RETURN WITH "4" CODE
RETURN WITH "5" CODE

RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN

WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH

"6"

CODE

"7"

"8"

CODE
CODE

"9"

CODE

"A"

WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH

"C"

CODE
CODE
CODE
CODE
CODE
CODE

"b"

"d"
"E"
"F"

1 / (3276800 / 4) x 128 x 256 = 0.04 (seconds).
By using a file register to count 25 of these, the final period
is 1 second (25 x 0.04 = 1).
TIMING ROUTINE AS USED ON THE PIC16C54 PROCESS
TIMER/CONTROLLER
;

;

FOR USE ON THE DTE PROCESS TIMER/CONTROLLER

BOARD.
;

(c)

1996 TIM PARKER / DTE MICRO SYSTEMS.

RTCC and Timing
Because the PIC16C54 does not have an interrupt available
from the RTCC, in applications such as this, where the PIC has
to keep control of multiple input and output devices AND
perform accurate timing periods at the same time, some clever
software is called for in order to keep things running smoothly.
Take, for instance, the timing process itself. Not only does
the program have to take care of the displays (this alone takes
up a lot of processing time due to the light -up periods
required), pushbuttons and expansion port continuously, but it
also has to keep an accurate track of the elapsed time. OK,
so we can set the prescaler to slow down the output of the
RTCC to a more manageable speed, but it's no good just
checking for RTCC rollover to zero, because there's a very
high possibility that by the time we manage to read it, it's
rolled over by quite a few counts, so catching it at exactly zero
is very hit and miss, and of no use at all.
This is overcome in the Timer/Controller software by using
a very simple mathematical function. When the Run mode is
first entered, a copy of the RTCC is stored in a file register,
and, after sorting out all of the devices, instead of checking the
RTCC for zero, the contents of this file register are subtracted
from the current RTCC value.
If the result is positive then the RTCC must contain a value
greater than the file register, so the register is updated with the
new RTCC value and the timing continues. If the result is
negative then the RTCC must have rolled over to a value less
than that of the file register. It makes no difference by how
much it has rolled over, just so long as we know that it has,
which means that a very large time margin is available to us for

THE 'START' BUTTON HAS BEEN PRESSED, SO BEGIN
TIMING
;

;

AND TURN ON THE OUTPUT BIT FOR THE LAMP (BIT

RB1).

THE TIME PERIOD IS THAT WHICH IS BEING DISPLAYED
WHEN THE 'START/STOP' BUTTON WAS PRESSED, WHICH
MAY NOT BE THE VALUE HELD IN THE BACKUP STORAGE.
THE BACKUP WILL REMAIN INTACT FOR FUTURE USE AND
CAN BE RECALLED BY PRESSING THE 'RESET' BUTTON.

;

BECAUSE THERE IS NO INTERRUPT ON THE PIC16C54 WE

NEED

TO KNOW EACH TIME THE RTCC ROLLS OVER TO ZERO.
LOCATION "TIMER1" IS USED AS A REFERENCE VALUE
TO THE RTCC, AND MOST OF THE TIME CONTAINS THE
SAME VALUE AS THE RTCC. A VERY SIMPLE METHOD OF
DETECTING RTCC ROLLOVER IS USED, BY SUBTRACTING
"TIMER1" CONTENTS FROM THE CURRENT RTCC VALUE
AND
;

CHECKING FOR A NEGATIVE RESULT. WHEN RTCC ROLLS

;

OVER TO ZERO (OR EVEN IF IT OVER -RUNS BY A FEW

;

COUNTS) AN ATTEMPT WILL BE MADE TO SUBTRACT A

LARGE
;

VALUE FROM THE LOW RTCC VALUE, THE RESULT IS

NEGATIVE.
;

WHEN RTCC=00h AND "TIMER1"=FFh THEN A TIME

PERIOD
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;

;

OF 40mS HAS ELAPSED, SO THE 'MSEC40' REGISTER

PRESSED

(WHICH STARTS WITH A VALUE OF 25 TO MAKE 1000mS)

GOTO

TIME2

;

SKIP IF PRESSED FROM

TIME8

;

EXIT WITH DISPLAY

BUTTON,W

;

UPDATE 'LASKEY' WITH

;

CURRENT 'BUTTON INFO

;

REFRESH DISPLAY

;

SKIP IF DISPLAY NOT

;

TIME UP. DISPLAY

IS DECREMENTED BY ONE AND THE TIMER CONTINUES.

BTFSC LASKEY,STRT

;

WHEN "MSEC40"=0 THEN A TIME PERIOD VERY CLOSE TO

BEFORE

;

ONE SECOND HAS ELAPSED, SO THE DISPLAY IS

GOTO

;

INTACT

REDUCED

BY ONE COUNT AND CHECKED FOR ZERO IN ALL DIGITS.

;

TIME2

MOVF

TIMER

BTFSC FLAG,DZERO

MOVWF LASKEY

ONLY START IF VALID

;

CALL

TIME

TIME8

;

OTHERWISE FORGET IT

CALL

BLEEP

;

QUICK NOISE FIRST

ZERO

MOVF

BUTTON,W

;

UPDATE 'LASKEY' WITH

GOTO

;

CURRENT "BUTTON' INFO

'0000'

SET LAMP 0/P BIT TO 1

MOVF

OPBUFF,LAMP

BSF

;

!

DISPLAY

BTFSC FLAG,DZERO

GOTO

MOVWF LASKEY

ELSE CONTINUE TIMING

;

TIME3

ETCC,W

MOVWF TIMER2

GET CURRENT RTCC VALUE

;

;

COPY IT TO 'TIMER2'

;

RESET RTCC & PRESCALER

MOVF

TIMER1,W

;

GET OLD RTCC VALUE

;

RESET 'TIMER2'

SUBWF TIMER2,W

;

HAS RTCC ROLLED OVER ?

TIMED

BTFSC STATUS,CARRY

;

YES - ADJUST 'MSEC40'

MOVLW 25

GOTO

;

NO - GO ROUND AGAIN

MOVWF MSEC40

DECFSZASEC40

CLRF

RTCC

CLRF

TIMER2

SET 'MSEC40' TO 1000mS

;

GOTO

TIME1

MOVF

TIME]

"MSEC40'

;

'MSEC40'

;

'MSEC40' NOT ZERO - GO

-

COPY 'TIMER2' TC

;

CALL

SUB1

BTFSC STATUS,CARRY

'TIMER1'

DECRIMENT THE is DIGIT

;

DOES lOs NEED ADJUSTING

;

CHECK TO SEE IF THE INPUT BIT IS LOW BEFORE

;

TIMEO

;

NO - START ALL OVER

SUB10

;

YES - DECRIMENT lOs

;

DOES 100s NEED

;

NO - START ALL OVER

;

YES - DECRIMENT 100s

CONTINUING
WITH THE TIMER ROUTINE. THIS ALLOWS BETTER

GOTO

TIMING OF
THE LAMP BY ONLY TIMING THE PERIOD THAT IT IS

CALL

ACTUALLY ON.

BTFSC STATUS,CARRY

;

;

IF THE TIMER DOESN'T CONTINUE BECAUSE THE INPUT

;

AGAIN
DIGIT

ADJUSTING ?
GOTO

BIT NEVER

GOES LOW, THEN ALLOW THE 'RESET' BUTTON TO ABORT

;

TIME!)

AGAIN
CALL

TIMING.

SUB100

DIGIT
;

DOES 1000s NEED

SUB1K

;

YES - DECRIMENT 1000s

TIMED

;

NO - START ALL OVER

CHKIP

BTFSS STATUS,CARRY

BTFSS IPBUFF,LAMP
GOTO

CHKIP2

CALL

DISPLAY

BTFSS BUTTON,RESET

;

SKIP IF I/P IS H:GH

ADJUSTING ?

;

ELSE CONTINUE TIMING

CALL

;

REFRESH DISPLAY ETC...

DIGIT

;

NO - IS 'RESET' PRESSED

GOTO
AGAIN

GOTO
GOTO

TIME8

CHKIP

;

;

YES - QUIT

;

TIMER HAS COMPLETED.

'RESET'

NO - KEEP TRYING

CHKIP2

;

SOUND THE BUZZEP UNTIL

IS PRESSED.

THE TONE GENERATED IS A DESTINCTIVE STEPPED

ASCENDING PITCH -RAMP.
;

NOW TO CHECK THE 'START/STOP' BUTTON AND THE
THE 'START/STOP' BUTTON MAY STILL BE PRESSED
INITIAL COMMAND ROUTINE OR AFTER BEING PUT ON

WE NEED TO MAKE SURE THAT IT HAS BEEN RELEASED

MOVWF TEMP2

;

INITIAL NOTE PITCH

;

NUMBER OF PULSES PER

NOTE
TIMES

BEFORE TAKING THE DECISION TO STOP THE TIMER

MOVLW BUZ

ONCE MORE.

BTFSC BUTTON,STRT

TURN OFF THE LAMP BIT

TIME3

FIRST,
;

;

MOVLN 110

'STOP', SO
;

OPBUFF,LAMP

MOVLW 80

MOVWF TEMP

FROM THE
;

TIME3
BCE

RTCC ETC...
;

1

BACK

TIMER2,W

MOVWF TIMER1

TIME1

;

MOVWF PORTA

SKIP IF 'START/STOP'
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;

TURN PIEZO ON

CALL

TIME6

;

MOVWF PORTA
CALL

BCF

TURN PIEZO OFF

MOVLW 130
MOVWF COUNT1

LEAVE FOR A WHILE

TIME6

DONE ALL PULSES ?

DECFS ZTEMP2
TIMES

NO - DO ANOTHER

CALL

DISPLAY

SCAN BUTTONS

CALL

DISPLAY

SCAN BUTTONS (AGAIN)

GOTO

FLAG,PITCH

LEAVE FOR A WHILE

MOVLW OFF

;

SET LOW PITCH

NUMBER OF PULSES=130
GOTO BLEEP2
MAKE THE SOUND
GENERATE A SHORT, HIGH PITCHED TONE THROUGH
TRANSDUCER
BLEEP
BSF
FLAG, PITCH
SET HIGH PITCH
CLRF COUNT1
NUMBER OF PULSES=256
NOW GENERATE THE SOUND REQUIRED BASED ON THE
SETTING OF
;

;

;

;

;

NO - IS 'RESET' PRESSED

BTFSS BUTTON, RESET

;

GOTO

COMMAND

;

YES - QUIT

MOVLW

5

;

NO...

SUBWF TEMP

MOVLW 50

;

;

esistors

INCREASE PITCH OF NOTE

CHECK IF HIGHEST NOTE

REACHED
XORWF TEMP,W

;

"TEMP" = 50

?

GOTO

TIME3

;

NO - SELECT NEXT NOTE
YES - START AGAIN

GOTO

TIME4

;

DO THE NEXT NOTE

BTFSC STATUS,ZERO

;

TIME6

MOVE

TEMP,W

81,2,10,11,12

10K (5 off)

R3-Rg, R14

470R (8 off)

R13

100R

R15,16

4K7 (2 off)

RN1

4K7 x 7 SIL Network

RN2

4K7 x 8 SIL Network

RN3 (i- used)

470R x 7 DIL Network

MOVWF COUNT2

Capacitors

TIME7

COUNT2

DECFSZ

GOTO

TIME7

C1.2

22pF Ceramic plate (2 off)

C3.5,

10uF/35V Electrolytic (3 off)

C4.6,7,9

100nF Ceramic or Polyester (4 off)

RETLW 0
;

INVALID START TIME (DISPLAY ='0000') OR 'STOP'

SELECTED SO QUIT.

Semiconductors

TIME8

CALL

OPBUFF,LAMP
DISPLAY

TURN OFF THE LAMP BIT
AND DO IT NOW

CALL

BURP

MAKE LOW PITCH NOISE

CALL

BURP

AND AGAIN...

CALL

BURP

GOTO

LOOP

BCF

D1 - D81N4148

(8 off)

LED1,3,4

3mm Red LED (3 off)

LED2

3mm Yellow LED

AND AGAIN

DIGITI-DIGIT4

7 -Segment CC LED Display (4off)

RETURN TO COMMAND MODE

IC1

Programmed PIC16C54XT/P

!

(available separately if required)

Sound
The following two routines are used by the Process Timer to
generate audible tones through the piezo transducer PZ1. By
adjusting the on and off times of the pulses sent to the
transducer, it is possible to generate various sounds, but these
are just two examples.

IC2

7445 or 7442 (see text)

IC3

74LS574 Octal Latch

IC4

74LS541 Octal Buffer

105

7805 +5V Voltage Regulator

Miscellaneous
BASIC TONE GENERATION FOR THE PIC16C54 PROCESS
TIMER/CONTROLLER.

;

IN ORDER TO KEEP BOTH THE LOW AND HIGH TONES TO

X1

3.276800MHz Crystal

PZ1

Piezo Transducer

JP1

3 -Way PCB Pin Header + Jumper
Link

ABOUT THE
SAME DURATION, A LOWER NUMBER OF PULSES IS
;

REQUIRED FOR
THE LOW TONE, OTHERWISE THE SOUND WOULD LAST FAR

Pushbuttons

D6 Series Tactile Pushbuttons (8 off)

IC Socket

18 -Pin IC Socket for IC1

;

TOO LONG.
;

A COMMON ROUTINE IS USED TO GENERATE THE SOUND

ITSELF, BUT
;

THE 'PITCH' BIT IN THE "FLAG" BYTE IS USED TO

INDICATE WHETHER
;

;

A LOW TONE OR HIGH TONE IS CALLED FOR
GENERATE A SHORT, LOW PITCHED TONE THROUGH

SK1

2.1mm DC Power Socket *

Terminals

4 -Way PCB Terminal Block *

Case

Enclosure to suit "

Hardware

General Fixing Hardware *

PCB

DTE Process Timer/Controller
(available separately if required)

PCB

TRANSDUCER

-. not supplied with the kit

BURP
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;

RADIO DATA MODULES
SYSTEMS & ACCESSORIES

THE 'PITCH' BIT IN THE "FLAG" BYTE

BLEEP2

MOVLW BUZ

;

GET STROBE LINE FOR PZ1

;

TURN THE PIEZO ON

;

LEAVE FOR A WHILE

;

GET 'ALL STROBES OFF'

;

TURN THE PIEZO OFF

;

WAIT A WHILE

;

DONE ALL PULSES ?

;

NO - DO ANOTHER

;

SELECT HIGH PITCH DELAY

BTFSS FLAG,PITCH

;

SKIP IF HIGH PITCH SET

New 3V, 20,000bps Transmitters to Simplify Interfacing

MOVLW 110

;

ELSE SWAP FOR LOW PITC

;

STORE PULSE DELAY TIME

* Same o/p Power but twice as fast as the - A version, up to 20,000 bps '
' Drives directly from PIC port, reducing component count & size

DECFSZCOUNT2

;

TIME THE 'QUIET' PERIODS

GOTO

;

MOVWF PORTA
CALL

WAIT

MOVLW OFF

UK, E.E.C, Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, North & South America,

Middle East, South Arica, New Zealand, Far East or Australia.
Wherever you are, we have a module on the right frequercy for you !
Efficient 5V operation'
New !: TXR-XXX-DTR100
400 to 500MHz Versions'
.

CODE

_

MOVWF PORTA
CALL

WAIT

--

' .

`"

DECFSZ COUNT1

GOTO

BLEEP2

-0

MOVWF COUNT2

WAIT2

;

IL -ii

' 1+ £179.95, 10+ Price Only £149.95

Special Starter kit: 2 x TXR-XXX--DTR100 +
User Manual + (UK) P&P Now Only £299.95

WAIT2

RETIN 0

i:

Only 55 x 23 x 15mm

WAIT

MOVLW 70

' Range up to 5Km '
Compact Size ideal for Hand Helds
UK, North American, Australian
' MPT, I-ETS & FCC Approval
Up or 64 selectable channels

,...

ibilicAM

IN BETWEEN EACH CL:CK

-:.

:'i!-.:,

!MT
TXM-418-F Transmitter

SILRX-418-F Recei:ei

Choice of UK Approved MPT 1340 on 418MHz or Export on 433.92MHz

AND RETURN (OR EXIT)

* Special Starter Kit: TXM-F + SILRX-F + User
Manuals + (UK) P&P + VAT Only £29.95 *

These listings give some idea of how the board is controlled.
but is by no means complete.

South African Modules & Security Products on 403MHz
1mW ERP In to 50 Ohms, PA's Avai able I '
Evaluation Kits and 100ua RI Decoder Available
TIM -403's £12.75, SILRX403-A £22 50 RXM-403-A £29.05
PEN403-A E28.00, 1CH-403-A £29.95, 1CH-403-LP £32.50'
1CH-403-LP
Starter Kit: TXM-A SILRX-A RXM-A 1CH-403 1CH-403-LP Relay sip
PEN403-A EVAL KIT 2 x Antenna Data Sheets: Only £149.95.

KITS and BITS available
Apart from a kit of components - which includes the PCB, displays,
pushbuttons, transducer and a programmed PIC16C54 (in fact,
virtually everything) - various other items are also available

PEN -403-A

VHF Modules & Systems for the UK, Australia and Beyond !

separately from the author by mail order only at the following

UK, 173MHz to MPT1344 & MPT1328 Licence Exempt
Telemetry Systems: Digital, 12 -bit Analogue & Pulse'
Miniature Low Cost 1 & 10mW Transmitters & Receivers
Exclusive173.500MHz Modules and Telemetry for Australia'
Meter reading modules and transmitters to MPT1601 '

address:

DTE MICRO SYSTEMS 112 SHOBNALL ROAD
BURTON ON TRENT, STAFFORDSHIRE. DE14 2BB

* Custom Design Service Available '

ISCHiDgital RX

40,000bps Modem Transceivers + RS232 Interface
The price for the kit of necessary components is;

229.50

Exclusive: The world leading BIM high speed transceiver is
now available with a RS232 interface and integral 2 -wire
RS232 controller board. The BIM -RS232 automatically takes
care of 'asks such as flow control permitting the construction
of a simple but reliable radio mcdems capable of operation
over ranges of up to 20CM. EMC approvals of finished products arc simplified by the totally s:reened RF design and ESD
protected RS232 port. Ideal for PC -PC networks and EPOS
applicaions. Available 01 418MHz and 433.92MHz. Prices 1+

(Kit includes PCB and programmed PIC16C54)
The Double -Sided PCB is available separately at:

A programmed PIC16C54 is available separately at:

89.00
£8.50

£79.95 each. Combined 211 Interlace & Power Cable £6.95 each.

Fully documented Source Code text on 3.5 inch disk:
(The complete Source Code + various other files)

£8.50

New High Power 433.92MHz Transmitter
ii Jerng > em" o p in o

Fully documented Source Code listing - printed copy:
(The complete Source Code printed out on paper)

£8.50

A suitable smart (undrilled) sloping front enclosure:
(The PCB was designed specifically to fit this case)

£8.00

ms

0

Operates with Extisting Receivers
6-9V Operation, Range up tc 1Km
Intended for Export Markets
Prices 14{16.50, 100+ £8.25 '

BIM-XX.X-RS232

rill!!
TXM-433-HP

Data Module Prices, Inclusive of UK Postage !

1 Metre pre -assembled 34 -way expansion bus cable:
(fitted with three 34 -way expansion bus connectors)

Transmitters imam
XM-418-A 0 25mW
XM-433-A 0 25mW
XM-418-F 0 25mW
XM-433-F 0 25mW
XM-403-A 0 25mW
XM-173-4689 1mW

£4.00

E12 50
£12 75
£ 12 75
E12 75
E12 75

£2250
XM-173-4689 10mW £2450
XM-184-4689 10mW 22995

Antennas (1+ price)
He ical-173MHz
1/4 Wave 418MHz
Dipole 418MHz
VHF Whip Antenna

1.84 End Fed Dipole 135.00
I
I.

Pnces unless otherwise stated exdude VAT Carnage free on all nonaccount mainland UK orders
Insurance available at additional cost

All prices are inclusive, but please add £1.50 to the total order value
to cover carriage and handling charges. If ordering from overseas,

payment must be in Pounds Sterling n and Cheques/Balk
Drafts/Money Orders etc. must be drawn on a British Bank. Goods
will normally be dispatched within five working days from receipt of
order, but please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

. £.4.90
.£4.90
£23.50
E35.00

Wire 41 (LAMS

''' . C.....

viirL

-

Receivers (1+ once)
SILRX-418-k. £22 50
RXM-418-A .E29.05
SILRX-433-A . £23 95

SILRX-403-A.123 95
RXM-403-A _£29.05
SILRX-418-F .E23 95
SILRX-433-F...E23 95
RXM-173-60....£31.62
FtXM-184-60 ...E31.62
Credit Card Payments Wel

come 2/4 day delivery b
DHL Service Available Al

111Cr-1*
V.."

UN

Erief.a

pnces in Pounds Sterling

Corporate Web Site http://www.radio-tech.co.uk
Radio - Tech Limited, Overbridge House, Weald Hall Lane
Thornwood Common, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB.
Sales +44 (0) 181 368 8277 Fax +44 (0) 181 361 3434
International +44 {0) 1992 57 6107 Fax +44 (0) 1992 56 1994
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OMNI ELECTRONICS

HIGH QUALITY LOW COST

C.C.T.V. CAMERA

EXTREMELY LOW LIGHT LEVEL
AUTO ELECTRONIC SHUTTER.
COMPOSITE VIDEO OUT VIA
BNC PLUG.
SMALL DISCRETE SIZE.
CAN BE USED WITH PC DIGITISER.

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX 0131 667 2611

The supplier to use if you're looking for * A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED AT
THE HOBBYIST *
* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES *
* MAIL ORDER - generally by
RETURN OF POST *
* FRIENDLY SERVICE *
* 1995/96 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE

This super quality CCD camera can be con
nected into your existing TV or video using
the AV channel and can be used for discrete
surveillance or observing your property externally using a suitable weatherproof housing. Can accommodate lighting levels ranging from daylight to street lighting using it.
built-in electronic shutter. Excellent when using with an infra red source. Built-in wide
angle fixed focus lens, the camera has a resolution of 380 TVL. Can be housed inside
an empty floodlight case, (extra). Camera size only 45mm x 45mm.

Special offer price of only: £79.95 plus VAT (P&P £3.00)

Price £2.00 *

For full range of CCTV products send SAE to:

DIRECT CCTV LTD., DEPT ETI, UNIT 6,
CARRICK COURT, FORREST GROVE BUSINESS
PARK, MIDDLESBROUGH TS2 1QE

Monday-Thursday 9 : 350- 6- .50. 00 =
Open:ry9105-

Saturday

** FOR SALE **

VALVES, and CRTs AVAILABLE

DEFENCE & AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS ALL HIGH QUALITY SURPLUS
MANY SPECIALS. WE STOCK 1000 +
ITEMS & IF WE DON'T STOCK IT WE MAY
BE ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU

ONE MILLION VALVES stocked for Audio, Receiving, Transmit.
ting & RF Heating. Rare brands such as Mullard & GEC available.

PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LISTS
OR REQUIREMENTS

Most types considered but especially KT88 (£48), PX4/PX25

MAYFLOWER ELECTRONICS

Ask for a free copy of our wanted List.

Also MAGNETRONS, KLYSTRONS, CRTs and SOCKETS.

Large stocks of Russian & Sovtek items.
Please ass: for our free catalogues of valves or CRTs.

VALVES, etc. WANTED
(£50), KT66 (£35), KT77 (£15), EL34 (£10), EL37 (E9), ECC83 (£31

Valves must be UK manufacture to achieve prices mentioned.
Also various valve -era equipment e.g. Garrard 301, (up to) £80.

48 BRENDON ROAD,
WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHT

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD., Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ.
Tel: 01403 784961 Fax: 01403 783519

TEL (01984) 631825 FAX 634245

.

MINIMUM ORDER f50 plus VAT

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT

WE HAVE A HUGE RANGE, MOST MAKES ALWAYS IN STOCK, RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS
two 1..

0

es: cs

a

$$$$$$ ..

7-5-7-r;

0
,fttvetti.Worke, ti4 Whi

Telz(01,7

11

J:J

_D f.

fp

;j 24. «

,)

.F;

-5'

5

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM IM GINIERNMEAR BEING SURPLUS. PRICE IS EXMORKS, SAE MR AQUAE& PANE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOB DEMMMTRATION Of ANY ITEMS. SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY OR

RICE CAME MIT MO CAMBIA EXTRA. BHA WAKED TESTED HAVE A 30 DAY IMUIRANIT MIA) TEST EQUIPMENT-IMINESAUGS R SOCKETS-SYNCROS- TRANSMITTING AM) RECEIVING EIRNPMEN I tIC
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FUSES

TRANSISTORS
PART

PRICE

BU105
BU108
BU109
BU110
BU111

BU124
BU125
BU126
BU133
BU137
BU180
BU184
BU204
BU205
BU206
BU207
BU208
BU208A
BU208AT
BU208D
BU209
BU225
BU226
BU312
BU325
BU326A
BU406
BU406D
BU407
BU407D
BU408

80P
100P
80P
90P
100P
60P
100P
65P
125P
150P
100P
100P
65P
70P
100P
150P
70P
75P

200P
130P
90P
120P
120P
90P
55P
75P

60P
85P
55P
75P
60P

PRICE

PART

BU408D
BU409
BU426A
BU506DF
BU508APH
BU508AF
BU508APH
BU508D
BU508DF
BU508DR
BU508V
BU508VF
BU801

BU806
BU807
BU2508A
BU2508AAF
BU2508D
BU2508DF
BU2520AF
BU2520DF
BU2525AF
BUH315
BUH515
BUH517
BUH715
BUT11AF
BUT12
BUT13
BUT18

75P
85P
70P
120P
80P
95P
80P
90P
115P
130P
110P
100P
70P
70P
60P
130P
130P
130P
150P

225P
225P
325P
200P
200P
275P
425P
55P
80P
310P
80P

PART
BUT18AF
BUT3OV

BUT56A
RF450
RF520
RF530
RF540
RF610
RF630
RF640
RF730
RF740
RF820
RF830
RF840
RF9530
RF9540
RF9610
RF9620
RF9630
RF9640
RFBC30
RFC40
MJ2501
MJ2955

MJ15003
MJ15004
MJ15015
MJ15016
MJ15022
MJ15023

PRICE

PART

80P
1700P
100P

MJ15024
MJ15025
MJE13004
MJE13005
MJE13007

650P
150P
300P
300P
150P
150P

400P

100P
55P

100P
60P
100P
100P

200P
200P
250P
400P

MJE15031
MJE18004

175P

225P
200P
400P
300P
200P
225P
325P
375P
200P
400P

400P
700P

MJE1300)
MJE15023
MJE15029
MJE15030

400P

150P

PRICE

125P

0C28
0C29
0C35
0C36

350P
250P
350P
250P

S2000A3
S2000AF
S2055A
S2055AF
2N3053
2N3054
2N3055

175P
175P
175P

2N3440

300P
250P
350P
250P
400P

2N3441

100mA
160mA

2N3771

2N3772
2N3773

1.25A
1.6A
2A
2 5A
3.15A
4A
5A

DESCRIPTION

VOLUME

CODE

VIDEO HEAD CLEANER
VIDEO HEAD CLEANER
SWITCH CLEANER
SUPER 40
SILICONE GEASE
FREEZE IT
FREEZE IT
FOAM CLEANER
ANTI STATIC
AEROKLEANE
AERO DUSTER
AERO DUSTER
PLASTIC SEAL
GLASS CLEANER
COLDKLENE
EXCEL POLISH 80
ADHESIVE 120
LABEL REMOVER 130

75 ML
200 ML
176 ML
400 ML
200 ML
170 ML
400 ML
400 ML
150 ML
200 ML
150 ML
400 ML
200 ML
250 ML
250 ML
250 ML
400 ML
200 ML
400ML
50 GRAMMES
75ML
75 ML
25 GRAMMES
200ML
200 ML

SPO1

140P

SP27

250P
150P
250P

400 ML
400 ML

FUSE13
FUSE' 4
FUSE -5

PRICE

SPO2

SP15

170P

SPO3
SPO4

220P
550P

SP16

170P
170P

SPO5
SPO6
SPO7
SPO8

200P
220P
550P
200P

SP17
SP09
SP10
SP13
SP18
SP19
SP20

20mm CERAMIC TIME LAG
CURRENT RATING

ORDER
CODE

6.3.4

FUSE38
FUSE39
FUSE40
FUSE41
FUSE42

4A
5A

I

FUSE4:3

PRICE

100P
100P
100P
85
85P
85P

240P
240P
200P
280P
280P

SP21
SP11

150p
150p
150P

2100P
175p

450P

ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE MANUFACTURED BY SERVISOL
IF YOU PURCHASE MORE THAN ONE SERVISOL PRODUCT POSTAGE 8 PACKAGE WILL BE
450p FOR MORE THAN 5 CANS
CHARGED AS FOLLOWS: 300p FOR 5 CANS

GRANDATA LTD

I

PRICE
100P
100P
1 OOP

32mm CERAMIC SLOW BLOW
CURRENT RATING

ORDER
CODE

PRICE

8A
10A
15A

FUSE44
FUSE45
FUSE46
FUSE47

185P
185P
185P
210P

20A

38mm CERAMIC TIME LAG
CURRENT RATING

ORDER CODE

I

PRICE
1.1.I514

**ALL THE ABOVE PRICES ARE ARE FOR PACKS OF 10 FUSES"
NB. ALL FUSES ARE MADE IN THE JK AND FULLY MEET BS4265 & BS1362 SAFETY
STANDARDS AND SHOULD NOT BE COMPARED WITH CHEAP IMPORTED TYPES.

SOLDERING ACCESORIES
ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS
DESCRIPTION
25 WATT 240 VAC (XS25W 24)V)
15 WATT 240 VAC (XS 15W 240V)
25 WATT SPARE ELEMENT
15 WATT SPARE ELEMENT

SOLDER
DESCRIPTION
18 SWG 500 GRAMMES
20 SWG 500 GRAMMES
22 SWG 500 GRAMMES

CODE
S101

S102
S103
S104

8 way PREPROGRAMMED

Universal remote Control
A single remote control to operate
Televisiors, Videos and Satellite
Receivers. Plus Auxilary Options!!
Replaces up to 8 remotes with one
Simple 4 digit setup routine
Controls 1000's of models
Teletext functions with Fastest
Clear (large key) layout
Code Search Facility
Stylish and easy to operate
Replace broken or lost remotes
Original Remote not recuired
Order Code 8 WAY Price 1450P * VAT

PRICE
900P
900P
450p
450p

CODE
S108
S109

PRICE
350p
55p

CODE
SI10

PRICE
500P
650P
700P

SI11

SI12

DESOLDERING AIDS
DESCRIPTION
SOLDER MOP SIANDAR GUAGE 1.2mm x 1.5 MET RE
SOLDER MOP 1 2mm x 10 METRE
DESOLDERING PUMP
SPARE NOZZLE

200P

I90P

FUSE21
FUSE22
FUSE23
FUSE24
FUSE25
FUSE26
FUSE27
FUSE28
FUSE29
FUSE30
FUSE31
FUSE32

ORDER CODE
FUSE33
FUSE34
FUSE35

3A
5A
13A

160P
150P

60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
60P
50P
50P
50P
50P

CERAMIC PLUG TOP

SOLDERING STAND & SPONGES
DESCRIPTION
SOLDERING STAND (MADE BY ANTEX)
SPARE SPONGE

SERVICE AIDS

SP22
SP23
SP12
SP24
SP25
SP26
SP28
SP29

FUSE'2

FUSE 6

315A

PACE 9000 SWITCH MODE TRANSFORMER
ORDER CODE; PACE9000 PRICE 800p

TUBE SILICON GREASE
TUBE SILICON SEALANT WHITE
TUBE SILICON SEALANT CLEAR
TUBE HEAT SINK COMPOUND
DRIVE CLEANER
SCREEN CLEANER
COMPUTER CARE KIT
ANTI STATIC FOAM CLEANER
AIR DUSTER

FUSE -1

CURRENT RATING

SATELLITE PSU REPAIR KITS

F1EFURB 140

FUSE'0

6.3A

8A
10A

Experience shows hat 50°° of all receiver power supplies 'bounce' unless the
correct precautionary measures are taken when being serviced. A kit of all the
recommended parts is supplied for the most popular models. which when fitted
should overcome this.
PRICE
ORDER CODE
MAKE & MODELS
SATPSU1
PACE PRD800. PRD900
650P
650P
PACE SS900, 9200, 9010,9210. 9020, 9220 SATPSU2
SATPSU3
650P
AMSTRAD SRD510, SRD520
SATPSU4
650P
AMSTRAD SRD500
SATPSU5
650P
AMSTRAD SRX340, SRX345, SRX350
SATPSU6
650P
PACE D100/150
SATPSU7
650P
CHURCHILL D2MAC
SATPSU8
730P
PACE MSS100
SATSPU9
650P
PACE MSS200/300 APPOLLO
SATPSU10
1230P
PACE MSS500/1000
835P
SATPSU11
FERGUSON SRD4
1735P
SATPSU12
ECHOSTAR SR5500
SARPSU13
3125P
ECHOSTAR 6500/7700/8700
3125P
AMSTRAD SRD600
SATPSU14
SATPSU15
775P
MIMTEC (Surensen)
AMSTRAD SRD700/SR950/SRX100/302
730P
SRX501/502/1002/2001/SRD2000 SAT250
SATPSU16

75P
75P
75P
75P
75P
75P
75P
60P
60P
60P
60P
50P
50P
55P
55P
60P
60P

FUSE 03
FUSE04
FUSE05
FUSE06
FUSE07
FUSE08
FUSE09

(20mm)
PRICE
60P

QUICK BLOW
ORDER CODE
FUSE37
FUSE17
FUSE18
FUSE19
FUSE20

(20mm)
PRICE

FUSEO2

1A

18P
40P
38P
50P
45P
175P
85P
85P
90P
100P

2N3442

TIME LAG
ORDER CODE
FUSE .6
FUSEC,1

250mA
315mA
400mA
500mA
630mA
800mA

200P

2N30551-1

250P

CURRENT RATING

CODE
STO7

SI13
S105
S106

PRICE
80P
400P
320P
60P

8 way PREPROGRAMMED

Universal remote Control
The Optimum 8 way universal remote control
preprogrammed to operate up to 8 other
remote controls for Televisions. Videos and
Satellite Receivers. Plus Auxilary Options''
Pre-programmed with learning capability
' Replaces up to B remotes with one
' Jog/Shuttle thumb control
' Illuminated key pad
' Clear key layout
' Easy access secondary keypad
' Teletext & Fast text function.
' Stylish and easy to operate
' Replace broken or lost remotes
' Original Remote not required
' Freefone Helpline (UK Only)
(Order Code: OPTIMUM 8 Price: 2100P + VAT]

PLEASE PHONE US FOR TYPE NOT LISTED HERE AS WE ARE
HOLDING 30,000 ITEMS AND QUOTATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR
LARGE QUANTITIES
Please send E1 P&P and VAT at 17.5°.. Govt. Colleges. etc.
Orders accepted. Please allow 7 days for delivery. Prices quoted are subject
to stock availability and may be changed without notice.
TV and video pals sold are replacement parts.

K.P. HOUSE, UNIT 15, POP IN COMMERCIAL CENTRE,
SOUTHWAY, WEMBLY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND HA9 OHB
Telephone: 0181-900 2329 Fax: 0181-903 6126
OPEN Monday to Saturday.
Times: Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30 Sat 9.00-2.00

Access & Visa Card accepted
WE STOCK TV AND VIDEO SPARES. JAPANESE TRANSISTORS AND TDA
SERIES. PLEASE RING US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
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AUTO DIMMER
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MultiRouter!
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There are autorouters and AutoRouters....
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"The Best Autorouter that I have
seen costing less than £10,000!"
R.N. - (Willingham, UK)

Uses the latest 32 bit,
Shape Based, Multi -pass
Technology
Extremely Fast Do in Minutes what would
usually take days or weeks
AutoRoute very large and
complex boards
User Controllable,
User Configurable
100% Completion where
other autorouters fail
Could Easily Pay For Itself
On The First Job

THE AutoRouter!
Integrated Electronics CAD
Jr

Schematic Capture
I

111e.
I

IIIIIfIT

Analogue
& Digital
Simulation

Affordable Electronics CAD
1EASY-PC Professional: Schematic
From $275
Capture and PCB CAD. Links directly to
ANALYSER III,- LAYAN and PULSAR.
MultiRouter: 32bit Multi -pass Autorouter
$475
for EASY -PC Professional XM
LAYAN: New Electra -Magnetic layout
$950
Simulator. Include board parasitics in
your Analogue simulations. Links with
and requires EASY -PC Professional XM
and ANALYSER III Professional
From $195
PULSAR: Digital Circuit Simulator
ANALYSER III: Analogue Linear Circuit From $195
Simulator
FILTECH: Active and Passive Filter
Design program

STOCKIT: New comprehensive Stock
control program for the small or medium
sized business
EASY -PC: Award Winning PCB and
Schematic CAD.
Z -MATCH : Award Wnning Smith -Chart
based program for RF Engineers.

Prices from UK£145 / US$275

£145

£295
£495

£98
£98

._

From $275

£145

$275

£145

5145

£75

From $276

£145

We operate a no penalty upgrade policy. US$ prices Include
Post and Packing Sterling Prices exclude P&P and VAT.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FREE FOR LIFE
PROGRAMS NOT COPY PROTECTED.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR EDUCATION.
Email: sales©numberone.com
Ref: ETI, Harding Way, St.lves, Cambridgeshire, ENGLAND, PE17 4WR.

For full information, please write, phone or fax: -

Number One Systems

UK/EEC:
USA:

Telephone UK: 01480 461778 (7 lines) Fax: 01480 494042
Ref: ETI, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Telephone/Fax: (408) 395-0249

International +44 1480 461778

adadprmu

- D:WIC \PICBAS \BAS_14kPICBAS14.PRJ

Comprehensive PIC solutions from FED
D:WICWICBASUIAS_14WICH T L64 ASM

dosto

;

Cen

;

rap

quiks

quikc

PIC BASIC

lit

PICDESIM
PIC DE SIM is a fully integrated Windows PIC Simulator, to
use with our Development Environment. It features
Single step, skip over, and run
Conditional breakpoints, watch variables, graphical interfaces
Up to 50 times faster than MPSIM
Trace any number of variables and display like a logic
analyser
Wide range of simulator stimuli including asynch serial data
Integrates with our PIC Programmer

pig

£30.00 including P&P and Handling,
£25.00 if purchased with our PIC Programmer.

Easy to Learn BASIC in a Windows development
Environment. No need for assembler or a UV eraser to
get programming PICs. Modules operate from a serial
link from your PC. The 16C74 module has these features:
8k byte EEPROM - up to 2000 lines of BASIC
2' lines of programmable I/O, 8 ND inputs
PWM D/A output. 3 timers and interrupt support
Interrupt driven serial RS232 interface
Peripheral 12C bus interface, optional
external I2C static RAM.

16C57 Module Kit (2k, 4MHz) £27.00, Pre -built £33.00
16C57 Module Kit (8k, 4MHz) £30.00. Pre -built £36.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k, 4MHz £35.00, Pre -built £42.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k, 20MHz £40.00, Pre -built £46.00

goto quikclk

PIC Programmer

Thl

Run Simulation

%/I Program 16C54155/56/57158, 16C62xx, 16C64, 16C71173/74, 16C84.
PT//
Uses a serial link to a PC running Windows or DOS software provided.

;ii Includes PIC DE, the Windows based PIC Development Environment.
110n -line help, project management, editing, assembler.

NI
L II

Blank Chips -

PIC16C74/JW Erasable 20MHz £24.00
PIC16C74-04P OTP 4MHz £8.00
PIC16C57-04P OTP 4MHz £5.00
Kit £40.00, Ready Built £50.00
chdog
PIC16C84-04P EEProm Erasable 4MHz £6 00
Serial Cable for Programmer or BASIC Modules £7.50
D13
24LC16 2Kx8 serial EEPROM £2.00
24LC65 8kx8 serial EEPROM £5.00
1
D:\PIC\PICBMS\BAS___14\P Messages
I
raimaLA
141M1
Access
P -ices are inclusive, please add
VISA
10 Holmhurst Avenue, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 5PQ £3 00 for P&P and Handling to
6.
each order. All orders in stock
Telephone: 01425 275962, Technical 01225 274068
returned by 1st Class Post Cheques/POs payable to Forest
Electronic Developments
Visit our Web page at http://www.ibmpcug.co.uk/-grmamer/fed.htm
C61,, 2411A

:

Forest Electronic Developments

-

dri

v.-

"Your low cost route to embedded 8051"
KEIL C51 PK LITE

MICRO -PRO 51

"The complete Ansi-C development

"Hardware/software upgradeable
programmer for the 8051 family"
Accepts up to 40 pin DE. directly via

environment for the 8051"

Aries ZIF socket

ONLY
110

Surface mount and PLCC package
adaptors available as optional extras
Programme" awn tor We lolorleg *nicer
Genenc 8751/8752 nocroconnollers from Intel 8 Reims
Atmel 8951/8952 FLASH replacements for the
8751,8752

/Owl 1051/2951 20 -pin FLASH 8051 nocrocontroller

Atmel 8951/8952 & 1051/2051 /CE
cables available as optional extras

(Restricted to 2K total program coda

Sena] FEPROIAS fannies 24Cm, 93Ces. 59Crot. tEn

eg. Atmel, Intel, Siemens etc.

KEIL- "

oenvaDves

Fast PC parallel port hazed design

source level debugger

uVision-integrated Windows based
CSI project management system

Support for most 8051 derivatives

.

SMALL model only)

Field programmable hardware to
allow future upgradeabeity

Optimising Ansi-C compiler
dscope-51-8051 software simulator

Numerous microcontroller language
extensions for the fastest, tightest code

VL_SOFTWAFE

Embedded C51 Starter Systems for the 8051 family
"Everything you require to develop an
embedded 8051 -based project in C"

Atmel 8051 FLASH Mlcrocontroller Range
8951

8952

1051

2051

4K

8K

1K

128

256

64

2K
128

fil)

32

32

15

15

Timer/Counter (16 bd)

2

3

1

YES

YES

FLASH code ROM
RAM

MICRO -PRO 51 device programmer

KEIL C51 PK LITE
Sample Atmel FLASH

Serial Put
Interupt Sources
PintIDIL/PLC2)

microcontrollers

YES

5

8

3

40/44

40/44
Timer 2

20

20

Comparator

Comparator

Spacial features

Full suite of CS1
demonstration software

2

NO

5

895X -ST (ONLY £215)
Comes

corn

3lete with samples of Atmel 8951 and 8952 40 pin microcontrollers

X051 -ST (ONLY £199)
Comes corn 31ele with samples of Atmel 1051 and 2051 20 pin microcontrollers
EQUIlIOX Technologies 229 Greeninount Lane Bolton BL1 5JB Lancashire ENGLAND

EQUINOX
TECHNOLOUIES

Tel (01204) 492010 Fa. (01204) 494883 Int dialling code (UK 44 12041
sales(equintec demon co uk Web Page www demon co ukeguintec
All prices exciusive of VAT and carnage
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OPERATING & SERVICE MANUALS

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS
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CONTACT

CONTACT

Cooke International

Cooke International

ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OEB U.K.

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OEB U.K.

Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2

Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2

Fax: (+44)01243 542457

ADVERTISERS INDEX

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD
Sony new 1-44md 3-5" d/drive's
Sony 9" super fine pitch Trinitron RGB VDU
AT keyboards for IBM compatibles
IDE hard disk drives 40Mb upwards from
12" colour SVGA 800 x 600 NEC
Marconi Inst-2830 Multiplex Tester
Marconi Inst-Data Comms Tester
Marconi Inst-Digital Line Monitor
Marconi Inst-Digital Analyser
Farnell PSU 0-70V 0 -5N0 -30V 0.10A
Siemens Data Line Analyser K1190
Avo AC/DC Breakdown/Ionisation Tester RM 215L1
Tektronix DAS 9100 Digital Analysis System
Tektronix 7CT 1N Curve Tracer
Tektronix 7A 14A AMP
Tektronix 7511 DIFF-COMPTektronix 7A13
Tektronix 760.3 with DF2 + 7D01 LOGIC Analyser
Wendell & Golterman PMP20 Level Meter
IBM 486 SLC2-50 486 Computer C/with K/Board,
Mouse, 5Mb RAM, 1-44, 70Mb H/Disk
12 VAC 200 watt Transformer
27 VAC 130A Transformer NEW
7 VAC 130A Transformer NEW

Fax: (+44)01243 542457

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

AUTRONICS (ULTRA TECH)
BK ELECTRONICS
BOARDS - R - US
BULL ELECTRICAL
B BAMBER
BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD
CHELMER VALVE
COOKE INTERNATIONAL
COLES MARDIN + CO
DIRECT CCTV
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
EPSILON ELECTRONICS
EQUINOX TECHNOLOGY
FIELD ELECTRON CS
FOREST ELECTRONICS
GRANDATA
JOHNS RADIO
JPG ELECTRONICS
J + N FACTORS
LABCENTRE
LEN COOKE
MAPLIN
MAYFLOWER ELECTRICAL
MICRO -POWER MEASUREMENTS
MICRO 2000
MILFORD INSTRUMENTS
NICHE SOFTWARE
No1 SYSTEMS
OMNI ELECTRONICS
P. AGAR
PLANCENTRE
PROGRESSIVE RADIO
PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE LIBRARY
PICO TECHNOLOGY
QUICK ROUTE SYSTEMS LTD (POWERWARE)
RADIO TECH
SERVICE TRADING CO

£14.50 c/p E2.50
£35.00 c/p £12.50
£7.00 c/p £3.50

£24.95
£45.95 c/p £14.00

£300.00
£385.00
£350.00
£375.00
£245.00
£375.00
£200.00
£175.00
£295.00
£150.00
£100.00
£140.00
£350.00
£90.00
£250.00
£15.00
£18.00
£18.00

Plotters Computers Communications PSU VDU's Video
Fans Test Cable Network Printers Disk Drives always

SCI -WIRE

S+S SYSTEMS LTD
STEWART OF READING
TELECINETICS
TELFORD ELECTRONICS
TELNET
TSIEN
VARIABLE VOLTAGE TECHNOLOGY LTD

in stock. Overseas Enq' welcome. Telephone orders accepted.
C/P details please ring. All prices plus 17'/2 VAT.

Field Electric Limited, Unit 2 Willows Link,
Stevenage, Herts SG2 8AB
Tel: 01438 353781 Fax: 01438 359397
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Forth,'
014 2 66551
An

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, Nexus, Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST
Lineage: 75p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)
Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
£10.50 + VAT per single column centimetre

CYO

Classified

Access

Ank

ll

Ring for informatior on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
prirted on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE
VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
INPUT 220/240V AC 5 60
OUTPUT 0-260V
Price
0 5KVA 2.5 amp max
I KVA 5 amp max

2KVA 10 amp max
3KVA 15 amp max
5KVA 25 amp max

P&P

£31.90
C6.00
(£44.53 Inc VAT)
£41.15
£7.00
(C56 58 Inc VAT)
£59.40
£8.50
(£79.78 Inc VAT)
C78.65
£8.50
(£102.40 Inc VAT)
£139.15
(Plus Carnage)

me I,Doners hennas' pnnes in the country

Buy dreCt

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
LT Isnl 4^Oh & AUTO
TFIAW,F orr.1
.,-Yr and

(1,02.1"

cable entnes Pnrnary 1202400 Seco.
H7 005 pF Cape stance Sae L.37 a W '
42 Kilos PRICE C120.00 VAT
ex -warehouse. Canine on request.

Write/Phone your enquires

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

"BOFFINS SPECIAL"- UNIQUE OFFER

87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 0151 236 0982 0151 236 0154

DeNgned pakten'.

hdll medical

and EPROMS Eacap Precision 125 DC Motor we
Box and optical enccder

up. L C.D DION reed -out 17rnm high w
warning.

These an edd 500 Re clemer1.11,.
components. regret no Gavle
Ridiculously low pnce 00.00 £4.00 p&p
(t28.20 Inc' VAT)
248 DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR
Type 3TH8022 DB 2 o NO and 2 a NC 230V AC 100
Screw or Dm Rad fixing Sae H 120 x W 45 a 0 75mrn r
New Rocs £7.63 end P&P and VAT

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO
CASH immediate settlement.

AXIAL COOLING FAN

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS

2300 AC 120min square a 38rttrn 3 bid 1.
tall. Price E7.29 ncl. PAP and VAT 01,
available from dock Please telepivne

We also welcome the opportunity to quote
for complete factory clearance
Contact

e,

Grey brash complete with case feet
ICE71n6!45 1NU P&P &VAT 2 off (28.20 Ingoarre

'.

SEWING MACHINE MOTOR
Brand new 220/2400 ACOC SEWTRIC 2 leac Brush
Sae L 1091nin x I-1 70mm a W 55rnm Spode train dsi
long. £14.10101. P&P A VAT
GEARED MOTORS
71 RPM 2010 inch torque reversable 115V AC mpo Inc
cecTlor and hanslormer for 240V AC operation

Smartcaris, Readers/Encoders,
Evaluation & Development Kits...

01241 fro VII) IRS

http://www.gold netiusers/c196tepsilon,Rtm

E-MAIL: epsilon@powertech.no
EPSILON ELECTRONICS
Brynsengvn.1A,
0667 Oslo, Norway
TEL/FAX +4722640810

on/off met& safety rocrometdi and cocain £15.00 [2.00 pa
1E19 98 Inc OAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Rend new, 2400 AC. tan cooled Can be used bra vans,
n. A. Pnce indteles p&p &
purposes Intel 1 'kin outlet
£1120 wed. or 210 E20.50 manna
(62 28 inn VAT)
MICROSWITCH
Case and reflector £24.00. £300 p&p If31 73 irK VAT) Pye 15 amp changeover lever nucrotiwitch. type 5171 Brann
SAE for further oetails including Hy Lich, and in- rerfa Om 5 for E7.08 Inc VAT A p&p
dustrial Strobe Kds

Iondm, obey

Telephone: (01444) 881965

SMART CARD PRODUCTS

500 GPH 158 head 3 amp (1998
EPROM ERASURE KIT
1750 GPH 150 head 9 amp £34.55
Also now wadable 24V D.0 1750 GPM 15/1 heed Build your own EPROM ERASURE fora traced' or re r
a made-up und kg of parts less case roadies 121.1 8 watt
mo? £35.55.Al detigned to be wee
Angst
Tube
Ballast
ore, pair of apt lade neon Inc,..'
submerged PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

Showroom open

'

?

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
manufactured from your schematics or layouts. No minimum

Ample

P.FIne Rae.

36 Woodcot Avenue, Belfast BT5

MEASUREMENTS

5JA.

Wet:eiraPemterWeadrereoteged

PLANS

High -resolution Virtual Instrument System

INPUT

MxiSfuoctlon (80 Poet

OM

A

UNIQUE

BLEND

BUILD

OF

QUALITY, RESOLUTION, AND PRICE. THE

re

MPM 22

ON

2 INPUT CHANNELS,

BIT

(AT 155P5) ADC

HAS

PROGRAMMABLE SAMPLE RATE AND GAIN,

NixsoPxore 714 k wwwwwwwww-

rUL, me*

EASY

PARALLEL

PROTECTED

SELF

PORT

DIGITAL

Mail order address: Unit 5, Southall
Enterprise Centre. Bridge Road.
Southall, Middx. U82 4AI

We engineer what we buy, we support
_what we sell.

S WC SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 0181 559 1114

STAND-ALONE

A

ANALOGUE PORT FOR THE PC WHICH
OFFERS

For the best value in Used
Electronic Test Instruments
We buy. sell and service oscilloscopes, signal
generators, frequency counters. spectrum
Analysers, Power meters. logic testers, etc
Spare parts available for most Textronic
scopes.
Tel: 0181.813-9946
Fax: 0181-574-2339
Mobile: 01302 177752

VISA

quantity. Phone 01232-473533
anytime of post details to P. Agar,

High Resolution ADC

Sessen, 11811 SPA

1=32=1

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD. CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
FAX 0181-995 0549 0181-995 1560
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10

WE PRESENT

N Factors

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES

0.0M ek. Pow MM case

SERVICE TRADING CO

l'avage (3 unless your order n (15 and over

Unit 58, Queens Road, Wisbech,
Cambs PE13 7P0

151 W. NoduriniOnTi,

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Desiged for Disco. Theatrical uses etc.
Awn), 16 pules Adiuslable speed £50.00 £3.00 p&p

7 SPA (Guying case ouch will take small tools as well I2 extra

BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY
ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS
Tel: 01945 584188 Fax: 01945 475216

rnodhed tor 20ser S
contInuoi.o. Designed for
Oboe Dozens cr
Mid of physio end Redraws. eg supplying

IMO f2.40

5A range and 3 ranges of resistome These ore in perfect

condinon hove hod yen little use II any tested and fully
guaranteed Complete with leads cnd prods 1150 Order Ref

Dept ETI, Pilgrim Works, Stairbridge Lane, Belney,

127.73

Bull. 10 mac trier

volts up to 230

4 ranges of X volts up to 500 3 ranges of mdliamps and one

COLES-HARDING & CO

SOUD STATE ENT UNIT
Input 230,2400 AC.

£50 BT INSTRUMENT
FOR ONLY £7.50
100 ran read insulation thready In megohms

1

Pyles Inc VAT &

FCR FLIRTER DEO. ',KYR 01'K NUNN

We refer to the 81 insulation tester and multi -meter oth winch

240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
MA, stroke 1,4 in Base rtstroke Ste pull ammo TT6 Mod I Rat 2 1.4.
Front rnourdng lOin Front mounting 1/2 in stroke 15.)

INSTRUMENT CASE
Brand new Manta by Imhof L31 a 018 .
Rernoseabie front and rear panel for easy

ETC BOHR=

CABLE DROLL brOLUSNE)
sa.16R PiwniESES PACKAGES
ELLPTiC. ALL 00 BUTTERwoFroi
PASSIVE/ACME LINEAR
PHASE E25 EN> 'AL)

sTAFT-ostasideRK 5,0SL

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

400 £7.64.

4ft 40 watt £14.00 11,010is n-,
(£18.45 inc VAT)
(£10.58 Inc VAT)
211 20 watt C9.00 'caiiers 001,
1201 8 wan £4.80 75p p&p
(£8.52 a1c VAT
On 8 watt £3.96 50p p&p
(£5.24 inc VAT)
6in 4 watt £3 96 509 p&p
(£5.24 no VAT)
2300 AC BALLAST KIT
For either 6in, 9in or 12in tubes £8.05 £1.40
P4P (£8.75 Inc VAT)
The above Tubes are suitable for Forged Bank Role
detection. security marking etc
Other Wave Lengths of U V TUBE available please
telephone your enquiries
400 WAIT UV LAMP
((49 35 arc VAT)
Only £38 00 C4 00 p&p
160 WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK
LIGHT MERCURY BULB
Available with BC or ES Idling. Pnce inc VAT
& oat: and VAT £25.55

ckft=fi

BRAmPTON ROAD. MAYBANK. NEWCAS1LE-UNOEFI-LYME,

'THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS'

approx Pnca and p&p & VAT 772 ES OR. TT8 f3.81. SERI'

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLUORESCENT TUBES

TELEIONETIKS

ouALITY PR000iC1B FOR YOUR OM CCAPATIBLE PC
RS232 CONTROLLED MTEMFACE CAM:k.
WITH RALDOCUMENTATIZISPPLICATON NOTES ANC
SCFTWAFE SE1ECTABEL BAUD RATES. PriCiTOTYPNG AREA
alEGNaD VOLTAGE REGULATOR AL 314ALS AVRILM3LE VIA
40 WAY CC CCKBECTOR 4WM3SHAKING SIGNALS 030TH
N
CONTROL CF AU

MAKE CREMES PAYABLE TO ISTELEKL a YCTOMA COURT.

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 0151 236 5489
Liverpool 2

inechaNern. Mena eupplyc=x1.:irf..

TT2 Mod 1 hal

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES

'5

LIVERPOOL

Ire,,,11111.01 wan 1°111.

Ultra

I/O,

CAL BRATION,

INTERFACING,
A

PROPER

WINDOWS CONTROL ENVIRONMI NT WITH
EXPERIMENT AUTOMATION AND DATA LOGGING, A RUGGED EXTRUDED CASE
OUR
SYSTEM COSTS £295 BUILT AND CALIBRATED WITH SOFTWARE AND PSU, OR YOU CAN BUY

ELECTRONIC PLANS,
designs,
solar
and

laser
w,nd

generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150
projects. for catalogue, SAE to
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7, Old
Wharf Industrial Estate Dymock
Road, Ledbury. Herefordshire. HR8
2HS.

THE BOARD FOR OEM USE. FOR DETAILS, PHONE 01642 701786 OR 342266.
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SCIENTIFIC
LEMON POWERED, DIGITAL
CLOCK KIT, All parts supplied
(Except Lemon!), Large Display,
High Educational Value, Great Fun.
Only £16.95 ea (Plus £1.50 P&P).
P.P.S.,
33B Rowlands Road,
Worthing, W Sussex, BN11 3JJ.

PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS

SOFTWARE

ELECTRONIC
VALVES

"IsTKM ASTRA

(min;

TRANSFORMERS

Crture
qaPremier

Professional

CHELMER VALVE
COMPANY
130 NEW LONDON ROAD.
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX CM2 ORG
Tel: 01245 355296
Fax 01245 490064

For high quality audio valves

No.

Blanks for adult/D2mac etc
Season/eurocrypt int, pcb's
D2MAC 14 ch cards £25 ea
Or made from your design.
Boards -r -us 0121-321 2436

S&S Systems Ltd. Rai! NI fnun. %km Road. Walo
,Ar,

Or dukni

I d: (ii19119, "3399 [is: 101909) "3645

PC ELECTRONIC, TECHNICAL.
AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS
LOW COST SPECIALIST LIBRARY

PCB SCHEMATIC AND ART-

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE
PRICED AT £2.50. COMES WITH £2.00 OFF
MONEY VOUCHER TO PLACE AGAINST
YOUR FIRST ORDER.

WORK LAYOUT,
customised
product design, surface -mount

TEL. 01892 663298 FAX 01892 667173

Variable Voltage
Technology Ltd

valves are back!
Mains transformers for HT circuits
Filament transformers
Smoothing chokes
Output transformers
Unit 24, Samuel Whites Estate, Medina
Road, Cowes. Isle of Wight P031 71P

Tel 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593

component sourcing and much
more... contact ULTRA -TECH.

PIIONETFAX FOR YOUR CATALOGUE FROM
PDSL, WINSCOMBE HOUSE, BEACON ROAD.
CROWBOROUGH. SUSSEX IN6 IUL

ANI

SMART CARD PCB'S

Rth. &nude,

mix,curmi, Two..

Tel/Fax: 0181-472 8213 MOBILE:
0850 973555

To Advertise in the next issue of ETI please
write to ETI Classified advertising department,
Nexus Special Interests, Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts,
HP2 7ST, or Phone on 01442 66551
or Fax on 01442 66998
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT, NEXUS HOUSE,
BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST.
Rates: Linage 75p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £10.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursements for cancellations.
All ads must be pre -paid.
Name

Address
Daytime Tel. No:

Signature

Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.
Expiry Date

FOR SALE

COMPONENTS PLANS

OTHER - PLEASE STATE
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M 110 2000
Get the best Universal
Diagnostic tool kit on the market
Our servicing
turnaround time has
been reduced by an
average of 32%. Of all
the diagnostic
packages tried this is
the first to live up to
its advertising.

SOF1WARE

& HARDWARE
THAT REALLY
WORKS!

Microscope and
Postprobe for two
months with great
success. It really is as
good as you have said
in your publicity.

4

UNIVERSAL

(I)MPil I IBI 1.

Fully 0/S independent
diagnostic software

roA-Fivie
I have spoken to our
engineers about the Micro
20(X) software/hardware
package and received
favourable reports. They
say the best advantage

Use this Power -On -Self -test card to
,41

debug any "dead" PC that won't boot

Peva

U....1:U

-.13311

Micro 2(XX) has over

microicoper!,,,

wu-rrel

Mae -Scope
4 must -have
Remote
Diagnostics Tool

BIA17-71_n_

A proven way to
increase quality
control

other padcages is the
fact that it is operating
system independent.

=ft
Eir

re: .'..74
WPM 4,

To be truthful we at
Catalyst use Microscope on every
machine when it
"walks" in or out of
the door of the office.

,

DUANVNOS11

DiUNVPSTICS

Pliao-Scope

f

CENSUS
vso

7"

United
Kingdom

Tel +441462 483483
Fax +44 1462 481484

NEW RELEASES

TM

Lets you keep track of
hundreds or even
thousand of computers

; grit lig

Troubleshooting Series on sideo
cassettes! A wealth of technical

11811111,1111161

101111111

help at your fingertips.
p,

Netherlands &
France
Tel (+31) 020 638 4433
Fax (+31) 020 620 3437

Call about our Tutorial and

11111101111.1.

Germany
Tel (+49) 069 420 8278
Fax (+49) 069 420 8270

MICRO

200E1
Spain
OPEN JUNE/JULY
Call UK for details.
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The new Maplin MPS catalogue is the essential
electronic buyers' guide. Featuring everything from
cables, tools and test equipment to capacitors,
switches and optoelectronic components. And now
combining the entire Maplin and MPS product range
under one cover, with volume price breaks, for the
first time ever. With over 2,000 new products to
choose from you won't want to miss our new
catalogue. Reserve your copy now.

I

I

imp

ti.
NM.

Who said science had to be dull? Not us! The new
combined Maplin MPS catalogue is bursting with
exciting ideas from a huge range of electronics
kits, cycle computers and navigation systems, to
personal hi-fi, disco gear and home video editors.
All at our best prices and with discounts for larger
orders. Give your spare time a boost - reserve your
copy of the new Maplin MPS catalogue now.

The new Maplin MPS catalogue is out September 1996,
reserve your copy now
only

£3.45 (free post & packing when you reserve your copy by 31 August)

o1702
554
161
or visit your local Maplin store.
Also available from September at WH Smith and John Menzies.

MAPLIN

- 35 locations throughout the UK

Barnsley (Wombwell), Belfast. Birmingham, Bradford. Brighton. Bristol, Cardiff, Chatham, Coventry.
Dudley, Edinburgh. Glasgow. Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool, London (Edgware), London (Forest Hill),

London (Hammersmith), London (Ilford), Manchester (Cheetham Hill), Manchester (Oxford Road).

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS plc.
PO Box 3. Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR

Middlesborough. Milton Keynes. Newcastle -Upon -Tyne, Northampton. Nottingham, Portsmouth,
Preston, Reading, Sheffield. Slough. Southampton, Southend, Stockport, Stoke-on-Trent

MAPLIN MONDO SUPERSTORE now open at 3 Regent Street, LEEDS. Look out for new stores opening in your area soon!

